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Deutschsprachige Zusammenfassung
In der Natur, aber auch in klassischen Bauteilversuchen, kann mit dem bloßen Auge nur
das makroskopische Verhalten von Strukturen und Materialien beobachtet werden. Die
Materialantwort auf eine äußere Belastung ergibt sich jedoch stets aus der Zusammensetzung und der Interaktion des Materials auf verschiedenen Längen- und Zeitskalen. In den
letzten Jahrzehnten war das Verständnis verschiedener Prozesse und Wechselwirkungen
zwischen den Skalen ein maßgeblicher Bestandteil der Forschung. Dies triﬀt besonders
auf den Bereich der Materialmodellierung zu, bei dem skalenabhängig unterschiedliche
physikalische Prinzipien angewandt werden, was wiederum zu der Verwendung unterschiedlicher Berechnungsmethoden führt.
Die mechanische Beschreibung granularer Materialien bleibt eine wissenschaftlich sehr
anspruchsvolle Aufgabe, in der viele Phänomene noch nicht vollständig verstanden sind.
Dies erklärt sich primär durch das unterschiedliche Verhalten von Granulaten unter verschiedenen Bedingungen. In loser Zusammensetzung ähnelt ihr Verhalten dem von Flüussigkeiten. Im Gegensatz dazu können verfestigte oder unter Druck stehende Granulate Schubspannungen übertragen und zeigen daher festkörperähnliches Materialverhalten. Ferner versagen granulare Materialien oftmals lokal durch Scherbandbildung, welche
beispielsweise bei Erdrutschen aber auch experimentell in Biaxial- und Triaxialversuchen
beobachtet werden kann. Im Rahmen einer mathematisch-physikalisch basierten Modellierung granularer Medien kann eine partikelbasierte Beschreibung gewählt werden. Dabei
wird die Bewegung der Partikel direkt beschrieben und somit die Komplexität des Materials basierend auf der tatsächlichen Mikrostruktur so exakt wie möglich abgebildet. Die
Diskrete-Elemente-Methode stellt hierbei ein geeignetes numerisches Verfahren dar, um
mit einer großen Anzahl als starr angenommener Partikel umzugehen. Sie wird häuﬁg
im Bereich der Geomaterialien sowie in Pulver- und Partikelverfahrenstechnologien angewandt. Trotz rasch wachsender Rechenleistung kann diese Methode jedoch nicht mit
klassischen kontinuumsbasierten Ansätzen, insbesondere in Kombination mit der weit
verbreiteten Finite-Elemente-Technologie konkurrieren, da mit diesem Ansatz nahezu alle
Arten groß- und kleinskaliger Ingenieursprobleme berechnet werden können.
Die klassischen kontinuumsmechanischen Ansätze basieren jedoch auf der Annahme, dass
der Gesamtkörper die Manigfaltigkeit unendlich kleiner materieller Punkte ist, welchen
wiederum die physikalischen Eigenschaften zugewiesen werden. Die diskrete Charakteristik der Mikrostruktur des Materials wird daher als homogen verteilt angenommen, sodass
sie nur in einem eﬀektiven Sinne in die Modellierung einﬂießen muss. Im Bereich granularer Medien zeigen experimentelle Beobachtungen der letzten Jahrzehnte jedoch deutlich,
dass beispielsweise lokale Rotationen der einzelnen Körner auf der Mikroebene eine signiﬁkante Rolle bei der Scherbandbildung spielen. Die Gruppe der kinematisch erweiterten
Mikrokontinuumstheorien ist eine Möglichkeit diese Mikrostruktureﬀekte in eine kontinuumsbasierte Modellierungsstrategie einzubeziehen. Dabei wird die makroskopische Bewegung an einem materiellen Punkt durch eine Mikrobewegung ergänzt, die möglichst so formuliert ist, dass alle relevanten mikroskopischen Deformationsmechanismen berücksichtigt
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sind. Gleichzeitig ergibt sich dadurch die Möglichkeit, größenabhängige Phänomene abzubilden, da die Annahme der Inﬁnitesimalität des materiellen Punktes aufgehoben werden
muss, und damit inhärent eine Längenskala in die Modellierung einbezogen wird. In dieser
Arbeit spielen insbesondere mikromorphe und mikropolare Kontinuumsformulierungen
eine zentrale Rolle. Der Unterschied liegt dabei in der Annahme, ob das eingebettete
Mikrokontinuum starr (mikropolare Formulierung) oder homogen deformierbar (mikromorphe Fomrulierung) ist. Trotz der Erweiterung sind beide Formulierungen jedoch weiterhin rein makroskopische Ansätze, da beispielsweise der Mikro- und der Makrodeformationsgradient immer noch als gemittelte Größen aufgefasst werden müssen und damit auf
ein phänomenologisches Modell führen. Bei der Anwendung derartiger Formulierungen
stellt sich allerdings die Frage, ob die in diesem Zusammenhang eingeführten zusätzlichen
Spannungs- und Verformungsgrößen tatsächlich makroskopisch in Erscheinung treten und
daher auch eine physikalische Notwendigkeit besitzen. Diese Fragestellung kann durch
die Anwendung geeigneter Homogenisierungsverfahren, welche mikrostrukturelle Informationen durch Mittelungsverfahren auf eine höherwertige Skala übertragen, beantwortet
werden. Dabei wird im Idealfall ohne Berücksichtigung makroskopischer Annahmen eine
Verbindung zwischen mikro- und makroskopischen Größen hergestellt.
Die methodische Entwicklung einer solchen Homogenisierungsmethode im Bereich granularer Medien ist das wesentliche Ziel der vorliegenden Monograﬁe. Dabei werden, wie oben
erwähnt, partikelbasierte Informationen der Mikroskala mit makroskopischen Größen mikromorphen und mikropolaren Charakters verknüpft. Die Arbeit stellt dabei insbesondere
mikromorphe Kontinuumsmodelle im Anwendungsbereich granularer Materialien mit deformierbaren Konstituierenden in den Fokus, da existierende Homogenisierungsmethoden
bereits detailliert den Zusammenhang zwischen Mikrostrukuren, die aus starren Partikeln
bestehen, und mikropolaren Kontinuumsansätzen hergestellt haben.
Zunächst ist jedoch ein Verständnis der erweiterten kontinuumsmechanischen Formulierungen notwendig. Im Anschluss an die Einleitung in Kapitel 1, welche eine ausführliche Motivation der Arbeit und eine Zusammenstellung des wesentlichen Stands der Forschung in
den behandelten Bereichen umfasst, wird daher in Kapitel 2 eine systematische Einführung in die Thematik der Mikrokontinuumstheorien gegeben. Dazu werden die grundlegenden Beziehungen für die kinematische Beschreibung, den Spannungszustand und die
beschreibenden Bilanzgleichungen strukturiert abgeleitet. Ausgangspunkt ist eine kurze
Einführr ung in die Standardbeschreibung des Cauchy-Kontinuums, gefolgt von der mikropolaren Erweiterung und einer detailliertere Ausarbeitung der mikromorphen Kontinuumsformulierung.
Kapitel 3 behandelt das eigentliche Homogenisierungsverfahren. Dieses basiert im Wesentlichen auf der Ausnutzung des sogenannten Mikro-meso-makro Prinzips. Dabei wird
für die Formulierung einer mikromorphen Homogenisierung ein Ensemble homogen deformierbarer Partikel als Repräsentatives Elementarvolumen (REV) auf einer zusätzlich
eingeführten Mesoskala deﬁniert. Die mesoskopische Skala ist in ihrer Größenordnung klar
von der räumlich niedrigeren Mikroskala der einzelnen Partikel und der darüber liegenden
makroskopischen Skala des Gesamtkörpers getrennt. Die Anwendung dieser Skalentrennung zwischen den drei betrachteten Skalen vereinfacht die Gleichgewichtsbeziehungen,
sowohl für in den Gesamtkörper eingebettete REV, als auch für in das REV eingebet-
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tete Einzelpartikel. Dies führt letztendlich zu der Möglichkeit, Gleichungen für die volumenspeziﬁsche Mittelung herzuleiten, welche die direkte Übertragung der mikroskopischen Informationen auf mikromorphe Größen erlaubt. Dadurch wird die physikalische
Verbindung zwischen der granularen Mikrostruktur und dem makroskopischen Kontinuum in Form von Kontaktkräften und Spannungen auf der Partikelskala und den erweiterten Spannungstensoren der mikromorphen Makroformulierung hergestellt. Die Spannungshomogenisierung basiert auf dem Vergleich zweier unterschiedlicher Spannungsdeﬁnitionen bezüglich des REV. In der ersten Beschreibung wird der Spannungstensor aus
dem Kräftegleichgewicht am REV bestimmt, er ist dadurch nicht explizit von lokalen
Partikeldeformationen abhängig. In der zweiten Beschreibung wird ein weiteres Spannungsmaß als volumetrisches Mittel der Partikelspannungen bestimmt, demnach ist es
explizit von möglichen lokalen Deformationen der einzelnen Partikel im REV abhängig.
Die Verknüpfung der beiden Spannungsgrößen führt auf eine Spannungsdiﬀerenz, die hier
als wesentlicher Indikator für mikromorphes Materialverhalten angesehen wird. Eine weitere Verbindung zwischen partikelbasierten und mikromorphen Größen besteht außerdem
zwischen den lokalen Partikeldeformationen, den Partikelverschiebungen und -rotationen
auf der einen Seite und den Deformations- und Verzerrungstensoren der Kontinuumsbeschreibung auf der anderen Seite.
Um die eingeführte Homogenisierungsmethodik zu veriﬁzieren, sind partikelbasierte Simulationen von Materialversagen in granularen Materialien erforderlich. Die dadurch berechneten Mikrostrukturinformationen werden dann in Richtung der REV Skala verarbeitet.
Dazu werden in Kapitel 4 die notwendigen Grundlagen der Diskrete-Elemente-Methode
vorgestellt. Für die Simulationen wird eine vereinfachende Repräsentation des Granulats
mittels starrer kugelförmiger Partikel gewählt. Das Materialverhalten wird durch konstitutive Kontaktformulierungen festgelegt. Diese werden getrennt für den Normalkontakt,
den Tangentialkontakt und zusätzlich in rotatorischer Richtung deﬁniert. Das dadurch
deﬁnierte Modell ist geeignet, um nach der Homogenisierung mikropolare Größen zu
identiﬁzieren. Um zusätzlich mikromorphe Eigenschaften zu erfassen, wird das Model
durch verformbares Binde- oder Matrixmaterial erweitert. Diese werden über verformbare Balkenelemente, die benachbarte Partikel verbinden, zusätzlich in die Modellierung
einbezogen. Das vollständige idealisierte Modell ermöglicht den Übergang der kontinuierlich formulierten Mittelungsgleichungen auf eine diskrete Form, in welcher nur noch eine
ﬁnite Anzahl von Partikeln ausgewertet werden.
Da mikropolare Eﬀekte unabdingbar bei der Lokalisierung granularer Materialien sind,
liegt der Schwerpunkt der darauf folgenden Simulationen in Kapitel 5 auf der Modellierung
von Scherbandphänomenen. Als beispielhafte Materialien werden ein reiner Quarzsand
und ein mittels Bindermaterial gebundener Quarzsand gewählt. Letzterer ist hierbei
ein häuﬁg verwendetes Material für Sandgußverfahren in Metallgussanwendungen. In
beiden Fällen kann die Initiierung und die vollständige Ausbildung von Scherbändern
erfolgreich simuliert werden. Dazu werden kleinskalige Simulationen uniaxialer Druckund Zugversuche sowie biaxialer Druckversuche durchgeführt.
Die Anwendung der Homogenisierungsstrategie auf die Ergebnisse der Diskrete-ElementeSimulationen sind in Kapitel 6 zusammengestellt. Dabei ergeben sich die folgenden
Kernaussagen: Wie im mikropolaren Fall sind die erweiterten Spannungs- und Defor-
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mationsgrößen der mikromorphen Theorie überwiegend in lokalisierten Zonen konzentriert. Die Größe des gewählten REV ist der wesentliche kritische Faktor, um mikromorphe Eﬀekte auf der makroskopischen Skala identiﬁzieren zu können und korreliert
daher mit der intrinsischen Längenskala der Kontinuumsformulierung. In diesem Zusammenhang zeigt eine Variation der REV-Größe den Verlust der mikrostrukturellen Informationen mit zunehmender REV-Größe im mikromorphen und im mikropolaren Fall.
Mit Hilfe der Bilanz der mechanischen Leistung eines REV können außerdem die arbeitskonjugierten Paare von gemittelten Spannungs- und Verformungsgrößen identiﬁziert
werden. Die Evaluierung der geleisteten Arbeit von REV in der Scherzone liefert einen
zusätzlichen wichtigen Einblick in die Notwendigkeit, Mikrokontinuumserweiterungen bei
der Wahl eines makroskopischen Modellierungsansatzes zu berücksichtigen. Während
die mikropolaren Anteile signiﬁkant zur gesamten mechanischen Arbeit beitragen, triﬀt
dies, zumindest für die in dieser Arbeit exemplarisch gewählten Materialien, nicht für die
zusätzlichen mikromorphen Anteile der Beschreibung zu.
Die vorliegende Arbeit wird durch eine Zusammenfassung und einen kritischen Ausblick
in Kapitel 7 abgeschlossen.

English summary
In classical material tests, but also in nature, the macroscopic behaviour of structures
and materials is observed. However, the material response to an external loading always
results from the composition and the interaction of the material at diﬀerent time and
length scales. In recent decades, the understanding of diﬀerent processes and interactions
between scales has been a major topic of research. This is especially true in the ﬁeld of
material modelling, where often diﬀerent physical principles are applied depending on the
chosen scale, which in turn leads to the use of diﬀerent computational methods.
The mechanical description of granular materials remains a scientiﬁcally demanding task,
in which many phenomena are yet not fully understood. This is primarily due to the
diﬀerent behaviour of granules under diﬀerent conditions. In loose composition, their
behaviour resembles that of ﬂuids. In contrast, solidiﬁed or pressurised granulates can
transmit shear stresses and therefore exhibit solid-like material behaviour. Furthermore,
granular materials often fail locally by shear banding, which can be observed, for example,
in landslides but also experimentally in biaxial and triaxial experiments. Within the scope
of a modelling of granular media, a particle-based description can be chosen, describing the
movement of the particles in a direct way. Thus, the material’s complexity is accounted for
as accurately as possible based on the actual microstructural composition. The DiscreteElement Method is a suitable numerical method for dealing with a large number of rigidly
assumed particles. It is widely used in the ﬁeld of geomaterials as well as in powder and
particle-process technologies. However, despite rapidly increasing computational power,
this method can not compete with classical continuum-based approaches, especially when
they are applied in combination with the widely used Finite-Element technology, since this
approach allows the computation of almost all types of large- and small-scale engineering
problems.
However, classical continuum-mechanical approaches are based on the assumption that
the overall body is the manifold of inﬁnitesimally small material points to which the
physical properties are assigned. The discrete characteristic of the microstructure of the
material is therefore assumed to be distributed homogeneously, such that it only needs to
be incorporated into the modelling in an eﬀective sense. In the ﬁeld of granular media,
however, experimental observations from recent decades clearly show that, for example,
local rotations of the individual grains at the micro-level play a signiﬁcant role in shear
band formations. The group of kinematically extended microcontinuum theories is one
way of incorporating these microstructural eﬀects into a continuum-based modelling strategy, in which the macroscopic motion at a material point is extended by a micromotion
that should consider all relevant microscopic deformation mechanisms. At the same time,
this results in the possibility of modelling size-dependent material behaviour, since the
assumption of the inﬁnitesimality of the material point is abandoned, and thus a length
scale is inherently included into the description. Especially micromorphic and micropolar continuum formulations play a central role in this work. The diﬀerence lies in the
assumption whether the embedded microcontinuum is rigid (micropolar formulation) or
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homogeneously deformable (micromorphic formulation). However, despite the kinematic
extensions, both formulations continue to be purely macroscopic approaches, since, for example, the micro- and macrodeformation gradients still have to be understood as averaged
quantities and the overall approach remains a phenomenological one. The application of
such formulations, however, arises the question whether the additional stresses and deformations introduced in this context actually emerge macroscopically and therefore exhibit
a physical necessity. This question can be answered by applying suitable homogenisation
methods, which transfer microstructural information to a spatially higher scale via volumetric averaging techniques. Ideally, a connection is thereby established between the
microscopic and the macroscopic scale without taking into any assumptions concerning
the macroscopic material behaviour into account.
The methodical development of such a homogenisation method in the ﬁeld of granular
media is the main aim of this monograph. As mentioned above, particle-based information
from the microscale is thereby linked to macroscopic quantities of micromorphic and
micropolar character. A particular emphasis is on micromorphic continuum models in
the application ﬁeld of granular materials with deformable constituents, since existing
homogenisation methods already clearly show the relationship between microstructures
consisting of rigid particles and micropolar continuum formulations.
First, however, an understanding of the extended continuum-mechanical formulations
is necessary. Following the introduction in Chapter 1, which provides a more detailed
motivation for the work and a short revision of the state of the art in the treated areas,
Chapter 2 gives a systematic introduction to the topic of microcontinuum theories. For
this purpose, the basic relationships for the kinematic description, the stress state and
the governing balance relations are derived in a structured manner. The starting point
is a short introduction to the standard description of the Cauchy continuum, followed by
the micropolar extension and a more detailed elaboration of the micromorphic continuum
formulation.
Chapter 3 deals with the actual homogenisation strategy. It is based on the exploitation of the so-called micro-meso-macro principle. For the formulation of a micromorphic
homogenisation, an ensemble of homogeneously deformable particles is therefore deﬁned
as a Representative Elementary Volume (REV) on an additionally introduced mesoscale.
The mesoscopic scale is clearly separated from the spatially lower microscale of the individual particles and the spatially higher macroscopic scale of the continuum body. The
application of this scale separation between the three considered scales simpliﬁes the equilibrium relationships, both for REV embedded in the overall body and for single particles
embedded in the REV. This ultimately leads to the possibility of deriving volume-speciﬁc
averaging formalisms, which allow the direct transfer of microscopic information towards
micromorphic quantities on the REV level.
This establishes the physical connection between the granular microstructure and the
micromorphic continuum. The relationship exists between contact forces and stresses
on the particle scale and the extended stress tensors of the micromorphic formulation.
The stress homogenisation is based on the comparison of two diﬀerent stress averaging
procedures with respect to the REV. In the ﬁrst description, the stress tensor is determined
from the equilibrium of the external forces at the REV level, and is therefore not explicitly
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dependent on local particle deformations. In the second description, a microstress average
tensor is determined as the volume average of the microscale particle stresses. It is thus
explicitly dependent on possible local deformations of the individual particles in the REV.
The combination of the two balance relations incorporating the two stress measures leads
to a micromorphic stress diﬀerence, which is here considered to be an essential indicator
for micromorphic material behaviour. A further link between particle-based information
and micromorphic continua is derived between the local particle deformation, the particle
displacement and rotation on the one side, and the deformation and curvature tensors of
the extended continuum description on the other side.
To verify the established homogenisation methodology, particle-based simulations of material failure in granular materials are required, supplying the necessary microstructural
information, which is then processed towards the REV scale. For this purpose, the fundamentals of the applied Discrete-Element Method are presented in Chapter 4. For the
simulations, a simplifying spherical discrete element representation of the granular material is chosen. The material behaviour is assigned to constitutive contact formulations.
These are deﬁned separately for the normal contact, the tangential contact and additionally for the relative rotational direction between two interacting particles, introducing a
rolling resistance model to tackle the grain-shape simpliﬁcation. The thereby obtained
model is suitable for identifying micropolar eﬀects after homogenisation. In order to additionally detect micromorphic properties, the model is extended by deformable binder
or matrix material, which is phenomenologically included into the model via deformable
beam elements connecting neighbouring particles. The complete idealised model allows
for the transition of the continuously formulated averaging formalisms towards discrete
forms in which only a ﬁnite number of particles are evaluated for the computation of the
stress and strain quantities on the REV level.
Since micropolar eﬀects are known to be active in localised zones of granular materials,
the focus of the subsequent simulations in Chapter 5 is on the modelling of shear band
phenomena, using as exemplary materials an unbonded and an initially bonded quartz
sand. The latter is a frequently used material for sand-based moulds for metal casting
applications. In both cases, the initiation and the complete evolution of primary shear
bands is successfully simulated in uniaxial compression and tension tests as well as biaxial
compression tests.
The application of the homogenisation strategy to the results of Discrete-Element simulations is summarised in Chapter 6. The investigation reveals the following key points: As
in the micropolar case, the extended stress and deformation measures of the micromorphic
theory are predominantly concentrated in localised zones. The chosen size of the REV is
the major critical factor for identifying micromorphic eﬀects on the REV scale, and thus
correlates with the intrinsic length scale of the continuum formulation. In this context, a
variation in the REV size shows the loss of microstructural information with increasing
REV size in the micromorphic and in the micropolar case. The balance of mechanical
power of an REV is furthermore used to identify the work-conjugated pairs of averaged
stress and strain quantities. The evaluation of the internal mechanical work of an REV
in the shear zone then provides additional important insight into the need to consider
microcontinuum extensions when choosing a macroscopic modelling approach. While the
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micropolar extension contributes signiﬁcantly to the overall mechanical work, this is not
true for the additional micromorphic part of the extensions, at least for the materials
exemplarily modelled in this work.
The monograph concludes with a summary and a critical outlook in Chapter 7.

Nomenclature
The nomenclature and notation of modern tensor calculus, generally used in continuum
mechanics, is adopted for the present monograph. The principle style follows the notation
given in Ehlers [59]. Speciﬁc conventions and symbols are given in the following, excluding
additional symbols and notations used in the Appendices.

Conventions
General conventions
(·)
a, b, . . . or α, β, . . .
a, b, . . . or α, β, . . .
A, B, . . .
n

n

A, B, . . .

placeholder for arbitrary quantities
scalars (zero-order tensors)
vectors (ﬁrst-order tensors)
tensors of second order
tensors of n-th order

Index and suffix conventions
i, j, k, n, . . .
( · )B
( · )m
( · )(i)
( · )0
·

( · ) = d( · )/dt
∆

indices (control variables) as super- or subscripts
stress or deformation quantity at the body scale following
from homogenisation
quantities at the microcontinuum/particle scale
quantities in a setting with a distinct number of particles
initial values of non-kinematical quantities with respect to the
referential conﬁguration
total time derivative

∇

(·)/(·)
d( · )
∂( · )
h( · )i
h( · )iA

upper/lower Oldroyd time derivative
diﬀerential operator
partial derivative operator
volume-speciﬁc average
surface-speciﬁc average
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Symbols
Greek letters
Symbol

Unit

Description

αc
αs
δ
δij
δ (ij)
∆t
ǫ
ε
θ̄

[-]
[-]
[m]

µs
µd
ν
ρ
ς

[-]
[-]
[-]
[ kg/m3 ]
[ ·/m3 ]

σV
σy
ϕ
ϕ̄
Ψ
Ψ̂

[ N/m2 ]
[ N/m2 ]
[ rad ]
[ rad ]
[ ·/m3 ]
[ ·/m3 ]

compressive strength factor of the bond-element formulation
shear coeﬃcient of the Timoshenko-beam formulation
characteristic size of the microscale
Kronecker symbol or Kronecker delta
particle indentation
time increment
scale parameter between micro- and mesoscale
mass-speciﬁc internal energy
angle, deﬁning the active contact are at Sc of the rotational
resistance model
sticking (static) friction coeﬃcient
sliding (dynamic) friction coeﬃcient
Poison’s ratio
density
volume-speciﬁc supply term of scalar-valued mechanical
quantities
von Mises equivalent stress
stress-threshold value
rotation angle
total rotation angle
volume-speciﬁc density of scalar mechanical quantities
volume-speciﬁc production term of scalar mechanical quantities
actual/referential normal vector to the material surface of
the microccontinuum
actual/referential director
volume-speciﬁc supply term of vector-valued mechanical
quantities
rotation vector
relative rotation between two particles
normalised relative rotation between two particles
rolling part of ϕ(ij)
twisting part of ϕ(ij)
motion/inverse motion function

[m]
[s]
[-]
[ J/kg ]
[ rad ]

ζ /Z
ξ/Ξ
ς
ϕ
ϕ(ij)
ϕ̄(ij)
(ij)
ϕr
(ij)
ϕt
χ / χ−1

[ ·/m3 ]
[ rad ]
[ rad ]
[-]
[ rad ]
[ rad ]
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Ψ

[ ·/m3 ]

Ψ̂

[ ·/m3 ]

φ

[ · /m2 ]

ω
∆
¯
∆
ε̄

[ · /s ]
[ ·/s ]
[ ·/s ]
[-]

θ
Θ̄
ΘM

[ kg m2 ]
[ kg m2 ]
[ kg m2 ]

κ̄

[ 1/m ]

volume-speciﬁc densities of vector-valued mechanical quantities
volume-speciﬁc production term of vector-valued mechanical quantities
vector-valued surface-speciﬁc eﬄux term of mechanical
quantities
angular velocity
deformation velocity tensor
micropolar deformation velocity tensor
geometrically linearised micropolar or micromorphic strain
tensor
mass-moment-of-inertia tensor of a microcontinuum
micropolar mass-moment-of-inertia tensor
mass-moment-of-inertia tensor of a rigid particle P with respect to M
geometrically linearised curvature tensor

[ 1/m ]
[ m m/s2 ]
[ Nm/m2 ]

geometrically linearised third-order curvature tensor
micromorphic spin-inertia tensor
geometrically linearised couple stress tensor

µ̄d
ε
ε̄

[ Nm/m2 ]
[-]
[-]

εb
εM
σ
σb
σM

[-]
[-]
[ N/m2 ]
[ N/m2 ]
[ N/m2 ]
[ N/m2 ]
[ · /m2 ]
[ ·/s ]
[ ·/s ]
[ ·/s ]

geometrically linearised dyadic stress moment tensor
geometrically linearised strain tensor
geometrically linearised micropolar or micromorphic strain
tensor
geometrically linearised bond strain tensor
geometrically linearised REV mircrostrain tensor
geometrically linearised stress tensor
geometrically linearised bond stress tensor
geometrically linearised microstress average
Kirchhoﬀ stress tensor
surface-speciﬁc eﬄux term of mechanical quantities
skew-symmetric gyration tensor
skew-symmetric micropolar gyration tensor
skew-symmetric gyration tensor of an embedded particle in
an REV

3

κ̄
λ
µ̄
3

τ
Φ
Ω
Ω̄
ΩM
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Latin letters
Symbol

Unit

Description

A
B
c
cs
d
d50
dn
dR
D
Dn
Dt
Dϕ
dm
dv / dV
E
J
kn
Kn
Knlin
Kt
Kϕ
m
M
N
P
r
r (ij)
R
t
V
wi
Wi
a
b
c

number of particles in an REV
number of REV-boundary particles
contact point between two interacting particles
[-]
shape parameter of the rolling resistance model
[m]
characteristic size of the mesoscale
[m]
mean particle size of a grain size distribution
3
[ Ns/m ]
local damping coeﬃcient in contact normal direction at Sc
[m]
REV diameter
[m]
characteristic size of the macroscale
[ Ns/m ]
damping coeﬃcient in contact normal direction
[ Ns/m ]
damping coeﬃcient in relative tangential contact direction
[ Nms ]
damping coeﬃcient in relative rotational contact direction
[ kg ]
local mass element
3
[m ]
actual/referential volume element
[ N/m2 ]
Young’s modulus
[-]
Jacobian determinant of F
3
[ N/m ]
local contact stiﬀness in contact normal direction at Sc
[ N/m2 ]
Hertzian contact stiﬀness in contact normal direction
[ N/m ]
linear contact stiﬀness in contact normal direction
[ N/m ]
contact stiﬀness in relative tangential contact direction
[ Nm ]
contact stiﬀness in relative rotational contact direction
[ kg ]
mass
number of bond contacts
number of direct point contacts
material point
[m]
radius of a particle
[m]
common radius (harmonic mean of the radii of two particles)
[m]
radius of the contact surface Sc
[s]
time
[ m3 ]
volume
[ Nm/(kg s) ] mass-speciﬁc internal stress power
[ Nm ]
internal mechanical work
[ m/s2 ]
acceleration vector
2
[ m/s ]
mass-speciﬁc body force vector
2 2
[ m /s ]
mass-speciﬁc body couple

Nomenclature
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da / dA
dx / dX
ei
e
ē
f
fb
fc
fc,n
fc,t
fex
fM
g
hO
hM
k
l
lb
lc
m̄
mb
mc
md
mM
m̄c
m̄ex
mO
m̄M
n
nc
t
tb

[ m2 ]
[m]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[N]
[N]
[N]
[N]
[N]
[N]
[N]
[ m/s2 ]
[ kg/m s ]
[ kg/m s ]
[N]
[ kg/m2 s ]
[m]
[m]
[ Nm/m2 ]
[ Nm ]
[ Nm ]
[ Nm ]
[ Nm ]
[-]
[ Nm ]
[ Nm ]
[ Nm/m2 ]
[-]
[-]
[ N/m2 ]
[ N/m2 ]

tM
u
ub
(ij)
uc
(ij)
uc,t

[ N/m2 ]
[m]
[m]
[m]
[m]

actual/referential area element
actual/referential line element
(Cartesian) basis of orthonormal vectors
central axis of the rotation vector ϕ
central axis of the total rotation vector ϕ̄
volume force vector acting on P from a distance
resulting force from the stress distribution of a bond
contact force at c
normal part of the contact force
tangential part of the contact force
resulting discrete force vector at M, corresponding to t
resulting discrete force vector at M, corresponding to tM
constant gravitation vector
local angular momentum with respect to O
local angular momentum with respect to M
total force from contact and volume-speciﬁc forces
local linear momentum vector
branch vector to the contact surface Sc
branch vector to the contact point c
couple stress vector in relation to M̄
resulting moment from the stress distribution of a bond
contact moment
viscous contact moment
resulting moment with respect to M
normalised contact moment
resulting discrete moment at M, corresponding to m̄
resulting moment with respect to O
couple stress vector in relation to M̄M
outward-oriented unit surface normal vector
outward-oriented contact normal at c
surface traction vector in relation to the stress tensor T
surface traction vector in relation to the bond stress tensor
Tb
surface traction vector in relation to the stress tensor TM
displacement vector
local displacement vector of a bond
relative contact displacement vector at c
(ij)
tangential part of uc
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(ij)

ur

[m]

v
vc
(ij)
vc
(ij)
vc,t
vM
x/X

[ m/s ]
[ m/s ]
[ m/s ]
[ m/s ]
[ m/s ]
[m]

xc
x̄c
xM / XM
xM / XM
A
Ā
B
C
C̄ / R C̄

[m]
[m]
[m]
[m]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[ 1/m ]

relative displacement vector between the mass centres of two
bonded particles
velocity vector
absolute particle velocity vector at c
relative contact velocity at c
(ij)
tangential part of vc
velocity vector at the mass centre M
absolute actual/referential position vector to a material
point P
absolute position vector to the contact point c
relative position vector to c with respect to M
actual/referential relative position vector of M
actual/referential absolute position vector of M
contravariant Almansian strain tensor
micropolar or micromorphic Almansian strain tensor
covariant left Cauchy-Green deformation tensor
contravariant right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor
actual/referential second-order curvature tensor

[ 1/m ]
[ 1/s ]

actual/referential third-order curvature tensor
symmetric deformation velocity tensor

E
E
Ē
F
F̄
FM
I
K / RK
L
L̄

[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[ 1/s ]
[ 1/s ]

LM
M
M̄
M̄M
M̄d
M̄dM

[ 1/s ]
[ Nm/m2 ]
[ Nm/m2 ]
[ Nm/m2 ]
[ Nm/m2 ]
[ Nm/m2 ]

Ricci permutation tensor (third-order fundamental tensor)
contravariant Green-Lagrangean strain tensor
micropolar or micromorphic Green-Lagrangean strain tensor
deformation gradient
micromorphic director motion
deformation gradient of an embedded particle in a REV
identity tensor (second-order fundamental tensor)
actual/referential covariant Karni-Reiner strain tensor
spatial velocity gradient
spatial velocity gradient of the micromorphic director motion
spatial velocity gradient of an embedded particle in an REV
Cauchy stress moment tensor
couple stress tensor
couple stress average tensor
surface-speciﬁc dyadic stress moment tensor at ∂B
surface-speciﬁc dyadic stress moment tensor at ∂R

3

3

C̄ / R C̄
D
3
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3

M̃
3

Md
3

MdM
3

M̄dM
P
R
R̄
S
T
Tb
TM
U/V
Ū / V̄
W

[ Nm/m2 ]

third-order micromorphic dyadic stress moment tensor

[ Nm/m2 ]

third-order dyadic stress moment tensor to T

[ Nm/m2 ]

third-order dyadic stress moment tensor to TM

[ Nm/m2 ]
[ N/m2 ]
[-]
[-]
[ N/m2 ]
[ N/m2 ]
[ N/m2 ]
[ N/m2 ]
[-]
[-]
[ 1/s ]

third-order dyadic stress moment tensor to M̄dM
ﬁrst Piola-Kirchhoﬀ or nominal stress tensors
proper orthogonal rotation tensor of the polar decomp. of F
micropolar director motion
second Piola-Kirchhoﬀ stress tensor
Cauchy (true) stress tensor
bond stress tensor
microstress average
right/left stretch tensors of the polar decomposition of F
right/left micropolar or micromorphic stretch tensors
skew-symmetric spin tensor

Calligraphic letters
Symbol
B
∂B
E
K
La
Li
M
O
P
∂P
Qa
R
∂R
Sc
C
M̄

Unit

[ Nm ]
[ Nm ]
[ Nm/s ]
[ Nm/s ]

[ Nm/s ]

[ m2 ]
[ m2 /s2 ]
[ Nm/m2 ]

Description
macroscopic body
surface of the macroscopic body
internal energy
kinetic energy
external mechanical power
internal mechanical power
mass centre of a particle P
spatial origin
particle
particle surface
external non-mechanical power
REV
REV surface
contact surface
second-order body couples
weighted couple stress tensor
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Selected acronyms
Symbol

Description

2-d
3-d
DE(M)
DIC
DNS
DOF
FE(M)
(I)BVP
MMM
Pasimodo

two-dimensional
three-dimensional
Discrete-Element (Method)
digital image correlation
direct numerical simulation
degree of freedom
Finite-Element (Method)
(initial-)boundary-value problem
micro-meso-macro
particle simulation and molecular dynamics in an object oriented fashion
particle image velocimetry
representative elementary volume

PIV
REV

Chapter 1:
Introduction and overview
1.1

Motivation

When we look at natural and engineering materials with the naked eye, we see their
macroscopic behaviour. The material response, however, stems from the composition and
interaction of the material on various length and time scales. Understanding the diﬀerent
processes on and the interactions between the scales has been one of the main driving
forces in research over the last decades, calling for cooperative work between natural,
computational, material and engineering sciences. This is especially true for the ﬁeld of
material modelling, where, depending on the scale, diﬀerent physical principles are applied, leading to the use of diﬀerent computational methods. One could even go as far
as to state that the academic education of the individual researcher often determines the
methodological approach. Engineers commonly regard an eﬀective material behaviour or
an overall structural response at the macroscale and therefore tend to apply methods such
as the Finite-Element Method (FEM). Physicists often start from a quantum-mechanical
point of view, while chemists investigate the bonding mechanisms between molecular
structures. Both hence apply atomistic or molecular dynamic modelling techniques. Figure 1.1 gives an overview over the diﬀerent length scales. In the present work, materials
with a granular microstructure play an important role. Consequently, the microscale is
assumed as the grain scale of such materials in the millimetre region. The macroscopic
scale is given as the structural engineering or application scale.
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Figure 1.1: Scales, from the atomic to the macroscopic application scale1 .

Media with a granular character on the microscale occur in many natural circumstances
as well as in engineered processes. The solid skeleton of soils generally exhibits a granular
microstructure, which is frequently classiﬁed through a hydrometer or sieve analysis,
showing the characteristic lognormal grain size distributions of sedimented sands as given
1
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Chiesa / CCBY 3.0, Sand grains / public domain, Carbon Concrete by Stipriaan /CCBY 3.0 and Ikehara
Dam by Qurren / CCBY 3.0.
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in Figure 1.2. Granulates also play an important role in pharmaceutical engineering,
where pulverised medicinal products are agglomerated as particles, before being ﬁlled into
pills. In plastics industry, the base materials for manufacturing processes are generally
transported as granules. Despite years of scientiﬁc research, the mechanical description
of granular materials is still a very challenging task and many phenomena are still not
fully understood. This mainly originates from the fact that granular material behaviour
is fundamentally diﬀerent under varying conditions: Exemplarily, grain ensembles tend
to segregate according to size, shape or density, especially when loose granulates ﬂow in
ﬂuid-like behaviour out of silos or through pipelines or when they are exposed to cyclic
loading. In contrast, wet sands show a solid-like behaviour, allowing for the construction
of sand castles as the cohesion between particles is increased. Granulates not only behave
like solids when they are in a ﬂuid-saturated state, but also when they are stabilised,
e. g. by an externally applied pressure. Under extensive loading, such granular solids fail
through a localisation of deformation in a very narrow zone, commonly denoted as the
shear zone. The transition from a mechanically stable to a mechanically unstable point
in granular systems is thereby often referred to as jamming. On a large scale, localisation
eﬀects can cause severe damage to natural and human-made structures, e. g. through
landslide catastrophes, while in an experimental setting, the localisation phenomena can
be captured e. g. in bi- and triaxial compression tests.
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Figure 1.2: Classification of natural soils by grain size distributions.

Concerning the mathematical modelling, it is intuitive to choose a particle-based description for the mechanical characterisation of granular material, thereby describing the
motion of each individual particle. In the case of rigid particles, this follows by the combination of Newton’s equation of translational motion and Euler’s equation of rotational
motion for rigid bodies. The Discrete-Element Method (DEM) is the numerical computation tool to handle large numbers of such rigid particles and is frequently used in the ﬁeld
of geomaterials as well as in powder and particle process technologies. However, despite
rapidly growing computing power, it can still not compete with classical continuumbased approaches in combination with e. g. FE tools, which allow for the computation of
nearly all kinds of engineering problems. Here, in comparison to the capabilities of the
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DEM, large periods of time are of interest, and additionally, when dissolved into the microstructural particles, tens of millions of discrete elements would be necessary. Classical
continuum-mechanical approaches, however, are based on the principle assumption that
the overall body is the manifold of inﬁnitely small material points carrying the physical
quantities and that the discrete nature of the materials micro- or atomistic structure is
neglected. Although the failure of a material is clearly observed at the macroscopic engineering scale, it is yet always a result of eﬀects at the microscale, the nanoscale or even
the atomistic scale. In the case of granular media, experimental observations over the
last decades clearly show that the combination of individual grain displacement and rotation play an important role in the shear band initiation and its evolution. It is therefore
reasonable and common practise to regard the scale of the grains, following Figure 1.1,
on the microscopic level as the smallest scale that needs consideration, at least as long
as no grain crushing occurs. Microcontinuum concepts, mainly developed and introduced
by A. C. Eringen and his co-workers, are one possibility to include these microstructural
eﬀects in a top-down continuum-based modelling strategy. In doing so, the motion at
a material point is enriched by a micromotion that carries the deformation arising from
possible deformation modes at the microscale. The envisaged consideration of microstructural deformation should foster the characterisation of the embedded micromotion in the
continuum description. In particular, concerning granular media, it is well established
that grain rotations are linked to a purely rotational micromotion, which leads to the
micropolar or Cosserat continuum. Thus, it serves as a well suited, physically based,
continuum modelling approach for granular bodies. If further microdeformational modes,
for example local deformation of binder or matrix material in bonded granular material, are present, the question arises if and how the micromotion within microcontinuum
approaches should be extended.
The combination of microstructural particle-based modelling with appropriate homogenisation strategies is a very promising way to answer this question. This approach directly
links microstructural information to continuum theories in a bottom-up approach and is
at the centre of this thesis. The process of homogenisation is, furthermore, also used in
coupled multiscale simulation strategies, where it describes the transfer of stresses, strains
and the material tangent from a nested microscopic Boundary-Value Problem (BVP) to
a material point of the continuum description.

1.2

State of the art

Experimental background: The modelling of localisation phenomena in granular media is one key aspect of the presented thesis. In particular, a main focus is on the
grain-scale simulations of shear banding in unbonded and bonded granular matter, which
are needed to obtain particle-based information to be processed within the developed
homogenisation scheme. In this regard, huge developments in the ﬁeld of experimental
mechanics over the last decades have supplied a deep insight into the mechanical behaviour of granulates and oﬀer a new perspective for the theoretical treatment and the
description of granulates. For many years, stereophotogrammetry has been used to supply deformation measures on strain localisation in sand, see e. g. Finno et al. [77] or the
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overview given in Desrues & Viggiani [48]. After that it has become possible to determine
the shear band width and its orientation in an experimental set-up. A large step forward from these full-ﬁeld measurements is the usage of three-dimensional (3-d) imaging
techniques, as presented in Al-Raoush [4] and Fonseca et al. [83], and digital microscopy
(Alshibli et al. [6]), as they oﬀer the possibility of accurately capturing the microstructural
arrangement of grains and the geometric properties of individual grains. Thereby they
furthermore allow for the clear classiﬁcation of granular microstructure and its evolution
during localisation (Alshibli et al. [6, 7], Oda et al. [174], Viggiani et al. [210]). The
usage of x-ray microtomography or high resolution digital imaging techniques and the ‘in
situ’ conduction of material tests, followed by a successive application of Digital Image
Correlation (DIC), Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) or grain tracking methods ﬁnally
lead the way to the direct observation of the grain kinematics up until the microscale of
the individual grain. In this regard, Niedostatkiewicz et al. [167] and Wolf et al. [220]
investigated shear zone patterning in non-cohesive sand using PIV, while Adam et al. [1]
used PIV to study mechanisms in tectonic faulting through scaled sandbox experiments.
Rechenmacher [178] presented local displacement measures on the grain scale based on
DIC of various experimental test set-ups. A combination of DIC and computer tomography was given by Hall et al. [104], where not only the displacement of individual grains
was accounted for. Additionally, grain rotations were directly measured throughout the
onset and the complete evolution of the localisation. Lenoir et al. [139] used the same
combination to study localised deformation in argillaceous rocks. A combination of x-ray
microtomogrophy with grain tracking methods, as presented in Andò et al. [11] or Gupta
et al. [103], ﬁnally allowed the identiﬁcation of the kinematics of nearly all grains during a material test based on their individual geometry. Using this so-called ID-tracking
method, Desrues & Andò [46] presented summarising ﬁndings based on small-scale triaxial tests containing around 50 000 grains on three diﬀerent sands. An angular-shaped
Hostun quartz sand, a sub-rounded Ottawa sand and a round-grained Caicos sand. These
results are of particular interest for the present thesis, as the experimental results show
a single shear band on the specimen scale for all three materials with the highest shear
strain concentration, meaning the smallest shear band width, for the case of rounded
grains. A clear concentration of polarised grain rotations in all shear bands was observed.
Most recently, the integration of the data obtained from image-based methods into simulation technologies has become a major topic in order to allow data-driven computational
engineering, cf. for example Kawamoto et al. [132], Lim et al. [143] or Schneider et al.
[186].
The aforementioned works focused on experiments on unbonded granular material, mostly
sand, where the grain kinematics are of great importance, as the macroscopically observed
deformation stems from particle displacement and rotation and not from particle deformation itself. If one is interested in bonded granular material, such as cemented sand
(Schnaid et al. [185]) or sand-based moulds for metal casting (Boenisch & Lotz [25]),
the mechanics of the bonding component play an equivalent role. Exemplarily, the microstructure of sand moulds used in the so-called cold box technology (Janis [123], Shriver
et al. [195]) is an artiﬁcially generated structure of bonded quartz sand, where thin ﬁlms of
polyurethane-based moulding material enclose each grain, and binder bridges connect the
grains at their contact areas, cf. Iden et al. [117]. On a microscopic scale, material failure
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is frequently due to failure of these binder bridges (Boenisch & Lotz [26]), which can result
in macroscopically observed shear bands (Caylak & Mahnken [28]). In this context, it is
reasonable to assume that the sand particles are rigid in comparison to the deformation
of the binder material, which originates from relative displacement of connected grains.
A strong need for experimental data arises from the material modelling on the microscale.
When using Discrete-Element (DE) techniques, the deﬁning material characteristics enter the constitutive contact formulation in the sense of contact modelling parameters.
Attempts to directly determine these material parameters are, for example, based on impact velocity measurements for artiﬁcial spherical particles (Foerster et al. [82], Labous
et al. [136], Lorenz et al. [146]) or single particle breakage measurements (Tavares & King
[200]). However, it is generally extremely diﬃcult to experimentally determine the elastic
material constants of the natural grain material under consideration. Promising results
for natural sand grains were obtained examplarily by Daphalapurkar et al. [45], where a
nanoindentation technique was used to determine the Young’s modulus and the fracture
toughness of sand grains. With regard to Quartz sand material, Senetakis et al. [190] and
Senetakis & Sandeep [191] performed a series of micromechanical shearing tests to identify
the inter-particle friction coeﬃcients. Furthermore, the experimental identiﬁcation of the
grain-level normal and tangential behaviour was studied in detail in Nardelli et al. [162]
and Sandeep & Senetakis [184], including propositions of contact stiﬀness and friction
parameters to be used in DE simulations.
Alternatively to this direct determination of the material parameters, the set of introduced modelling parameters can be calibrated by means of a parameter identiﬁcation,
known from respective continuum-mechanical settings, compare Mahnken & Stein [153]
or Ehlers & Scholz [65]. In this context, Wang & Tonon [214] proposed an inverse calibration technique applied to DE models of rock until peak strength, while Cheng et al. [33]
probabilistically calibrated a DE model to experimental data using a Monte-Carlo ﬁlter
method.
Particle-based modelling of granular media: When taking a microscopic point of
view, each grain in a granular system needs direct consideration within a particle-based
modelling approach. This approach leads to the DEM as a numerical tool, ﬁrstly introduced by Cundall and Strack in the late 1970’s (Cundall & Strack [42]). Although the ﬁrst
applications of the DEM were mostly in the ﬁeld of geomechanics (Cundall [40], Cundall
& Strack [42], Hart et al. [106]), it is nowadays, also due to commercial applications, in
large parts used to model particle ﬂow in process engineering and agriculture, see, for
example, Cleary [36], Fleissner et al. [80, 81], Li et al. [141] or Tijskens et al. [202]. For
further insight into the possibilities of the DEM, their theoretical background and application ﬁelds, the interested reader is referred to the review articles by Zhu et al. [224, 225].
Concerning granular solids, as they are of primary interest in this monograph, the research
in the ﬁeld of the DEM is mainly driven by the wish to accurately capture the granular
microstructure under consideration. Two ways can be followed in this context: On the
one hand, one may disregard the actual shape of the particles through the simpliﬁed use
of spherical particles and consequently account for shape and frictional eﬀects by use of
enriched constitutive contact formulations between interacting particles, cf. e. g. Ai et al.
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[2], Hertz [110], Iwashita & Oda [118], Jiang et al. [126] or Luding [149, 150]. On the
other hand, the contact force computation is kept simple and one seeks to describe the
shape of the natural grains as closely as possible, reaching from sphere clusters (Ferellec
& McDowell [76], Salot et al. [183]), superellipsoids (Wellmann et al. [215]), polyhedra
(Cundall [40], Hart et al. [106]), sphero-polyhedra (Galindo-Torres & Pedroso [93]) to the
description of grains by nurbs formulations (Andrade et al. [14]) and level set methods
(Kawamoto et al. [131]). Recent combinations of FE analysis for local deformation of
individual particles and DE computations of the global motion furthermore lead the way
to more complex granular motion and deformation scenarios (Stühler et al. [199]).
One of the ﬁrst applications of the DEM to localisation phenomena was given by Cundall
[41], already comparing two-dimensional (2-d) numerical experiments from unbonded DE
simulations to a continuum-based approach. Bardet & Proubet [19], Herrmann et al. [109]
and Iwashita & Oda [118, 119] pointed out the importance of ﬂexible boundary conditions
when simulating, for example, biaxial material tests and reported the activation of rolling
modes in the shear band under 2-d conditions. Further applications to the modelling of
shear zones in unbonded granular media are given in Åström et al. [16], D’Addetta &
Ramm [44], Hu & Molinari [114] or Widuliński et al. [218]. Bonds between particles, e. g.
in order to capture material behaviour of solids like rock, cf. e. g. Behraftar et al. [22], Ergenzinger et al. [68], Galindo-Torres et al. [94] or Potyondy & Cundall [177] furthermore
extend the possibilities of the DEM. In this regard, Jiang et al. [125] and Wang & Leung
[213] studied shear bands in cemented sand under 2-d conditions, while Utili & Nova
[205] studied soil failure using a Mohr-Coulomb-type bond formulation and a transition
towards unbonded contacts between particles.
Continuum-based modelling of granular media: Instead of considering each particle on its own, the description of the overall body as a continuum implies the assumption
of a homogenised microstructure at each material point, allowing for the description of
the kinematics of the continuous body and the axiomatic introduction of global balance
relations. The continuum mechanical problem is closed by constitutive material formulations and allows, for example, through the consideration of plasticity, for the modelling of
non-linear material behaviour and strain localisation. The usage of the FEM to solve the
governing equations allows for the treatment of realistic Initial-Boundary-Value Problems
(IBVP) on the application scale. The utilisation of this approach to geomaterials and
granular material and their respective failure mechanisms has been of great interest over
the last decades, cf. e. g. Anand & Gu [9], Andrade & Borja [13], de Borst [27], Diebels &
Ehlers [50], Ehlers & Avci [60], Ehlers et al. [63], Leroy & Ortiz [140], Neﬀ [164], Nübel
& Huang [169] or, most recently, Yamakawa et al. [221].
A special role in this regard belongs to kinematically extended continuum theories, in particular the micropolar or Cosserat continuum (Cosserat & Cosserat [37]), as it allows for
an independent free rotation that can be associated to rotational ﬁelds active in localising
granulates on the microstructural scale, cf. Mühlhaus & Vardoulakis [160]. In a micropolar
description, the rotational ﬁeld is accounted for by rigid directors attached to each material point of the continuum body, resulting furthermore in the additional consideration
of corresponding countervailing couple stresses. The micropolar continuum is a suitable
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approach in the ﬁeld of localisation modelling in granular materials. Exemplarily, Ehlers
[56] and Ehlers & Volk [66, 67] applied it in combination with the Theory of Porous Media
to model localisation in liquid-saturated and empty porous solids, while Tordesillas et al.
[203, 204] derived micromechanically based constitutive laws for a micropolar continuum
description of shear banding, incorporating results from DE simulations. Recently, Stefanou et al. [197] summarised the possibilities and advantages of the Cosserat continuum
with regard to the modelling of localisation in geomaterials. The main micropolar feature
in this context is the regularisation of the localisation problem occurring due to the loss of
ellipticity of the governing set of equations when an elasto-plastic material description is
chosen, cf. de Borst [27], Cramer et al. [39] or Dietsche et al. [52]. In the case of granular
material, the internal length is additionally linked to the shear band width, see Ehlers &
Scholz [65], in which a calibration of the internal length with respect to the shear band
width via parameter calibration was successfully performed.
Microcontinuum theories: The micropolar continuum belongs to the group of microcontinuum theories introduced by A. C. Eringen and, for example, summarised in Eringen
[71]. Microcontinuum formulations oﬀer a macroscopic way to include deformation mechanisms due to an underlying heterogeneous microstructure. Thereby, a microcontinuum
is attached to each material point of the macroscopic continuum body, adding degrees of
freedom to the material point. Depending on the restriction on the microdeformation, different microcontinuum theories have been introduced and can be categorised as proposed
in Forest [87]. A homogeneous microdeformation leads to the micromorphic continuum of
grade one (Eringen & Suhubi [72], Eringen [71]), a restriction to a microrotation yields the
previously mentioned micropolar theory (Kafadar & Eringen [130]), while a homogeneous
stretching of the microcontinuum leads to the microstrain formulation (Forest & Sievert
[91], Hütter [115]). If the microstrain is additionally restricted to a dilatant volumetric
stretch and microrotations are suppressed, the formulation is termed microdilatational,
compare also Forest & Sievert [91]. A combination of the micropolar and the microdilatational formulations yields the so-called microstretch continuum, ﬁrst introduced in
Eringen [70]. Leismann & Mahnken [138] compared constitutive modelling for microcontinuum models and proposed an additive micromorphic formulation based on micropolar
and microstrain material descriptions. The thermodynamically consistent formulation
of microcontinuum theories and their application, especially to microstructural-induced
material behaviour, has been of great interest. Among others, Forest & Sievert [90, 91]
presented elasto-viscoplastic formulations for micromorphic, micropolar and microdilatational formulations, while, in a series of papers, Grammenoudis & Tsakmakis [99] and
Grammenoudis et al. [100, 101] gave consistent approaches for micromorphic continua,
including a geometrical derivation of deformation measures and applications to plasticity
and damage. Vernerey et al. [208, 209] developed a hierarchical three-scale elasto-plastic
micromorphic material description to tackle localisation and failure of heterogeneous materials. Regueiro [180] formulated a ﬁnite strain micromorphic elastoplasticity theory and
Forest [86] gave a general framework how to use the micromorphic approach to obtain
several classes of continuum descriptions that include extended eﬀects, such as gradient
elasticity and damage. The most frequently used microcontinuum formulation is without
doubt the micropolar continuum with applications, apart from the already mentioned ap-
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plications in the ﬁeld of geomaterials and localisation, in the ﬁeld of cellular solids, (Lakes
[137], Onck [176], Diebels & Steeb [51], Rueger & Lakes [182]), magnetic powders (Kotera
et al. [133]), crystal plasticity (Neﬀ [164], Mayeur et al. [155], Mayeur & McDowell [154])
or ductile damage (Steinmann [198]). Furthermore, Forest et al. [88] and Hütter [115]
studied the ability of modelling size-dependent material behaviour with micropolar and
microstrain formulations, respectively. Thereby, the ﬁnite size of the microcontinuum
intrinsically provides the continuum description with an internal length scale. Diebels &
Steeb [51] and Tekoğlu & Onck [201] extended the size-eﬀect investigation by including
comparative studies with averaged results from microscopic models.
Although they are often termed ‘continua with microstructure’, microcontinua are still
purely macroscopic theories and their formulation presents two major drawbacks. At ﬁrst,
a physical interpretation and justiﬁcation of the additional degrees of freedom is crucial
and secondly, it is vital to identify and, in particular, calibrate the additional material
parameters within the constitutive material description. Generally, the identiﬁcation of
parameters for inelastic material descriptions in continuum mechanics is treated with respect to data from material tests. Thereby, an inverse formulation in combination with
numerical optimisation techniques and the FEM, cf. e. g. Mahnken & Stein [153], is generally applied. With an increasing number of unknown material parameters (an isotropic,
linear-elastic micromorphic material description is in need of 18 material constants compared to the two Lamé constants of a standard formulation), this task becomes nearly
impossible to solve. A way to overcome this drawback is the application of computational homogenisation within multiscale techniques, where the constitutive material laws
are substituted by a BVP on a lower scale and appropriate homogenisation or projection
rules link the results from the lower scale with extended continuum descriptions on the
macroscale. The subscale BVP, in this framework either the microscale of one element of
the microstructure or a mesoscale structure containing several microstructural elements,
enables, at least to some extent, a geometrical representation of the microstructure. Furthermore, it can generally be treated as a standard Cauchy continuum. In multiscale FE
technologies, commonly called FE2 methods, compare Schröder [189], the subscale BVP
is nested at each integration point of the respective ﬁnite element leading to a so-called
concurrent or hierarchical multiscale approach. The diﬃculties, especially in the context
of microcontinua, then lie, at ﬁrst, in the consistent prolongation of the macroscopic deformation onto the subscale BVP, generally as boundary conditions, and secondly, after
solution of the subscale BVP in the consistent transfer of the microscopic information to
the macroscale, a process generally referred to as homogenisation. In this regard, Forest
& Sab [89] and Jänicke & Steeb [122] substituted a micropolar model on the macroscale
with cellular or layered structures of microscopic Cauchy-type material, Ebinger et al.
[55] developed a multiscale technique linking a micropolar continuum approach with a
Timoshenko beam model on the microscale, while Jänicke et al. [120] and Biswas & Poh
[24] presented appropriate two-scale modelling approaches for micromorphic media in the
sense of the FE2 method. Finally, Jänicke & Steeb [121] gave the minimal loading conditions for the subscale model in the framework of micromorphic homogenisation strategies,
while Hütter [116] and Forest [85] determined consistent homogenisation theories for micromorphic continua based on a microscale Cauchy continuum description.
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Multiscale and homogenisation strategies for granular media: The most intuitive
approach to include particle-based models into continuum approaches is the direct combination of the DEM as a microscale method with the continuum-scale model, numerically
treated within the FEM. In this framework, Miehe & Dettmar [156] and Miehe et al. [157]
gave a computational homogenisation procedure and coupled two-scale simulations using
periodic Representative Elementary Volumes (REV). The focus is thereby on the consistent formulation of the subscale boundary conditions and the homogenisation procedure
based on the equivalence of micro- and macroscopic virtual work, i. e. the so-called HillMandel macrohomogeneity condition. Guo & Zhao [102], Ma et al. [152] and Nguyen et al.
[166] used a coupled DEM-FEM formulation to model strain localisation in cohesive and
cohesionless granular material, respectively, the ﬁrst work furthermore demonstrated the
large possibilities of parallel computing by extending their work to geotechnical BVP and
liquefaction during cyclic loading. In Andrade et al. [12], the internal variables of a plasticity law on the macroscale were found by DE simulations on the microscale in combination
with experimental data from DIC and computer tomography. This idea was followed up
in Lim et al. [143] using grain-morphology from imaging techniques to construct unit cells
within a coupled FE-DE method based on the exact representation of the grain morphology by the so-called Level-Set-Discrete-Element Method (LS-DEM). Instead of nesting a
DE simulation directly into an FE computation, a method that is generally referred to as
the combined Finite-Discrete-Element Method (FDEM, FEM × DEM), compare Argilaga
et al. [15], Munjiza [161] and Shahin et al. [192], it is also possible to combine DE and FE
techniques in a spatial way. Exemplarily, Sorg & Bischoﬀ [196], Wellmann & Wriggers
[216] and Yan et al. [222] used the DEM in regions of large deformation and an FE calculation in regions with small deformation, coupled via overlaying domains, as proposed in
Bauman et al. [21]. The mentioned coupled strategies, however, are based on the assumption of a Cauchy-type continuum description. Thereby, they ignore the well established
relation between the additional stress and curvature contributions of micropolar continua
and granular media physics, as e. g. stated in Oda & Iwashita [173], Luding et al. [151],
Zhu & Yu [223], Kruyt [134], Ehlers et al. [64], D’Addetta et al. [43], Froiio et al. [92],
Walsh et al. [212], Goldhirsch [98] or Li et al. [142]. Furthermore, as also pointed out
in Guo & Zhao [102], due to the standard formulation on the macroscale, the coupled
strategies lack a size-independent description within FE discretisation schemes. Pursuing
the development of consistent multiscale techniques incorporating microcontinuum formulations in the framework of granular media is therefore still an open and challenging
task.
In this context, the main goal of the presented work is the formulation of a homogenisation
strategy for microcontinuum stress and deformation quantities based on the evaluation
of a microstructural particle model. The formulation is an extension of the established
homogenisation from particle mechanics to micropolar continua given in Ehlers et al. [64]
using a particle-centre-based REV deﬁnition. The main focus thereby lies on the micromorphic case, while the micropolar case is directly included in a downwardly compatible
way. Direct applications of the homogenisation strategy to DE-simulations of strain localisation thereby oﬀer a new insight into the detection and the evaluation of extended
micromorphic and micropolar eﬀects in granular materials.
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Brief applications of homogenisation techniques, linking granular material to the micromorphic continuum were already given in Goddard [96, 97]. The hierarchical upscaling
technique in Regueiro et al. [179] shows many similarities with the presented formulations,
as they are both based on the determination of extended micromorphic relations in the
sense of Eringen & Suhubi [72] for ensembles of particles. Furthermore, similarities are
found in the works of Chen & Lee [30, 31] and Zimmerman et al. [226], where atomistic
molecular dynamics models have been linked to micromorphic continua through statistical ensemble averaging. Moreover, Chen et al. [32] presented the micromorphic theory
as a successful top-down approach that can also be derived by averaging of atomic-scale
quantities. This is due to the fact that both particle mechanics and molecular dynamics
are, apart from the size and the scale diﬀerence, strongly related mathematical techniques
to capture particle-based material behaviour and, therefore, averaging over ensembles of
particles leads to comparable continuum quantities.

1.3

Scope, aims and outline of the thesis

The presented work aims at providing a justiﬁcation of micromorphic continuum models
in the ﬁeld of granular media based on a sound homogenisation technique applied to DE
simulations of IBVP. Existing strategies in this ﬁeld are mostly restricted to microstructures consisting of mesostructural ensembles of rigid particles, which then yield micropolar
continuum-type quantities at the higher spatial scale. In the present work, an additional
micromorphic character is investigated, that results from the assumption that parts of
the microstructure are assumed as deformable, such as e. g. binding or matrix material
enclosing or connecting neighbouring grains in the material.
In order to foster the understanding of micromorphic media, Chapter 2 gives a short
introduction to the fundamentals of Cauchy continuum mechanics, followed by the micropolar and the micromorphic extensions. Thereby, the inﬂuence of the kinematically
extended formulations concerning the overall kinematic description, the stress states and
the balance relations is given. The subsequent Chapter 3 emphasises on the physical link
between the particle dynamical framework on the microscale and micromorphic, respectively micropolar, quantities on the mesoscopic REV scale. In particular, it is assumed
that the micromorphic microstructure is built by rigid grains with attached deformable
binder material, theoretically described by an ensemble of homogeneously deformable particles, thus representing the basis of grade-one micromorphic continua, cf. Eringen [71].
In this regard, the homogeneous particle deformation can generally be composed of a
rotational and a stretching contribution both assigned to the deformation of any local
position vector with respect to the particle’s centre of mass. The crucial assumption in
the present approach is the use of the particle-centre-based deﬁnition of an REV as it was
introduced in Ehlers et al. [64], where contact forces of unbonded granular media were
linked to Cosserat-type continuum stresses. In the present work, single particles are taken
as microscopic REV for the computation of average particle stresses and strains, while
an ensemble of particles is additionally taken as a mesoscopic REV for the computation
of the macroscopic stress, strain and curvature measures. A geometrically linear point of
view is taken, which simpliﬁes the derived kinematic deformation measures such that an
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additive decomposition into standard and extended contributions is possible.
After a transition of the obtained averaging formalisms towards discrete particle ensembles, the applied particle model in the sense of a DE model is presented in Chapter 4. The
grains are thereby represented by spherical discrete elements in order to construct IBVP
of granular systems that exhibit the onset and the full evolution of localisation, both
in unbonded (micropolar setting) and bonded granular media (micromorphic setting).
Suitable constitutive formulations are chosen within a so-called soft-contact approach to
account for local compression at particle contacts, sticking and sliding friction between
particles and, furthermore, rotational resistance between interacting particles resulting
from the obvious simpliﬁcation of the natural grain shape. The formulation is extended
by beam formulations in order to phenomenologically include binding material. Overall,
the thereby obtained model serves as a microstructure-based environment that accurately
captures macroscopically observable shear bands. Numerical examples of diﬀerent IBVP
are therefore presented in Chapter 5. They are set up in the particle-simulation environment Pasimodo2 , a commercial and research code developed at the neighbouring Institute
of Engineering and Computational Mechanics at the University of Stuttgart in cooperation with Inpartik3 . As the activation of micropolar characteristics in shear bands is well
known, the numerical examples are chosen with the goal to capture a single, dominating
shear band. In this regard, small-scale simulations of uniaxial compression and tension
tests on initially bonded material and of biaxial compression tests on initially bonded and
unbonded granular specimen proved to be suitable numerical experiments.
With the complete solutions of the DE simulations at hand, Chapter 6 ﬁnally evaluates
and interprets the application of the proposed homogenisation strategy with emphasis on
the activation of the extended stress and deformation states in the region of shear bands.
Finally, a summary and an outlook of the work is given in Chapter 7, thereby also reﬂecting
the obtained results. Moreover, appendices A, B and C give additional information on
frequently used vector and tensor calculus, as well as additional detailed derivations of
several continuum and particle-mechanical quantities.

2

Particle Simulation and Molecular Dynamics in an Object oriented fashion, cf. Fleissner [78] and
http://www.itm.uni-stuttgart.de/research/pasimodo/pasimodo de.php.
3
http://www.inpartik.de

Chapter 2:
Fundamentals of microcontinuum theories
This chapter presents the basic principles of microcontinuum theories. Therefore, at ﬁrst
an overview of extended continuum mechanics is given in order to establish a classiﬁcation of the investigated microcontinuum theories. Before taking a closer look into the
kinematics and the balance relations of the two microcontinuum formulations that are
of importance to this monograph, the micromorphic and the micropolar continuum, the
respective relations for the standard Cauchy continuum are given, laying the ground for
the subsequent deviations from this classical approach.

2.1

Overview and classification

The terminology used in the literature in order to classify the characteristics of microcontinuum theories is sometimes not consistent, reaching from statements concerning the
nonlocality, the grade or the order of micromorphic continua to the general term continua with microstructure when referring to microcontinuum formulations. In contrast,
Forest [87] gives an adequate classiﬁcation for microcontinuum theories in the sense of
rational thermodynamics, which is adapted here. Thereby, at ﬁrst, the analysed theories
are restricted by assuming that the mechanical state at a material point is dependent on
the state of variables at that point, following the principle of local action (Noll [168]).
As a consequence, continuum descriptions including non-local actions are not considered.
However, a non-locality can still be incorporated into continuum-mechanical descriptions.
This can be achieved either through gradient-based extensions (Aifantis [3], Mindlin [158])
or through the consideration of deformable microcontinua with a small but ﬁnite size attached at the material points. The microcontinuum deformation then leads to additional
degrees of freedom (DOF) at each material point. If no such extension to include nonlocality is incorporated, the standard Cauchy or Cauchy-Boltzmann continuum is retrieved,
where the DOF are given by the displacement ﬁeld. An assumed restriction of the microcontinuum deformation leads to a further characterisation of microcontinuum approaches:
If the micromotion at a material point is assumed to lead to a homogeneous microdeformation, the micromorphic continuum of order one, or simply micromorphic continuum, is
obtained. Eringen [71] names this formulation micromorphic continuum of grade one, a
term not used here, in order to avoid confusion with gradient theories. The linearisation
of the microdeformation is justiﬁed, as the material points are still considered to be very
small compared to the macroscopic scale. Consequently, the additional DOF are given by
a deformation tensor of second order. This furthermore allows to dissolve the contradiction between the inﬁnite number of material points in the considered body and their ﬁnite
size by replacing the deformable material point with a geometrical point and an attached
deformable director to which the microdeformation is assigned. If the microdeformation
is characterised by a symmetric deformation tensor, e. g. of Green-Lagrangean type, the
13
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microstrain formulation is retained (Forest & Sievert [91]). A consideration of a stretching of the directors only in their referential direction is named the microdilatational case,
while in the case where the directors are assumed to be rigid, the micromotion becomes
a pure rotation and leads to the micropolar continuum, also named Cosserat continuum
after the brothers Eugène and François Cosserat, who ﬁrstly introduced the concept of
an additional free rotational ﬁeld (Cosserat & Cosserat [37]). Combining the micropolar
with the microdilatational micromotion leads to the so-called microstretch continuum. In
conclusion, Figure 2.1 gives an overview of the formulations and the respective DOF.
...

non-local action

continuous media

Cauchy continuum

local action
infinitely small mat. point

gradient theories

finite size mat. point

· second/third gradient theory
· gradient of internal variable
· ...

microcontinuum theories

denotation

DOF at the material point

micromorph

displacement field & microdeformation tensor

12

microstrain

displacement field & symmetric microdeformation tensor

9

microstretch

displacement field, scalar stretch & micro rotation tensor

7

micropolar

displacement field & micro rotation tensor

6

microdilatational

displacement field & scalar stretch

4

No. of DOF

Figure 2.1: Classification of microcontinuum formulations in the framework of generalised
continua after Forest [87].

The following sections extend the standard Cauchy continuum formulation stepwise towards the micropolar and the micromorphic descriptions in the sense of Eringen’s introduction within the theory of microcontinua. For each formulation, the emphasis is
laid on the kinematical setting and the governing balance equations. These relations are
necessary to understand and evaluate whether micropolar and micromorphic characteristics are detectable based on a particle-mechanical investigation of granular material with
and without deformable components. This is at the centre of the subsequent Chapter 3.
No attempts to close the continuum-mechanical problem and to formulate macroscopic
continuum mechanical models are made. In this regard, it should again be noted that
micropolar and micromorphic models are in need of a large number of additional modelling/material parameters that need identiﬁcation and calibration, compare Neﬀ [163].
While this is possible for micropolar applications through inverse parameter optimisation
(Ehlers & Scholz [65]) or through direct experimental determination of the additional
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Figure 2.2: Physical picture of Cauchy continuum kinematics.

micropolar material constants (Rueger & Lakes [182]), the calibration of micromorphic
material models, especially in the non-linear regime, is still an open task, cf. Ju & Mahnken
[129].

2.2

The Cauchy continuum

In this section, a short review of the classical approach to single-component continuum
mechanics is given, which leads to the Cauchy-type description.

2.2.1

Kinematical relations

Motion and configurations: In general, continuum mechanics describes the motion
and deformation of a macroscopic body B assuming that it can be divided inﬁnitely into
material points P , which carry the physical variables. In order to account for the motion
and the deformation of a continuous deformable body B, a unique and uniquely invertible
placement function χ(P, t) is introduced, which captures the motion x of P at any time t.
With X = χ(P, t0 ) being the referential position of P at time t0 , the material description,
expressing the motion with respect to the referential conﬁguration, is given by
x = χ ( X, t ) .

(2.1)

Consequently, the velocity ﬁeld v and the acceleration ﬁeld a in the material description
follow as
d
χ ( X, t ) = ẋ ( X, t )
and
dt
d2
a := v̇ = ẍ = 2 χ ( X, t ) = ẍ ( X, t ) ,
dt
v := ẋ =

·

(2.2)

respectively. Thereby, the time derivative ( · ) denotes the (total) material time derivative
of an arbitrary ﬁeld quantity, represented by the abstract placeholder ( · ). As the material
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point is dimensionless and non-deformable, the deformation of the body B results from a
relative displacement of the material points, making it therefore suitable to introduce the
displacement vector
u = x − X,
(2.3)
which points from the referential position to the actual position of the material point, cf.
Figure 2.2.
Deformation and strain measures: The deformation gradient F and the inverse deformation gradient F−1 are introduced as the partial derivatives of the motion (2.1) with
respect to X and x, respectively. By use of (2.3), F and F−1 follow as
∂χ(X,t)
=: Grad x = I + Grad u
∂X
(2.4)
∂ χ−1 ( x , t )
−1
=: grad X = I − grad u ,
and F ( x, t ) =
∂x
where I denotes the second-order identity tensor and the gradient operators grad ( · ) =
∂( · )/∂x and Grad ( · ) = ∂( · )/∂X denote the spatial derivatives with respect to the
actual and the referential position vectors, respectively. Note that the postulation of
the existence of F−1 demands that the functional determinant, the so-called Jacobian
J = detF of the deformation gradient, is non-zero. Furthermore, by evaluating F(t0 ) = I
at the initial state, physically admissible deformation restricts J > 0, as detI = 1. The
theorem of the polar decomposition expresses F uniquely through a proper orthogonal
rotation tensor R and a symmetric, positive-deﬁnite right or left stretch tensor U or V,
respectively, viz.:
F ( X, t ) =

F = R U = V R with R−1 = RT , det R = 1 , U = UT and V = VT .

(2.5)

Note that U represents a stretch tensor purely expressed in the reference conﬁguration,
while V is its corresponding counterpart with respect to the actual conﬁguration. Hence,
the two ﬁeld character of F is only present in R, which can also be seen directly from
a reformulation of (2.5) revealing the push-forward operation of U towards V or the
respective pull-back operation via R and RT , viz.:
V = R U RT

←→

U = RT V R .

(2.6)

The continuum rotation R can, for example, be expressed in the Euler-Rodrigues notation
as
R = e ⊗ e + ( I − e ⊗ e ) cos ϕ + ( e × I ) sin ϕ ,
(2.7)
Therein, ϕ is the value of the continuum rotation vector ϕ around the central axis of
rotation e. Furthermore note that F transports the referential line element dX to its
image dx in the actual conﬁguration, viz.:
dx = F dX

←→

dX = F−1 dx .

(2.8)

Additionally, the transport mechanisms for the surface element dA and the volume element dV can be identiﬁed as
da = ( det F ) FT −1 dA

and dv = det F dV .

(2.9)
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Given the polar decompositions (2.5), it follows that the line element dX is either deformed
by U in the referential conﬁguration and then rotated forward to the actual conﬁguration
by R yielding dx or it is ﬁrstly rotated by R and then deformed by V in the actual
conﬁguration, again resulting in dx. By use of (2.8), the computation of the square of
the line element leads to the deﬁnition of the right and left Cauchy-Green deformation
tensors,
dx · dx = dX · C dX with C := FT F = U U
(2.10)
and
dX · dX = dx · B−1 dx with B := F FT = V V ,

(2.11)

respectively. Finally, a comparison of the squares of the line elements in the referential
and the actual conﬁguration allows for the deﬁnition of the Green-Lagrange strain tensor
E and the Almansi strain tensor A1 as
E :=

1
2

( C − I ) and A :=

1
2

( I − B−1 ) ,

where A = FT −1 E F−1 .

(2.12)

Deformation and strain rates: The computation of the temporal changes of the deformation quantities follows from the total time derivative of the line element dx, compare
(2.8), which reads
d
( F dX ) = Ḟ dX = Ḟ F−1 dx ,
(2.13)
( dx )· =
dt
where Ḟ = Grad ẋ is the material velocity gradient. The spatial velocity gradient L is
hence deﬁned as
L := Ḟ F−1 = grad ẋ .
(2.14)
Two additive splits of the spatial velocity gradient are common for applications: On
the one hand, a split into symmetric and skew-symmetric parts is possible, leading to
the deformation velocity tensor D and the rate of rotation tensor W. On the other
hand, proceeding from the polar decomposition of F leads to a split into a non-symmetric
deformation rate tensor ∆ and a skew-symmetric gyration tensor Ω. Summarising, one
obtains
(
D = 12 ( L + LT ) → D = DT
L = D + W with
(2.15)
W = 21 ( L − LT ) → W = − WT
and
L = ∆ + Ω with
1

(

∆ = R U̇ U−1 RT → ∆ 6= ∆T
Ω = Ṙ RT

→ Ω = − ΩT ,

(2.16)

Further strain tensors can be defined, in particular the so-called Karni-Reiner strains K and R K
with respect to the actual and the referential frame, respectively, reading K := 21 ( B − I ) and R K :=
1
−1
).
2 (I − C
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respectively. A natural basis representation of D, see Appendix B.1.1, shows the special
property of admitting a representation of D with respect to convective co- and contravariant basis systems, where the time derivative acts only on the coeﬃcient metric. Concerning the rates of the respective strain tensors, a formal computation of the material time
derivative Ė of the Green-Lagrange strain tensor E results in
Ė =

1
2

Ċ with Ċ = ( FT F )· = FT ( LT + L ) F = 2 FT D F ,

(2.17)

with Ċ as the material time derivative of the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor.
Formulating the material time derivative Ȧ of the Almansi strain tensor A analogously
yields the rate Ḃ−1 of the inverted left Cauchy-Green tensor B−1 , viz.:
Ȧ = − 21 ( B−1 )·

with ( B−1 )· = ( FT −1 F−1 )· = − LT B−1 − B−1 L ,

(2.18)

cf. Ehlers [58]. An identiﬁcation of the relative time derivative with respect to a convective
basis system of the spatial quantity A can be achieved through the computation of the
material time derivative of the diﬀerence of the squared line elements in the actual and
the referential conﬁguration. This yields, by use of the material time derivative of line
elements (2.13),
( dx · dx − dX · dX )· = ( dX · 2 E dX )· = dX · Ė dX
= ( dx · 2 A dx )· = dx · 2 ( Ȧ + LT A + A L ) dx

(2.19)

∆

:= d x · 2 A dx .
∆

Therein, (·) denotes the upper (contravariant) Lie/Oldroyd derivative, where, formally,
the basis system of the tensor is held constant and the time diﬀerentiation only acts on
its coeﬃcient metric2 :
∆

( · ) = ( ˙· ) + LT ( · ) + ( · ) L .

(2.20)

Inserting the deﬁnition of the Almansian strain tensor (2.12) into (2.19) allows by comparison with (2.18) for the conclusion that the Oldroyd rate of A yields the contravariant
representation of D and is therefore also equivalent to the contravariant transport of the
Green-Lagrangean strain velocity tensor Ė, viz.:
∆

A =

1
2

( L + LT ) = D = FT −1 Ė F−1 .

(2.21)

∇
2

A corresponding lower (covariant) Oldyroyd derivative (·) with
∇

( · ) := ( ·˙ ) − L ( · ) − ( · ) LT ,
can also be derived for the respective relative time derivative of the Karni-Reiner strain tensor K and
reads
∇

K := K̇ − L K − K LT = F R K FT = D .
This yields the covariant representation of D.
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Stress concept

The deformation process of a continuum body is a consequence of the load the body
exhibits. In general, the overall body B can sustain volumetric forces f acting on all
material points P of B and direct contact forces t acting at the vicinity, i. e. on all those
material points composing the surface ∂B of B. An integration over the domain of the
body results in the total force k acting on the body B as
Z
Z
k ( B, t ) =
f dv +
t da with f = ρ b ,
(2.22)
B

∂B

where b is a gravitational volume force per unit mass, generally interpreted as the gravitation g. The surface force t = t ( x, t, n ) is a function of the actual position x, the
time t and the outward-oriented normal unit vector n. The last dependence on n poses a
disadvantageous property for an objective stress measure. Therefore, by use of Cauchy’s
lemma,
t = t ( x, t, n ) = − t ( x, t, − n ) ,
(2.23)
a tensor-valued stress measure T is determined from the equilibrium of an inﬁnitesimal
volume surrounding the material point P at x. Thereby, the volumetric forces acting at
P are neglected in comparison to the surface-speciﬁc loading. Cauchy’s theorem ﬁnally
connects the stress tensor T to the stress vector t via
t ( x, t, n ) = [ T ( x, t ) ] n .

(2.24)

The so-called Cauchy stress tensor T is also denoted the true stress, as it relates the
actual surface force element t da to the area element da of the actual frame via
t da = T n da = T da .

(2.25)

Using the transport of a surface element (2.9), the so-called Kirchhoﬀ stress τ , relating
the force element to a weighted area element dā = (dV /dv ) da of the actual conﬁguration
as well as the ﬁrst Piola-Kirchhoﬀ (engineering) stress P, relating the force element to a
referential area element dA are found. Furthermore, a complete map of P towards the
actual frame yields the second Piola-Kirchhoﬀ stress tensor S. Summarising, the relations

τ

= det F T ,

P =

τ FT −1

= det F T FT −1 ,

S = F−1 P = F−1 τ FT −1

(2.26)

are obtained.

2.2.3

Balance relations

General balance structure: Balance relations evaluate the temporal change of physical
quantities in a body B resulting from eﬄuxes at the surface ∂B of B (actions at the
vicinity), supply terms (actions from a distance) or possible production terms, as they
are commonly introduced within multi-component theories due to coupling of individual
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constituents with each other, cf. Ehlers [56]. The conservation of a scalar or vector-valued
mechanical quantity Ψ or Ψ is generally given by
Z
Z
Z
Z
d
Ψ dv =
( φ · n ) da +
ς dv +
Ψ̂ dv ,
dt B
∂B
B
B
(2.27)
Z
Z
Z
Z
d
Ψ̂ dv ,
Ψ dv =
( Φ n ) da +
ς dv +
dt B
∂B
B
B
wherein φ, Φ are the vector- and tensor-valued eﬄuxes at the boundary, described by
the outward-oriented surface normal n, and ς, ς are the scalar- and vector-valued supply
terms, respectively. Ψ̂, Ψ̂ are the scalar- and vector-valued production terms of the respective quantity inside the domain of B. Assuming steadiness and steady diﬀerentiability
of the ﬁeld quantities, a transformation of the surface integrals into volumetric contributions via the Gaussian integral theorem yields a local representation of the general balance
relations, valid for each material point P of B, which reads
Ψ̇ + Ψ div ẋ = div φ + ς + Ψ̂ ,
Ψ̇ + Ψ div ẋ = div Φ + ς + Ψ̂.

(2.28)

In a general thermodynamic description, balanced quantities are given for the mass density, the linear momentum, the angular momentum, the total energy and the entropy.
They are introduced in an axiomatic manner. In the following, the balance of entropy is
not discussed, as, although it plays a major role in the framework of constitutive material
modelling for continua, it is not needed for the contents of this monograph. Furthermore,
the balance of energy is reduced to the balance of mechanical power, assuming the absence of non-mechanical power, i. e. assuming adiabatic conditions. Thereby, it looses its
axiomatic character and can, in the frame of a Cauchy-continuum formulation, also be
derived from the balance of linear momentum through a scalar multiplication with the
velocity ﬁeld and appropriate modiﬁcations.
Balance of mass: The axiom of mass conservation states that the total mass m of a
body B is constant. Equivalently, it is possible to state that the body is in a closed system,
in which the mass is not able to leave or enter the domain. This implies
Z
Z
d
m =
ρ dv =
dm = const. →
m = 0,
(2.29)
dt
B
B
identifying the mass density ρ as the scalar-valued physical quantity Ψ. A comparison
with (2.27)1 furthermore identiﬁes
φ → 0,

ς → 0,

Ψ̂ → 0 .

(2.30)

Hence, the local form of the balance of mass is given by
ρ̇ + ρ div ẋ = 0 .

(2.31)

Moreover, a combination of (2.29)1 and (2.9) leads to the referential mass density ρ0 ,
given as
ρ0 = det F ρ .
(2.32)
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Balance of linear momentum: It is axiomatically stated that the total temporal change
in linear momentum
Z
l ( B, t ) =
ρ ẋ dv
(2.33)
B

of the body B equals the sum of surface and volumetric forces k applied on B, as speciﬁed
in (2.22). Consequently, the global form of the balance of linear momentum is given as
Z
Z
Z
d
d
ρ ẋ dv =
t da +
ρ b dv .
(2.34)
l ( B, t ) = k ( B, t ) ←→
dt
dt B
∂B
B
A comparison with the global form of the vector-valued general balance formulation (2.27)2
allows for the identiﬁcations
Ψ → ρ ẋ ,

Φ n → T n = t,

ς → ρb,

Ψ̂ → 0 .

(2.35)

The hierarchical structure of the balance relations enables the formulation of the local
form of the linear momentum balance by use of the mass balance (2.31) as
ρ ẍ = div T + ρ b .

(2.36)

Balance of angular momentum: The angular momentum of a body naturally needs
to be formulated with respect to an arbitrary ﬁxed point. With the spatial origin O of an
inertial system as the point of reference, the angular momentum hO ( B, t ) of the body B
is computed as the ﬁrst moment of the linear momentum
Z
Z
hO ( B, t ) =
x × [ l ( B, t ) ] dv =
x × ( ρ ẋ ) dv .
(2.37)
B

B

The axiomatic statement concerns the temporal change in angular momentum, which is
postulated to equal the resultant moment mO (B, t) of all forces applied on B. With
mO (B, t) computed with respect to O, viz.
Z
Z
mO ( B, t ) =
x × t da +
x × ( ρ b ) dv ,
(2.38)
∂B

B

the balance of angular momentum reads

←→

d
hO ( B, t ) = mO ( B, t )
Z dt
Z
Z
d
x × ( ρ ẋ ) dv =
x × t da +
x × ( ρ b ) dv .
dt B
∂B
B

(2.39)

A comparison with (2.27)2 identiﬁes the relevant physical quantities as
Ψ → x × ( ρ ẋ ) ,

Φ n → ( x×T ) n = x × t ,

ς → x×( ρ b ) ,

Ψ̂ → 0 . (2.40)
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With the balance of mass (2.31) and the balance of linear momentum (2.36), the local
statement of the balance of angular momentum (2.39) reduces to
0 = I ×T.

(2.41)

Bearing in mind the computation of the axial vector, which accounts for the skewsymmetric contributions of a second-order tensor, cf. (A.15), (2.41) shows the symmetry
of the stress tensor T = TT for Cauchy continua.
Balance of total energy: The total energy of a body B is composed of the internal
energy E(B, t) and the kinetic energy K(B, t), which are given as
Z
Z
1
E ( B, t ) =
ρ ε ( x, t ) dv and K ( B, t ) =
ẋ · ẋ ρ dv ,
(2.42)
2
B

B

respectively. Therein, ε is the speciﬁc internal energy per mass element ρ dv. The axiom
of total energy conservation, also known as the ﬁrst law of thermodynamics, postulates
the balance between the temporal change of the total energy of the body B and the
external mechanical and non-mechanical power La (B, t) and Qa (B, t), respectively. The
global form of the total energy balance is thus given in the form
d
[ E ( B, t ) + K ( B, t ) ] = La ( B, t ) + Qa ( B, t ) .
dt

(2.43)

The non-mechanical power Qa (B, t) includes heat inﬂux through contact and heat supply
through radiation from the vicinity. As no temperature-dependent problem settings are
investigated within this monograph, the balance of total energy is not further discussed at
this point. However, its reduced form as the non-axiomatic balance of mechanical power
oﬀers the possibility to identify work-conjugated pairs of stresses and strains for Cauchy
and extended continuum formulations and is therefore discussed in the following.
Balance of mechanical power: The balance of mechanical power of a Cauchy continuum can be derived in two ways. Either from an evaluation of the balance of total energy
under adiabatic conditions or from a scalar multiplication of the balance of momentum
with the velocity ﬁeld. Following the ﬁrst approach, one recognises that the mechanical
power stemming from the power of the external forces k acting on B, cf. (2.22), reads
Z
Z
La ( B, t ) =
ẋ · t da +
ẋ · ρ b dv .
(2.44)
∂B

B

Under this consideration, the balance of the total energy reduces to
Z
Z
Z
d
1
[ ρ ( ε + 2 ẋ · ẋ ) dv ] =
ẋ · t da +
ẋ · ρ b dv .
dt B
∂B
B

(2.45)

Comparing to the general balance (2.27)1 reveals by use of Cauchy’s theorem (2.24) that
Ψ → ρ ( ε + 21 ẋ · ẋ ) ,

φ · n → ( TT ẋ ) · n = ẋ · t ,

ς → ρ ẋ · b ,

Ψ̂ → 0 . (2.46)
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With the results of the hierarchically lower balance relations and the identity (A.27), the
local form of the balance of energy follows after (2.28) by use of (2.15) and T · W = 0 as
ρ ε̇ = T · L = T · D := ρ wi ( x , t ) .

(2.47)

Therein, wi (x, t) = ρ1 T · D deﬁnes the speciﬁc internal stress power per unit volume of
the actual conﬁguration. As a consequence, the balance of total energy incorporates only
mechanical contributions and reduces to the balance of mechanical power. Through the
introduction of the internal stress power Li (B, t) as
Z
Z
Z
Li ( B, t ) =
ρ wi ( x , t ) dv =
T · D dv =
τ · D dV
(2.48)
B

B

B

by use of (2.9), the balance of mechanical power is ﬁnally expressed as
d
K ( B, t ) + Li ( B, t ) = La ( B, t ) .
dt

(2.49)

Moreover, the speciﬁc internal stress power wi incorporates the conjugated pairs of stresses
and strain rates, because the scalar products between the respective tensors result in
invariant representations of wi computed on diﬀerent conﬁgurations. With the result of
the mass balance (2.32) as well as the transport mechanisms for stresses and strains (2.12)
and (2.26), respectively, wi (x, t) is given by
wi ( x , t ) =

∆
1
1
T·A =
ρ
ρ0

τ

∆

·A =

1
S · Ė ,
ρ0

∆

where A = D .

(2.50)

As a direct consequence, the work-conjugated stress and strain pairs, deﬁning the mechanical work generated in a body, are
{

2.3

1
T, A},
ρ

{

1
ρ0

τ,

A } or {

1
S, E}.
ρ0

(2.51)

The micropolar continuum

A ﬁrst extension of the Cauchy continuum is the micropolar or Cosserat continuum
(Cosserat & Cosserat [37]), where the assumption of an inﬁnitely small material point
is dropped. Instead, it is assumed that the material point occupies a small but ﬁnite
domain. This microcontinuum is assumed to be rigid and exhibits an additional free
rotational motion. As a consequence, the additional kinematical relations need to be derived. Furthermore, couple stresses countervail the rotational motion, thus extending the
stress concept towards the existence of boundary couple-stress vectors and corresponding
couple-stress tensors. Moreover, the balance of angular momentum does not result in the
symmetry of the stress tensor, but rather serves as the governing equation to determine
the rotational motion. For a more complete insight into this approach, compared to the
subsequent short introduction, the reader is referred to Altenbach & Eremeyev [8], Diebels
[49], Ehlers [56], Ehlers & Bidier [61] or Forest [84].
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Figure 2.3: Principle sketch of Cauchy, micropolar, microstrain and micromorphic deformation.

2.3.1

Kinematical relations

The director motion: In order to allow for the consideration of the independent rotational motion ϕm of the rigid microcontinuum, a rigid director is attached to each
material point of the overall body, compare Figure 2.3. The micromotion of the director is a proper orthogonal rotation R̄ that transports directors Ξ from their referential
orientation to their image ξ in the actual conﬁguration and vice versa:
ξ = R̄ ( X, t ) Ξ

←→

Ξ = R̄T ( X, t ) ξ .

(2.52)

Note that here and in the following the notation ( ¯· ) refers to quantities that incorporate the respective micromotion. Moreover, R̄ can be expressed in the Euler-Rodrigues
representation as a function of the complete rotation ϕ̄, in equivalence to the continuum rotation tensor R, compare (2.7). The complete rotation ϕ̄ itself results from the
additional free micropolar rotation (ϕm )B combined with the continuum rotation ϕ, all
three expressed with respect to a rotation around a corresponding central rotation axis,
compare also Figure 2.5.
Micropolar deformation, strain and curvature tensors: With the introduced director’s micromotion, two alternative multiplicative micropolar decompositions of the
deformation gradient F are possible. Both lead to deformation and strain tensors that
combine the macro- and the micromotion. On the one hand, a decomposition is given
proceeding from the right polar decomposition of F, which leads to
F = R U = R̄ Ū together with R̄ = R (Rm)B

and Ū = (Rm )TB U ,

(2.53)

where (Rm )B now represents the rotation tensor to the free rotation in an averaged sense
on the scale of the macroscopic body B and Ū as the right micropolar deformation tensor. On the other hand, the corresponding formulation proceeding from the left polar
decomposition of F reads
F = V R = V̄ R̄ together with R̄ = (Rm )B R and V̄ = V (Rm )TB ,

(2.54)
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with V̄ as the left micropolar deformation tensor. A geometric derivation of Ū and V̄
follows from the scalar product of directors ξ, Ξ and line elements dx, dX by used of
(2.8) and (2.52), viz.:
ξ · dx = Ξ · Ū dX together with (2.53)

(2.55)

Ξ · dX = ξ · V̄−1 dx together with (2.54) .

(2.56)

and
In equivalence to Green-Lagrangean and Almansian strain measures of the standard formulation, two Cosserat strains are deﬁned as
Ē := Ū − I and Ā = I − V̄−1

with Ā := R̄ Ē F−1 .

(2.57)

Compared to the transport of strain measures of a standard continuum approach, the
micromotion, i. e. the rotation of the director frame (2.52) instead of the macroscopic
deformation tensor F exemplarily transports the ﬁrst basis system of Ē and Ā3 . In
addition to the micropolar deformation tensors, the spatial change of the micromotion
needs to be accounted for in order to complete the kinematic setting. Therefore, the
3

gradient Grad R̄ of R̄ is considered. To obtain a curvature measure R C̄ of the referential
conﬁguration, a pull-back of the two-ﬁeld tensor Grad R̄ by R̄T towards the referential
3

frame is performed. Accordingly, a curvature tensor C̄ of the actual conﬁguration can
be constructed from the gradient grad R̄ and an appropriate forward rotation. After
reformulation, the third-order curvature tensors read
R

3

3

C̄ = ( R̄T Grad R̄ )3

and C̄ = − ( R̄ grad R̄T )3
3

3

R

23

T

T

with C̄ = [ R̄ ( C̄ R̄ )

23

3T

(2.58)

−1 3

F

] .

Furthermore, the consideration of the identity Grad (R̄T R̄) = 0 leads to the skewsymmetry condition of the curvature tensor with respect to its ﬁrst two basis vectors,
R

3

3

3

12

C̄ = − ( R C̄ ) T

as well as

3

12

C̄ = − ( C̄ ) T .

(2.59)

Therefore, in analogy to the computation of axial vectors of skew-symmetric tensors of
second order, a compaction of the third-order towards associated second-order curvature
tensors is possible. Without loss of information, this leads to
R

3

3

12

C̄ = − 21 ( E R C̄ T )2

3 3

12

and C̄ = − 21 ( E C̄ T )2 ,

where C̄ = R̄ R C̄ F−1 .

3

(2.60)

This originates in the fact that Ē and Ā can physically be identified by the differences of the scalar
product of directors ξ and line elements dx via
ξ · dx − Ξ · dX = Ξ · Ē dX = ξ · Ā dx .
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Therein, E is the third-order Ricci-permutation tensor, cf. (A.13).
Deformation, strain and curvature rates: A computation of the material time derivative of the director motion (2.52) reveals the skew-symmetric micropolar gyration tensor
Ω̄ = −Ω̄T as the tensor-valued operator relating the director frame rate ξ̇ to ξ. Speciﬁcally, this yields
˙ R̄T := Ω̄ ξ
ξ̇ = R̄

3
˙ R̄T = − E
with Ω̄ = R̄
ω̄

and ω̄ =

1
2

3

E Ω̄T ,

(2.61)

·

where ω̄ = ϕ̄ is the rotational velocity of the director frame. Proceeding from the spatial
velocity gradient L, speciﬁed in (2.16) for the standard Cauchy formulation, an alternative
micropolar split of L follows by use of (2.61) as
¯ with ∆
¯ = R̄ U̇ Ū−1 R̄T .
L = D + W = Ω̄ + ∆
(2.62)
¯ 6= ∆
¯ T denotes the non-symmetric micropolar deformation velocity tensor.
Therein, ∆
Due to the alternative introduction of the strain tensors and their covariant transport
∆

mechanism for the micropolar formulation, the objective upper Oldroyd derivative A of
the strain tensor A takes the modiﬁed form
∆

˙ F−1 = Ω̄T Ā + Ā
˙ + A L = L − Ω̄ = ∆
¯,
Ā = R̄ Ē

(2.63)

compare, for example, Volk [211]. The corresponding rate of the curvature tensor follows from the material time derivative of the referential third-order curvature and the
appropriate push forward transport, as speciﬁed in (2.58). In particular, one obtains by
additionally making use of the skew-symmetry of Ω̄,
3

·
3

23

23

3

(C̄)∆ = [ R̄ ( R C̄ T R̄T )3 T F−1 ]3 = grad Ω̄ = ( E grad ω̄ )3 .

(2.64)

By computation of the corresponding axial tensor to (2.64), the Oldroyd rate of the
second-order curvature tensor C̄ is ﬁnally given by
∆

˙ F−1 = grad ω̄ .
C̄ = R̄ R C̄

2.3.2

(2.65)

Stress concept

In a micropolar continuum formulation, the interaction between micro-particles is governed by stresses and additional couple or moment stresses. Therefore, the macroscopic
point at x can support couple and stress vectors, m̄ and t, respectively, when the body is
virtually separated at a cut with the outward-oriented surface normal vector n. Cauchy’s
lemma of classical continuum mechanics is therefore extended, such that
t ( x, n, t ) = − t ( x, −n, t ) and m̄ ( x, n, t ) = − m̄ ( x, −n, t ) .

(2.66)

Thus, in addition to the stress tensor T, a couple stress tensor M̄ is introduced. Both are
connected to the corresponding surface vectors through the extended Cauchy theorem
t ( x, n, t ) = [ T ( x, t ) ] n and m̄ ( x, n, t ) = [ M̄ ( x, t ) ] n .

(2.67)
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Balance relations

The above considerations concerning the kinematic extension through a free rotational
ﬁeld and the existence of couple stresses need to be accounted for in the balances of angular momentum as well as the balance of total energy. The balances of mass and linear
momentum remain unchanged and are thus not recapitulated at this point; the statements
given in (2.29) – (2.36) remain valid.
Balance of angular momentum: The angular momentum vector hO (B, t) needs to be
extended by the additional contributions stemming from the rotational motion. Furthermore, the acting moments mO (B, t) on the body exhibit couple stresses m̄ and possible
volume-speciﬁc body couples c. As a consequence, the axiomatic global balance of angular
momentum (2.39) extends towards
Z
Z
Z
d
[ x × ( ρ ẋ ) + ρ Θ̄ ω̄ ] dv =
( x × t + m̄ ) da + [ x × ( ρ b ) + ρ c ] dv , (2.68)
dt B
∂B
B
where Θ̄ deﬁnes the mass-moment-of-inertia tensor. Not that, due to the assumed rigidity
of the underlying microcontinuum, the coeﬃcients of Θ̄ are constant in a local co-rotating
frame ﬁxed to the microcontinuum. This can be seen from the computation of the vanishing time derivative with respect to the co-rotating frame, the so-called Green-Naghdi
♦
˙ − Ω̄Θ̄ − Θ̄Ω̄T = 0, cf. Diebels [49] or Ehlers [56]. In
derivative, which reads Θ̄ = Θ̄
comparison with the vector-valued general balance (2.27)2 , one identiﬁes by use of (2.67)
Ψ → x × ( ρ ẋ ) + ρ Θ̄ ω̄ ,
ς → x ×(ρb) + ρc,

Φ n → ( x × T ) n + M̄ n ,

(2.69)

Ψ̂ → 0 .

The local form of the angular momentum balance of a micropolar medium follows by use
of the mass balance and the linear momentum balance as
·

ρ Θ̄ ω̄ = I × T + div M̄ + ρ c ,

(2.70)
3

A

where the divergence identity (A.24) is applied. Note that the term I × T = ETT = 2 t in
A

(2.70) again incorporates the skew-symmetric contributions of T, with t as the axial vector to T, cf. (A.13). Hence, (2.70) implies that the stress state T 6= TT is non-symmetric
for a micropolar continuum.
Balance of mechanical power: In comparison to the standard formulation, the kinetic part of the body’s total energy is extended, again to account for the contributions
stemming from the rotational director motion, such that
Z
K ( B, t ) =
[ 12 ρ ẋ · ẋ + 21 ω̄ · ( ρ Θ̄ ω̄ ) ] dv .
(2.71)
B

Furthermore, the external mechanical power needs to include the power generated by
surface couples at the boundary and by volume-speciﬁc couples in the interior of the
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body. This yields in extension to the mechanical power of a Cauchy continuum (2.44),
Z
Z
La ( B, t ) =
( ẋ · t + ω̄ · m̄ ) da + ( ẋ · ρ b + ω̄ · ρ c ) dv .
(2.72)
∂B

B

In the absence of non-mechanical external power and assuming adiabatic conditions, one
recognises in comparison to the scalar-valued general balance structure (2.27)1 that
Ψ → ρ[ε +

1
2

ẋ · ẋ +

1
2

ς → ρ ( ẋ · b + ω̄ · c ),

ω̄ · ( Θ̄ ω̄ ) ] ,

φ · n → ( TT ẋ + M̄T ω̄ ) · n ,

Ψ̂ → 0 .

(2.73)

The balance of total energy again reduces to the balance of mechanical power, which now
takes the local form
¯ + M̄ · grad ω̄ =: ρ wi ( x , ξ , t ) .
ρ ε̇ = T · ∆
(2.74)
Thereby use is made of the hierarchically lower balance relations and of the identity
(I × T) · ω̄ = T · Ω̄ in combination with the micropolar split of the deformation velocity
gradient (2.62). It is evident that the kinematic alteration from the Cauchy continuum
also eﬀects the generated mechanical stress power wi . Now, the non-symmetric stress
∆
¯ leading to the term T · ∆,
¯
T is energetically conjugated to the Oldroyd rate A = ∆
while the couple stress M̄ naturally extends the internal stress power in combination with
the gradient grad ω̄ of the director’s rotational velocity ﬁeld ω̄. For the overall body B,
internal mechanical stress power Li (B, t) is thus generated by
Z
Z
¯ + M̄ · grad ω̄ ) dv =
¯ + M̄ · grad ω̄ ) dV . (2.75)
Li ( B, t ) =
(T · ∆
(τ · ∆
B

B

Therein, M̄ = (detF)M̄ denotes the weighted couple stress tensor following from relating the couple stress vector m̄ to a weighted area element of the actual conﬁguration
analogously to the Kirchhoﬀ stress τ . In extension to the mechanical stress power wi of
the Cauchy continuum formulation (2.50), equivalent expressions of wi in the case of a
micropolar extension are thus given by
wi =

∆
∆
∆
∆
1
1
( T · Ā + M̄ · C̄ ) =
( τ · Ā + M̄ · C̄ )
ρ
ρ0
∆

∆

(2.76)

¯ and C̄ = grad ω̄ ,
with Ā = ∆
according to (2.63) and (2.65), respectively. Finally, two work-conjugated sets of pairs
between the micropolar stresses and the micropolar deformation quantities follow as
1
1
1
1
(2.77)
{ T , Ā } and { M̄ , C̄ } or { τ , Ā } and { M̄ , C̄ } .
ρ
ρ
ρ0
ρ0

2.4

The micromorphic continuum

The micromorphic approach is a further extension of the micropolar continuum, in which
the ﬁnite-size material point is regarded as an embedded microcontinuum with a homogeneous deformation, cf. Figure 2.3. The attached director is thus no longer assumed to
be rigid, but is also able to deform.
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Micromorphic director motion

The physical picture of an embedded microcontinuum: In order to derive the
micromorphic director motion, a macroscopic body B with an attached Cauchy-type microcontinuum Bm of ﬁnite size at the underlying microscale is considered, cf. Figure 2.4.
In this setting, the position x, pointing at any material point of Bm , reads
x = xM ( XM , t ) + xm ( XM , Xm , t ) ,

(2.78)

where xM points at the centroid of the underlying microcontinuum and xm is a local
position vector, both with their respective placements XM and Xm in the referential
state. The macroscopic motion function χ(XM , t) is assumed to be accompanied by an
independent micromotion χm (XM , Xm , t), such that
x = χ ( XM , t ) and xm = χm ( XM , Xm , t ) .

(2.79)

As a result, the deformation of the micromorphic material point is taken into consideration, however, as a homogeneous deformation, following a linearisation of (2.79)2 around
Xm = 0, viz.:
∂χm
Xm .
(2.80)
+
xm = χm ( X, t ) = χm
∂Xm Xm = 0
Xm = 0
As a result, (2.79)2 reduces to
xm = Fm ( XM , t ) Xm ,

(2.81)

where Fm := ∂χm /∂Xm is the deformation gradient of the micromotion that can be split
into
(
Um = I , Vm = I : the micropolar case
Fm = Rm Um = Vm Rm with
(2.82)
Rm = I
: the microstrain case.
Therein, Um and Vm are the respective right and left stretch tensors of the microdeformation and Rm is the rotation tensor to the free microrotation ϕm , cf. (2.53). Assuming
tm

Bm
referential
configuration
(t = t0 )

M

Xm

M
xM
χ(XM , t)

Ξ
XM

xm

actual
configuration
(t > t0 )

ρm b
x

ξ

X

xM

XM

B

O

Figure 2.4: Kinematics of the micromorphic continuum.
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a homogeneous density distribution in the domain of Bm additionally implies that the
geometrical centre at xM always coincides with the microcontinuum’s centre of mass M.
The material time derivative of (2.81) leads to
ẋm = Lm xm ,

ẍm = ( L̇m + Lm Lm ) xm ,

(2.83)

where Lm := Ḟm F−1
m deﬁnes the microscopic spatial velocity gradient. In accordance
to (2.15) and (2.16), Lm can again be additively split into microscopic versions of the
deformation velocity tensor Dm and the spin tensor Wm or into the deformation velocity
tensor ∆m and the gyration tensor Ωm . As a direct consequence of (2.81) and (2.83), the
relations
Z
Z
Z
ẍm dm = 0
(2.84)
ẋm dm = 0 →
xm dm = 0 →
Bm

Bm

Bm

hold due to the homogeneity of Fm and Lm in the domain of Bm . Note that, to obtain
(2.84)2/3 , the time derivative of (2.84)1 is computed using the consequences of the mass
balance of a Cauchy continuum, compare (2.29).
Extended micromotion: Given micromorphic material, a combination of micro- and
macromotions yields a micromorphic director motion F̄ in substitution of the micropolar
motion R̄, cf. (2.52), where
ξ ( X, t ) = F̄ ( X, t ) Ξ

←→

Ξ ( X, t0 ) = F̄−1 ( X, t ) ξ ,

(2.85)

compare Neﬀ & Forest [165]. Two combinations for the micromotion are then possible
and enable the micromorphic motion to be downwardly compatible to the aforementioned
micropolar formulation. These are
(
R (Fm )B = R̄ (Um )B together with (2.82)1 and (2.53) ,
F̄ =
(2.86)
(Fm )B R = (Vm )B R̄ together with (2.82)2 and (2.54) ,
where (Fm )B , (Um )B and (Vm )B deﬁne the averaged macroscopic counterparts to the
microscale quantities Fm , Um and Vm , respectively. It is evident that for the case of a
vanishing microstretch (Um )B , F̄ falls back to the combined micropolar director rotation
R̄, compare (2.52). Regarding the motion of the director from its referential to its actual
position, exemplarily with (2.86)1 , it can be seen that it is composed of a microstretch
(Um )B , followed by the total rotation, which itself is composed of the free microrotation
(Rm )B and the continuum rotation R, as illustrated in Figure 2.5.

2.4.2

Kinematical relations

Deformation, strain and curvature tensors: With the two combinations (2.86) of
the director motion, two corresponding micromorphic deformation tensors can be deﬁned
by applying a multiplicative split of the macroscopic deformation gradient F. Proceeding
again either from the right or from the left polar decomposition, results in
(
R U = F̄ Ū togehter with (2.86)1 and Ū = F̄−1 F = (Fm )−1
B U
(2.87)
F =
V R = V̄ F̄ togehter with (2.86)2 and V̄ = F F̄−1 = V (Fm )−1
B .
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Figure 2.5: Complete combined motion of the micromorphic director.

Thereby the micromorphic right and left stretch tensors Ū and V̄, respectively, substitute their micropolar counterparts given in (2.53) and (2.54). Note that neither the
micromorphic stretch tensors Ū and V̄ nor the micromotion tensor F̄ show symmetry or
orthogonality conditions. Furthermore note that in contrast to the polar decomposition
of F, the multiplicative splits given by F = F̄Ū = V̄F̄ are not unique. Thus, additional
governing equations are required for the solution of the microdeformation in order to
determine the full deformational process given by (2.87). In the micropolar case, where
the microdeformation is a pure rotation, the remaining axiomatic part of the balance of
angular momentum, cf. (2.70), supplies the governing equations for the determination of
the unknown microrotation. In the micromorphic case, the balance of angular momentum
is generalised to include the homogeneous microdeformation and consequently serves as
the governing equation for the determination of (Fm )B , cf. the subsequent Section 2.4.3.
The micromorphic strain tensors of Green-Lagrangean and Almansian-type are formally
identical to the micropolar strain tensors (2.57), but diﬀer by the deﬁnition Ū and V̄,
viz.:
Ē := Ū − I and Ā := I − V̄−1 , where Ā = F̄ Ē F−1 .
(2.88)
Note that Ē and Ā are not geometrically obtained by comparison of scalar measures
stemming from the combination of macroscopic line elements and directors, as this is
the case in the micropolar formulation. This originates from the fact that both, director
and macroscopic line element, have a covariant character and a corresponding covariant transport mechanism, while Ē and Ā from (2.88) both have one covariant and one
contravariant basis system, compare the derivation of Cauchy and micromorphic strain
measures by means of a natural basis representation given in Appendix B.1. Only in the
case of a proper orthogonal director motion, as given in the micropolar case, the co- and
contravariant transports are formally identical4 .
4

The suitable quantity to geometrically derive the micromorphic versions of Ū and V̄ is the contravariant element ζ, with its image Z in the referential state, which can be thought of as the normal to
the material surface of the embedded microcontinuum, cf. Grammenoudis & Tsakmakis [99]. In analogy
to an oriented continuum surface element, its transport from referential to actual configuration and vice
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While Ū and V̄ (or Ē and Ā, respectively) are relative strain measures that account for the
deviation between micro- and macrodeformation, the deformation of the microcontinuum
itself is measured through comparison of the scalar products of the directors in actual and
referential states, viz.:
ξ · ξ − Ξ · Ξ = Ξ · 2 (Em )B Ξ = ξ · 2 (Am )B ξ ,

(2.89)

with the Green-Lagrangean microstrain (Em )B and the Almansian microstrain (Am )B
deﬁned as
(Em )B := 12 ( F̄T F̄ − I ) = 12 [ (Fm )TB (Fm )B − I ]
(2.90)
by use of (2.82)1 and (2.86)1 and
(Am )B :=

1
2

1
2

[ I − ( F̄ F̄T )−1 ] =

I − [ (Fm )B (Fm )TB ]−1



(2.91)

by use of (2.82)2 and (2.86)2 , respectively. Consequently, the transformation relation
between (Am )B and (Em )B follows as
(Am )B = F̄T −1 (Em )B F̄−1 .

(2.92)

The set of kinematic variables is again completed with the introduction of a third-order
curvature tensor, which apart from the change in the director motion from R̄ to F̄ remains
unchanged in comparison to the micropolar curvature tensor, viz.:
R

3

C̄ = ( F̄−1 Grad F̄ )3

3

23

23

and C̄ = [ ( grad F̄) T F̄−1 ]3 T ,

(2.93)

with the corresponding transport from the referential to the actual frame reading
3

3

C̄ =

23

23

[ F̄ ( R C̄ T F̄−1 )3 T ]3 F−1

3

.

(2.94)

However, in comparison to the micropolar curvature, a reduction of the tensorial order of
the curvature tensor is no longer possible without loss of information, as the symmetry
condition (2.59) does not hold for the micromorphic case.
Material time derivatives: The material time derivative of the director motion (2.85)
reads
ξ̇ = F̄˙ F̄−1 ξ =: L̄ ξ ,
(2.95)
with L̄ = F̄˙ F̄−1 deﬁned as the micromorphic spatial velocity gradient relating the director rate ξ̇ to ξ. Again, objective upper Oldroyd derivatives can be deﬁned for the
versa are contravariant operations reading
ζ = F̄T −1 Z

←→

Z = F̄T ζ .

Consequently, the micromorphic right and left deformation tensors Ū and V̄ then follow from
ζ · dx = Z · Ū dX and Z · dX = ζ · V̄−1 dx ,
together with F̄ from (2.87), while the strain tensors Ē and Ā result from the corresponding comparison
of the scalar measures (4) in referential and actual configuration.
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micromorphic rates of deformation and curvature. In particular, the following modiﬁed
set of Oldroyd rates is obtained for the micromorphic microstrain AM , the micromorphic
3

strain Ā and the curvature C̄:
∆

(Am )B = F̄T −1 (Ėm )B F̄−1 = L̄T (Am )B + (Ȧm )B + (A)B L̄
= 21 ( L̄ + L̄T ) = L̄sym
♦

˙ + Ā L = L − L̄ ,
Ā = F̄ Ē˙ F−1 = − L̄ Ā + Ā
3
3 23
23
3
(C̄)♦ = F̄ [ ( R C̄ T )· F̄−1 ]3 T F−1
= grad L̄
B
3

3

3

23

23

(2.96)

3

= (C̄)· − ( L̄C̄ )3 + ( C̄ T L̄ )3 T + ( C̄ L)3 .

Thereby, the symbol ( · )♦ is used for mixed-mode terms, where the Oldroyd derivatives of
3

Ā and C̄ exhibit, in the natural-basis formulation, the ﬁrst basis in the covariant frame
of the tangential space and the second and third bases in the contravariant frame of the
cotangential space.
Relations for the microstrain continuum: From the director motion (2.86) it is clear
that the micromorphic continuum not only encompasses the micropolar continuum for
(Um )B = I, but also the microstrain continua for (Rm )B = I. Then, the relations for
the microstrain continuum kinematics are given for the case, where the microdeformation
gradient becomes a stretch tensor. In this case (2.87) is substituted by
(
F̄ Ū with F̄ = R (Um )B and Ū = F̄−1 F = (Um )−1
B U
F =
(2.97)
V̄ F̄ with F̄ = (Vm )B R and V̄ = F F̄−1 = V (Vm )−1
B ,
Therein, Ū and V̄ are now given as symmetric right and left stretch tensors, measuring only a relative deformation between the macroscopic and the microscopic continuum
stretches.

2.4.3

Balance relations

The ﬁrst derivation of the balance equations for micromorphic continua goes back to Eringen & Suhubi [72] and Eringen [69], where the governing equations of the macroscopic
micromorphic body are derived based on volume- and surface-speciﬁc averages of resulting
quantities of an underlying Cauchy-type microcontinuum. Hence, in the following, the
previously established physical picture of an embedded microcontinuum is further investigated, laying the ground for the extended balance relations of micromorphic continua,
which are recapitulated in the line of Eringen & Suhubi [72].
Volume- and surface-specific averages: In order to deﬁne macroscopic ﬁeld quantities
as a result of microcontinuum counterparts, two diﬀerent averaging formalisms are used.
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On the one hand, a volume-speciﬁc average h( · )i is given based on Hill’s homogenisation
theorem (Hill [111]) yielding
Z
1
( · ) dv ,
(2.98)
h( · )i :=
V V
where V is the volumetric homogenisation domain of interest. On the other hand, a
surface-speciﬁc average h( · )iA is deﬁned as
Z
1
h( · )iA :=
( · ) da ,
(2.99)
A A
where A is the areic homogenisation domain of interest, cf. Hassanizadeh & Gray [108].
Following Eringen & Suhubi [72], this average diﬀerentiation allows to distinguish between
extrinsic and intrinsic stress measures for the micromorphic continuum, where the ﬁrst
stems from a surface-speciﬁc average of the microcontinuum stress vector tm with respect
to the external boundary of the macroscopic body and the latter stems from the volume
average of the microcontinuum stress Tm . All macroscopic ﬁeld quantities, including the
above mentioned stress deﬁnitions, will be introduced by deﬁning averages according to
(2.98) and (2.99) in the course of deriving the governing balance relations for the micromorphic continuum.
Balance of mass:
Mass conservation is assumed to hold for the microcontinuum,
such that, according to (2.32), the microscopic mass density ρm relates to its referential
quantity ρm0 via
ρm0 = ρm det Fm .
(2.100)
Note that due to the homogeneity of the microcontiuum deformation, the overall microcontinuum volume VBm computes to
Z
Z
dVm0 ,
(2.101)
dvm and VBm0 =
VBm = detFm VBm0 with VBm =
Bm

Bm

where VBm0 is the referential volume of Bm and dvm , dVm0 are the actual and referential
volume elements at the microcontinuum scale, respectively. As a consequence, VBm and
VBm0 deﬁne the local volume elements at the material point of the higher spatial scale
(Hassanizadeh & Gray [108]), viz.:
dv := VBm

and dV := VBm0 .

(2.102)

The referential macroscopic mass density ρ0 is thus deﬁned as the volume average of its
microcontinuum counterpart and reads
Z
1
ρ0 := hρm0 i :=
ρm0 dVm0 .
(2.103)
VBm0 Bm0
As the macroscopic mass density ρ must also be conserved, the relation from the macroscopic mass balance is valid and ρ computes by use of (2.101) and (2.103) to
Z
1
−1
ρm dvm =: hρm i .
(2.104)
ρ = ρ0 ( det F ) =
VBm Bm
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Consequently, ρ also follows from the volume average hρm i of ρm over VBm . Note that,
following (2.98), the referential and actual volumes VBm0 and VBm in (2.103) and (2.104)
are taken as the volumetric homogenisation domains of interest.
Balance of linear momentum: The local form of the balance of linear momentum
of a Cauchy continuum (2.36) applies to the embedded microcontinuum, leading to the
statement
ρm ẍ = div Tm + ρm b ,
(2.105)
where Tm is the Cauchy stress at the microcontinuum scale. The respective global balance
of linear momentum for Bm with respect to the deformed conﬁguration can be obtained
by integration of (2.105) over the domain of Bm . By use of (2.78) in combination with
(2.84), one obtains
Z
Z
Z
ρm b dvm ,
(2.106)
tm dam +
ρm ẍM dvm =
Bm

∂Bm

Bm

with tm = Tm n as the microstress vector acting at ∂Bm and dam as the microcontinuum surface element. It thus determines the motion of the mass centre of the microcontinuum. The corresponding macroscopic balance of linear momentum for the
micromorphic body is identiﬁed by averaging of the quantities contained in (2.105).
The volumetric average hρm ẍM i deﬁnes the macroscopic change in linear momentum
ρ ẍM and the average hρm bi deﬁnes the values of the macroscopic body force ρ b, viz.:

ρ ẍM := hρm ẍM i :=
and ρ b := hρm bi :=

1
VBm
Z
1

VBm

Z

ρm ẍM dvm

ex
ABm

Bm

(2.107)

tm

xm

ρm b dvm .

M

Bm

xM
The surface-speciﬁc average htm iA , taken as an average of
ex , which constitutes the
tm over the external boundary ABm
∂B
macroscopic boundary ∂B, cf. Figure 2.6, yields the macroFigure 2.6: Microcontinuum
scopic boundary stress vector t as
setting at ∂B.
Z
1
t := htm iA :=
tm dam .
(2.108)
ex
ABm
ex
∂Bm
ex is taken as the areic averaging
Note that in contrast to (2.103), (2.104) and (2.107), ABm
domain of interest following the deﬁnition of a surface-speciﬁc average (2.99) and deﬁnes
ex at the macroscopic boundary ∂B.
the inﬁnitesimal surface element da := ABm
The macroscopic balance of linear momentum for the micromorphic body thus reads
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
ρ ẍM dv =
t da +
ρ b dv =
( T n ) da +
ρ b dv ,
(2.109)

B

∂B

B

∂B

B

where the Cauchy stress T, cf. (2.24), is retrieved. Evidently, (2.109) is formally identical
to the balance of linear momentum of a standard Cauchy continuum as given in Section
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2.2.3.

The extended micromorphic balance of angular momentum: Within numerical
treatments of continuum-mechanical problems, (2.109) is used to solve for the unknown
displacement ﬁeld. For the case of a micromorphic continuum, the number of these
unknowns is increased by the nine components of the microdeformation gradient, compare Figure 2.1. The so-called extended or generalised balance of moment of momentum
(Eringen [71], Eringen & Suhubi [72], Grammenoudis & Tsakmakis [99]) provides an appropriate equation for the direct determination of the microdeformation or the respective
director motion. It can be derived by weighting the balance of linear momentum, as given
in (2.105), with the position vector x in terms of a dyadic multiplication before applying
an integration over the domain of Bm . This procedure yields
Z
[ x ⊗ ( ρm ẍ ) − x ⊗ div Tm − x ⊗ ( ρm b ) ] dvm = 0 .
(2.110)
Bm

This approach generalises the Cauchy and the micropolar continuum formulations, where
the balance of angular momentum is derived following from a vector-valued cross product
of the position vector x with the balance of linear momentum. For the Cauchy continuum,
the angular momentum balance results in the symmetry condition of the stress tensor
T, cf. (2.41). In the micropolar formulation, the procedure results in a new axiomatic
statement for the balance of angular momentum, where, as a consequence, T is nonsymmetric, cf. (2.70). Bearing in mind the association between the skew-symmetric part
of the dyadic product of two vectors and the vector product, cf. (A.13), allows to state
two consequences for the derivations based on (2.110). Firstly, the symmetry condition
of T will not be recovered due to the generalisation of the procedure and, secondly, the
micropolar formulation will be included in the skew-symmetric contributions of the results,
when they are expressed using the axial vector computation of the second-order tensorial
quantities. By use of the divergence identity (A.25), the additive composition of x stated
in (2.78) and taking notice of grad xM ≈ grad x = I, (2.110) reformulates to
Z
Z
Z
xM ⊗
ρm ẍM dvm − xM ⊗
ρm b dvm +
[ xm ⊗ ( ρm ẍm ) + TTm ] dvm −
Bm
Bm
Z
Z Bm
Z
xm ⊗ tm dam .
tm dam +
xm ⊗ ( ρm b ) dvm = xM ⊗
−
Bm

∂Bm

∂Bm

(2.111)

Based on (2.111) and in order to formulate the respective balance for the microcontinuum body, the following further ﬁeld quantities of the macroscopic point are deﬁned as
volumetric averages over the microcontinuum domain in addition to (2.107): At ﬁrst, the
so-called microstress average (Tm )B is deﬁned via
Z
1
T
(Tm )B := hTm i :=
TTm dvm ,
(2.112)
VBm Bm
where the transposition ( · )T could also be dropped when accounting for the symmetry
of Tm , as it can be derived from the balance of angular momentum of the underlying
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Cauchy continuum. Next, the mass-speciﬁc second-order tensor λ is deﬁned, where the
volume averaging procedure yields the deﬁnition
Z
1
ρm ( xm ⊗ ẍm ) dvm .
(2.113)
ρ λ := hρm xm ⊗ ẍm i :=
VBm Bm
Due to the homogeneity of the microdeformation, this so-calledR speciﬁc spin inertia tensor
is related to the non-constant microinertia tensor θ := ρV1B Bm ρm (xm ⊗ xm )dvm = θ T
m

via λ = (L̇m + Lm Lm )θ by use of (2.83), cf. Grammenoudis & Tsakmakis [99]. Finally,
possible mass-speciﬁc second-order body couples C exist, with
Z
1
ρ C := hxm ⊗ ρm bi =
xm ⊗ ( ρm b ) dvm .
(2.114)
VBm Bm

For the formulation of the external stresses acting at the macroscopic boundary ∂B, one
recognises from the right-hand side of (2.111) that, in addition to the resulting boundary
stress vector t, a dyadic stress moment M̄d completes the boundary stresses of the micromorphic continuum. By use of a surface-speciﬁc average, M̄d deﬁnes the resulting dyadic
ex of
moment at ∂B due to the microstress tm acting again at the external boundary ABm
the microcontinuum, viz.:
Z
1
d
M̄ := hxm ⊗ tm iA :=
xm ⊗ tm dam .
(2.115)
ex
ABm
ex
∂Bm
With the averages (2.107), (2.108) and (2.112) – (2.115), all ﬁeld quantities of the extended
material point of the macroscopic micromorphic body are deﬁned. Thus, a subsequent
insertion of these deﬁnitions into (2.111) followed by an integration over the macroscopic
domain of B yields the respective relations on the body scale as
Z
Z
T
[ ( ρ λ + xM ⊗ (ρ ẍM ) + TM − xM ⊗ (ρ b ) − ρ C ] dv =
( xM ⊗ t + M̄d ) da .
B

∂B

(2.116)
By application of the Gaussian integral theorem and the divergence theorem (A.25),
(2.116) can be divided into two statements, where the ﬁrst vanishes with the local form of
the macroscopic balance of linear momentum (2.109). The second statement is frequently
referred to as the generalised, extended or ﬁrst moment of momentum balance (Chen
[29], Eringen [71], Grammenoudis & Tsakmakis [99]). The two statements read
Z
xM ⊗ ( ρ ẍM − div T − ρ b ) dv = 0 and
B
(2.117)
Z
3
d
T
T
[ ρ λ − div M̄ + [ (Tm )B − T ] − ρ C ] dv = 0 ,
B

3

3

where M̄d is the third-order dyadic stress tensor with M̄d = M̄d n. In general micromorphic continuum theories, (2.117)2 is interpreted as a governing equation to solve for the
unknown director motion included in λ. It obeys the structure of a balance relation and
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represents the remaining axiomatic part of the generalised balance, where the stress state
T 6= TT remains non-symmetric.
It is of interest to note that by deﬁning the macroscopic surface stresses t and M̄d , the
microstresses acting on the boundary of the microcontinuum are reduced to its centre of
mass M. Thereby, a resulting external moment m̄ with
m̄ := hxm × tm iA

1
:=
ex
ABm

Z

( xm × tm ) dam

(2.118)

ex
∂Bm

is incorporated in the skew-symmetric contributions of M̄d . In particular, with the axial
vector as deﬁned in (A.13)3 , m̄ represents twice the negative axial vector to M̄d , viz.:
3

m̄ = E ( M̄dskw ) = − 2 axl M̄d .

(2.119)

The resulting moment m̄ is clearly identiﬁed as the boundary couple stress vector of the
micropolar continuum formulation, cf. (2.66) of Section 2.3.2, now obtained by means of
an averaging formalism. The relation given in (2.119) also holds for the further quantities
in (2.116), such that a consistent identiﬁcation of the micropolar quantities is possible for
the case of a rigid microcontinuum. Note in passing that the local microdeformation is
then given as a rigid rotation with
xm = Rm Xm

and ẋm = Ωm xm

(2.120)

in substitution of (2.82) and (2.83) due to Um = I. As a consequence, the micropolar balance of angular momentum (2.68) is contained in the skew-symmetric part of the extended
micromorphic balance, when these are reduced to vector-valued quantities by means of
the axial vector representation. Note that the deﬁnitions of t and m̄ exactly correspond
to the external boundary stresses introduced in Ehlers et al. [64] for a transition of particle
interaction forces towards micropolar stresses by means of an equivalent shifting of the
external contact stresses of an REV towards the mass centres of the REV-boundary particles. An extension towards the present micromorphic setting is given in the subsequent
Chapter 3.
Balance of mechanical power: In order to consistently derive the extensions stemming
from the additional microcontinuum deformation, the embedded microcontinuum is again
revisited. Its kinetic energy and its external stress power are given by
K ( Bm , t ) =

Z

Bm

and La ( Bm , t ) =

Z

1
2

ρm ẋ · ẋ dvm

ẋ · tm dam +

∂Bm

Z

(2.121)
ẋ · ( ρm b ) dvm ,

Bm

where the consideration of the additive character of x given in (2.78) in combination with
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(2.83), (A.4) and (A.6) yields the microscopic balance of mechanical power in the form

ẋM ·
|

Z

= ẋM · (

|

Z

Z

Z

ρm ε̇m dvm
ρm ( xm ⊗ ẍm ) dvm +
Bm
{z
} |
{z
}
d
d
K ( Bm , t )
E ( Bm , t )
dt Z
dt

ρm ẍM dvm +

Bm

LTm

·

Bm

ρm b dvm )
tm dam +
Bm
∂Bm
Z
Z
T
( xm ⊗ tm ) dam +
xm ⊗ ( ρm b ) dvm ] .
+ Lm · [
B
∂Bm
{z
}
La (Bm , t )

(2.122)

Therein, εm is the microcontinuum’s mass-speciﬁc internal energy. Obviously, the ﬁrst
term in the expression of the rate of kinetic energy and ﬁrst term in the expression of
the external mechanical power stem from the translational motion of the macroscopic
point by means of the velocity ﬁeld ẋM . The second term in the rate of kinetic energy
and the second and third terms in the external mechanical power represent the extended
contributions stemming from the microcontinuum deformation. In comparison to the
before identiﬁed ﬁeld quantities of the micromorphic continuum body, it is concluded that
the second term in the rate of kinetic energy includes the averaged spin inertia tensor λ,
while the second term in the external stress power incorporates the dyadic boundary stress
ex is again taken as the averaging domain.
moment M̄d , when the external surface ABm
Furthermore, the last term in (2.122) is in relation to the averaged volumetric body
couple ρ C. All three extended contributions are scalerly multiplied with the transposed
microscopic spatial velocity gradient LTm of the independent microcontinuum deformation.
Taking the micromorphic director motion (2.85) into account, which substitutes Lm by
the micromorphic spatial velocity gradient L̄ for the macroscopic point, yields, that the
balance of mechanical energy of the micromorphic body can be derived based on a scalar
multiplication of the local statements of the balance of linear momentum (2.109) with the
velocity ﬁeld ẋM and of the extended balance of angular momentum (2.117)2 with the
transposed micromophic velocity gradient L̄T , viz.:

ρ ẍM · ẋM = div T · ẋM + ρ b · ẋM
3

and

ρ λ · L̄T = div M̄d · L̄T + [ TT − (Tm )TB ] · L̄T + ρ C · L̄T .

(2.123)

Summing up the two parts of (2.123) and integrating over the domain of the continuum
body B by use of the identities (A.6), (A.7), (A.27) and (A.28) yields the balance of
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mechanical power in the form
Z
Z
3
12
T
ρ ( ẋM · ẍM + λ · L̄ ) dv + [ T · ( L − L̄ ) + (Tm )B · L̄ + ( M̄d ) T · grad L̄ ] dv
|B
{z
} |B
}
Z {z
d
Li ( B, t ) =:
ρ wi ( xM , ξ , t ) dv
K ( B, t )
dt
B
Z
Z
T
d
=
( ẋM · t + L̄ · M̄ ) da + ( ρ b · ẋM + ρ C · L̄T ) dv .
| ∂B
{z B
}
La ( B, t )
(2.124)
Again, one can thereby identify the additional contributions in the speciﬁc internal stress
power wi due to the kinematic alterations from the Cauchy towards the micromorphic
continuum description, viz.:
wi ( xM , ξ , t ) =

∆
3
3
12
∆
1
[ T · Ā + (Tm )B · (Am )B + ( M̄d ) T · (C̄)♦ ]
ρ
♦

with Ā = L − L̄ ,

∆

(Am )B = L̄sym

3

(2.125)

and (C̄)♦ = grad L̄

from (2.96) and (Tm )B · L̄skw = 0 due to (Tm )B = (Tm )TB . Note that further invariant expressions of wi with respect to diﬀerent conﬁgurations are possible. However, the
derivation of the dual pairs of stresses and strains in a ﬁnite strain micromorphic continuum formulation is not straightforward, especially when an intermediate micromorphic
conﬁguration is introduced and the micromorphic strains become mixed-variant (see Appendix B.1). In the present work, the focus lies on the averaging of particle interactions
and displacements towards micromorphic measures. As this could only be obtained for
geometrically linear micromorphic deformation quantities, no further emphasis was laid
on a completed ﬁnite formulation. On these matters, the interested reader is referred
to Grammenoudis & Tsakmakis [99], Hirschberger et al. [112] or Regueiro [180]. Nevertheless, (2.125) enables to identify a work-conjugated set of stress and strain/curvature
quantities for the extended micromorphic continuum formulation. Speciﬁcally, these are
{

1
T , Ā } ,
ρ

{

1
1 3 12 3
(Tm )B , (Am )B } and { ( M̄d ) T , C̄ } .
ρ
ρ

(2.126)

In the subsequent section, the kinematic deformation measures will be linearised. In
combination with the identiﬁied work-conjugated pairs, this allows for the separation of
the mechanical work of the internal forces into a contribution that can be clearly related
to the standard Cauchy part and additional contributions that are associated with the
extensions towards the micropolar and the micromorphic formulation.

2.5

Geometrical linearisation

The generally non-linear theory of micromorphic continuum kinematics and, as a subclass, the micropolar continuum kinematics can be reduced to a geometrically linear the-
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ory under the assumption of small deformations. For the linearisation of the micropolar
strain and curvature tensors, the assumption of small displacement gradients and small
total rotations is suﬃcient to realise the formal transition towards the geometrically linear
regime. In the micromorphic case, one additionally has to assume small microdeformations. As will be shown in the subsequent sections, it is convenient to reformulate the
strain measures as a function of the macroscopic deformation gradient F, the microstretch
tensor (Um )B and the amount of resultant rotation ϕ̄ in order to perform the linearisation
procedure. A formal geometric linearisation can then be realised for an arbitrary tensor
n

n

function A = A ( F, (Um )B , ϕ̄ ) of nth - order through a Taylor series expansion around
the initial state, characterised by F = I, (Um )B = I and ϕ̄ = 0, followed by a truncation
n

after the linear term. The linearised quantity Alin. then reads
n

n

Alin. = A

+

n

∂A
+
∂F

n

∂A
(F − I) +
∂(Um )B

F=I
(Um )B =I

F=I
(Um )B =I

[ (Um )B
F=I
(Um )B =I

ϕ̄=0
n

ϕ̄=0

ϕ̄=0

∂A
∂ ϕ̄

( ϕ̄
F=I
(Um )B =I

− I]
(2.127)

− 0).

ϕ̄=0

In the geometrically linear case, the deformed state approximately coincides with the
initial conﬁguration such that Grad ( · ) ≈ grad ( · ) and the strain and curvature measures
approximately coincide, viz.:
E ≈ A ≈: ε ,
R

C̄ ≈ C̄ ≈: κ̄ ,

(Em )B ≈ (Am )B ≈: (εm )B ,
R

3

3

Ē ≈ Ā ≈: ε̄ ,
(2.128)

3

C̄ ≈ C̄ ≈: κ̄ .

3

Therein, ε, (εm )B , ε̄, κ̄ and κ̄ denote the linearised quantities to the continuum strain,
the microstrain, the extended micropolar/micromorphic continuum strain and the secondand the third-order curvature tensors, respectively.

2.5.1

Linearised Cauchy continuum kinematics

A formal linearisation is exemplarily performed for the Green-Lagrangean strain tensor
E given in (2.12) around the referential state F = I, which results by use of (2.4) in
ε := Elin. = E

F=I

+

∂E
∂F

F=I

= ( Grad u )sym =

2.5.2

1
2

(F − I)

(2.129)
T

( Grad u + Grad u ) .

Linearised micropolar continuum kinematics

In the micropolar case, it is convenient to calculate a linearisation R̄lin. of the combined
micropolar director rotation (2.52), which is only a function of the total rotation ϕ̄, when
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it is represented in the Euler-Rodrigues notation. The formalism (2.127) results in
3

R̄lin. = I + ( ē × I ) ϕ̄ = I − E ϕ̄ ,

(2.130)

3

with (ē × I)ϕ̄ = ϕ̄ × I = −Eϕ̄, cf. Ehlers [59] and Volk [211]. With (2.130) at hand, the
linearised forms of the micropolar strain (2.57) and the micropolar curvature (2.60) can
be calculated in a straightforward manner, resulting in
3

ε̄ := Ēlin. = Grad u + E ϕ̄ = ε̄sym + ε̄skw

 ε̄sym = ( Grad u )sym = ε
where
3
3
3

ε̄skw = ( Grad u )skw + E ϕ̄ = E ( ϕ̄ − ϕ ) = E (ϕm )B .

(2.131)

Obviously, the symmetric part ε̄sym of ε̄ corresponds to the linearised strain ε of the
standard formulation, while the skew-symmetric part ε̄skw stems from the skew-symmetric
part of Grad u and the linearised contribution of the director rotation, which combine to
the permutation of the free rotation (ϕm )B . Thereby, the validity of the vector addition
theorem for small rotations is used, i. e. ϕ̄ = ϕ + (ϕm )B . Finally, the linearisation of the
curvature tensor C̄ yields
κ̄ := C̄lin. = Grad ϕ̄ .
(2.132)
For further details in the formal linearisation procedure of the micropolar formulation,
the reader is referred to Ehlers [56].

2.5.3

Linearised micromorphic continuum kinematics

For the present work, it is of interest to investigate how the additional microdeformation
mechanism aﬀects the linearised kinematic measures of the micromorphic formulation.
Therefore, at ﬁrst, a geometrically linear microstrain tensor (εm )B is, for example, calculated by the Taylor-series expansion of (Em )B around (Um )B = I, yielding
(εm )B := (Em )B lin. = (Em )B

(Um )B =I

+

∂(Em )B
∂(Um )B

(Um )B =I

[ (Um )B − I ] = (Um )B − I .

(2.133)
Assuming the existence of a microscopic displacement vector um = xm − Xm , the linearised microstrain can alternatively be computed analogously to (2.129), which yields
(εm )B =

1
2

( Grad um + GradT um ) .

(2.134)

For the computation of the linearised micromorphic strain tensor ε̄, the micromorphic
strain tensor Ē, cf. (2.88), is expressed as
T
Ē = Ū − I = (Um )−1
B R̄ F − I ,

(2.135)
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such that one recognises the combined micropolar director motion R̄, cf. (2.52). Application of the formalism (2.127) leads to
ε̄ = Ēlin. := Ē

F=I
(Um )B =I

∂ Ē
∂F

+

∂ Ē
∂ ϕ̄

− I) +

∂ Ē
∂(Um )B

ϕ̄=0

ϕ̄=0

+

(F
F=I
(Um )B =I

F=I
(Um )B =I

[ (Um )B
F=I
(Um )B =I

− I]

ϕ̄=0

ϕ̄

(2.136)

ϕ̄=0

= 0 + ( F − I ) − ( (Um )B − I ) − ( ϕ̄ × I )
3

= Grad u − (εm )B + E ϕ̄ = ε̄sym + ε̄skw .
As a consequence, the linearised micromorphic strain ε̄ can also be interpreted as being
composed of two contributions. The ﬁrst is its symmetric part and results from the
diﬀerence of the linearised version ε of the standard Green-Lagrangean strain, compare
(2.129), and the linear microstrain εm , compare (2.133). The second is its skew-symmetric
part and yields the skew-symmetric part of the linearised micropolar strain, compare
(2.131). In particular, one obtains
ε̄sym = ε − (εm )B

3

and ε̄skw = E (ϕm )B .

(2.137)

Comparing the split (2.137) with the linearised micropolar strain given in (2.131) reveals
that the additional microdeformation only results in the subtraction of the microstrain
contribution (εm )B from the symmetric part of ε̄.
3

Finally, the linearised curvature tensor κ̄ is obtained from the expression of C̄ as
R

3

C̄ = ( F̄−1 Grad F̄ )3 =

[ R̄ (Um )B ]−1 Grad [ R̄ (Um )B ]

such that
3

3

κ̄ :=

R

3

C̄lin. =

R

3

C̄
(Um )B =I

∂ R C̄
+
∂(Um )B

ϕ̄=0

3

(2.138)

3

∂ R C̄
[ (Um )B − I ] +
∂ ϕ̄
(Um )B =I

(Um )B =I

ϕ̄=0

ϕ̄=0

ϕ̄
(2.139)

3

3

= 0 + Grad (εm )B − ( E Grad ϕ̄ )3 .
The symmetry characteristics of the components of the linearised curvature tensor of the
micromorphic continua read
3

3

12

( E Grad ϕ̄ )3 = − ( E Grad ϕ̄ )3 T
12

T

Grad (εm )B = [ Grad (εm )B ] ,

and

(2.140)
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where the ﬁrst (2.140)1 represents a skew-symmetric condition and (2.140)2 is a symmetry
condition. Hence, by use of (A.17), the axial tensor to (2.139) recovers the linearised
micropolar curvature (2.131) as a second-order curvature measure, viz.:
a

3

κ̄ = axl κ̄ = κ̄ =

1
2

3 3

12

( E κ̄ T )2 =

3

1
2

3 3

(E E)2 Grad ϕ̄ = Grad ϕ̄ ,

(2.141)

3

with [E Grad (εm )B ]2 = Grad [E (εm )B ] = 0. For a more detailed derivation of the
geometrically linear quantities (2.133), (2.136) and (2.139), compare Appendix B.2.

2.5.4

Consequences for the internal stress power and the internal mechanical work

Additional insight into the internal mechanical work in a geometrically linear framework
is gained by reviewing the balance of mechanical power. Thereby note that for linearised
kinematics, in addition to the deformation measures, the stresses approximate to
T ≈

τ

3

≈: σ ,

(Tm )B ≈: (σm )B ,

M̄ ≈ M̄ ≈: µ̄ ,

3

M̄d ≈: µ̄d ,

(2.142)

3

where σ, (σm )B , µ̄ and µ̄d denote the linearised counterparts of the continuum stress,
the microstress, the micropolar couple stress and the third-order dyadic stress tensor,
respectively. Simplifying the micromorphic stress-energy function, one might proceed
from the assumption that local strains and strain rates are small at the macroscopic level
compared to the micromotion, meaning that the strains and strain rates included (2.125)
can be linearised. In geometrically linear approaches, the transport mechanisms of strain
measures between the current and the reference conﬁguration are consequently neglected.
Thus,
ρ = ρ0 det F−1 −→ ρ ≈ ρ0
(2.143)
and
(Am )B ≈ (Em )B lin = (εm )B

∆

−→

(Am )B ≈ (ε̇m )B = (U̇m )B ,
(2.144)

♦

Ā ≈ Ēlin = ε̄

3

˙ ,
Ā ≈ ε̄˙ = Grad u̇ − (ε̇m )B + E ϕ̄

−→

where (2.88), (2.92) and (2.133) have been used. Additionally, the linearised curvature
rate reads
3

C̄ ≈

R

3

3

3

Clin = κ̄

−→

3

3

˙ )3 + Grad (ε̇m )B .
(C̄)♦ ≈ (κ̄)˙ = − ( E Grad ϕ̄

(2.145)

Given (2.125), (2.143) – (2.145) and the stresses and stress moments of the geometrically
linear approach (2.142), the stress-energy function (2.125) reads
3

12

3

ρ0 wi = σ · ε̄˙ + (σm )B · (ε̇m )B + (µ̄d ) T · (κ̄)˙

(2.146)
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and can alternatively written as
ρ0 wi = σsym · ε̇ + [ (σm )B − σsym ] · (ε̇m )B +
3

3

12

3

˙ 3
+ σskw · E (ϕ̇m )B − (µ̄d ) T · (E Grad ϕ̄)

(2.147)

12

3

+ (µ̄d ) T · Grad (ε̇m )B ,
3

where the third-order rate of curvature tensor (κ̄)˙ has been split in its symmetric and
skew-symmetric parts, viz.:
(12)

3

(12)

3

3

(κ̄)˙ = sym (κ̄)˙ + skw (κ̄)˙ ,
(12)

3

(12)

3

12

sym (κ̄)˙ = Grad (ε̇m )B = [ Grad (ε̇m )B ] T ,
3

3

(2.148)

12

˙ 3 = (E Grad ϕ̄)
˙ 3T .
skw (κ̄)˙ = −(E Grad ϕ̄)
(12)

(12)

Note that the operators sym ( · ) and skw ( · ) denote symmetry or skew-symmetry of the
objects ( · ) with respect to their ﬁrst and second basis systems. Given (2.147), the volumespeciﬁc stress power or the stress-energy function, respectively, can be split into terms
(sf )
belonging to Cauchy’s standard formulation ρ0 wi and to the micromorphic extension
(mp)
(ms)
split into micropolar and microstrain contributions, ρ0 wi
and ρ0 wi :
(sf )

= σsym · ε̇ ,

(mp)

3
˙ 3,
= σskw · E (ϕ̇m )B − (µd ) T · (E Grad ϕ̄)

ρ0 wi
ρ0 wi

(ms)

ρ0 wi

3

3

12

3

(2.149)

12

= [ (σm )B − σsym ] · (ε̇m )B + + (µ̄d ) T · Grad (ε̇m )B .
3

When the dyadic stress moment µ̄d is also split in symmetric and skew-symmetric parts
through
(12) 3

(12) 3

3

µ̄d = sym µ̄d + skw µ̄d ,
(12) 3

sym µ̄d =
(12) 3

skw µ̄d =

3

3

12

3

3

12

(12) 3

12

1
2

[ µ̄d + (µ̄d ) T ] = (sym µ̄d ) T ,

1
2

[ µ̄d − (µ̄d ) T ] = − (skw µ̄d ) T ,

(12) 3

(2.150)

12

the micropolar and microstrain contributions of ρ0 wi can alternatively be expressed as
(mp)

ρ0 wi

(ms)

ρ0 wi

3

(12) 3

3

˙ 3,
= σskw · E (ϕ̇m )B + skw µ̄d · (E Grad ϕ̄)
(2.151)
(12) 3

= [ (σm )B − σsym ] · (ε̇m )B + + sym µ̄d · Grad (ε̇m )B .
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3

3

Using (A.17) and (A.19), the axial tensors of µ̄d and (κ̄)˙ read
a

3 3

3

µ̄d := axl µ̄d = − 12 (E µ̄d )2 = − 21 µ̄ ,
3

a

(κ̄)˙ := axl (κ̄)˙ =

3 3
− 21 [ E (κ̄)˙ ]2

(2.152)

˙ .
= Grad ϕ̄

Based on (2.148)1 , (A.17) and (2.152), the second term included in (2.151)1 can also be
expressed as
(12) 3

3

3 a

3

3 13 3 12

a

a

a

˙ 3 = − (E µ̄d )3 · [ E (κ̄)˙ ]3 = − (E T E T )2 · [ µ̄d (κ̄)˙ T ]
skw µ̄d · (E Grad ϕ̄)
a

a

d

(2.153)

= − 2 µ̄ · (κ̄)˙ ,
3 12

3

3 13

3

3 3

where E T = −E, E T = −E together with (E E)2 = 2 I have been used. As a result of
(mp)
(2.153), ρ0 wi
can ﬁnally be expressed as
3

(mp)

a

3

a

a

= σskw · E (ϕ̇m )B − 2 µ̄d · (κ̄)˙ = σskw · E (ϕ̇m )B + µ̄ · (κ̄)˙ ,

ρ0 wi

(2.154)

a

where the relation µ̄ = −2µ̄d has been used, cf. (2.152). Given the above equations, the
local stress power and by means of an appropriate time integration also the mechanical
work can be computed by homogenisation methods. Assuming conservative stress measures with a complete integral formulation as in linearised elasticity, the local internal
work is obtained by
(sf )

Wi := Wi

(sf )

Wi

(mp)
Wi

(ms)
Wi

(mp)

(ms)

+ Wi
+ Wi
with
Z t
(sf )
=
ρ0 wi dt̃ = 21 σsym · ε ,
t0

=

Z

t

t0

=

1
2

=

Z
1
2

dt̃ =

3

1
2

3

3

12

3

[ σskw · E (ϕm )B − (µd ) T · (E Grad ϕ̄)3 ]
a

[ σskw · E (ϕm )B + µ̄ · κ̄ ] ,
t

t0

=

(mp)

ρ0 wi

(ms)

ρ0 wi

dt̃

(12) 3

[ (σm )B − σsym ] · (εm )B + sym µ̄d · Grad (εm )B .

(2.155)

Chapter 3:
From particle-scale information to
micromorphic quantities
Granular materials exhibit macroscopic behaviour that is strongly dependent on the microscopic interaction of individual grains, possible concentration of grain rotations or the
micro-heterogeneous topology of grain-binder composites. As it is impossible to include
all the microstructural information into modelling techniques that aim at engineering applications, the derivation of appropriate substituting models on a larger spatial scale is
of great interest. As already mentioned, microcontinuum theories oﬀer such a macroscopic extension to standard continuum theories in order to incorporate some signiﬁcant
micro-eﬀects, such as, for example, free grain rotations as the basis for the micropolar
extension. Their physical justiﬁcation and evaluation in the ﬁeld of granular material can
be obtained by studying granulates from a direct micromechanical approach and a subsequent construction of a homogenisation procedure. This is at the centre of the following
chapter. Although speciﬁc volume and surface averaging operations were already used
to deﬁne the micromorphic ﬁeld quantities, some fundamental issues of homogenisation
shall be addressed and reviewed in the following.

3.1
3.1.1

Fundamentals of homogenisation
Representative Elementary Volume

Homogenisation describes the averaging process of quantities from a lower, for example,
the microscopic, towards a higher, for example, the mesoscopic or the macroscopic, scale.
An averaged quantity is thereby always found by an integration of the respective quantity
over a representative domain. If the considered domain is a volume V , the volumetric
average according to Hill [111] needs to be taken over a Representative Elementary Volume, which ensures that the emerging macroscopic quantity is statistically homogeneous
for any chosen location of the REV at the microstructural conﬁguration. The continuummechanical approach assumes that the averaged quantity is independent of the characteristic size D of the chosen averaging domain, i. e. that the theoretically underlying REV
size is chosen large enough to avoid ﬂuctuations emerging from microstructural elements
of characteristic size δ, cf. Figure 3.1. However, if this condition is met, an averaging over
direct micromechanical models leads to standard Cauchy continua at the macroscopic
level, as the extended stresses of microcontinuum theories are only detectable when the
interplay of the components of the microstructure is evaluated for a mesoscopic ensemble,
cf. Ehlers et al. [64]. This motivates the introduction of an REV of size d, which is a characteristic size of the now mesoscopic interpretation of the REV, embedded between the
micro- and the macroscale. The assumption of three independent scales is often referred
47
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to as the micro-meso-macro (MMM) principle, ﬁrstly introduced by Hashin [107].
ρm,1
ρm,2
δ
d

averaged density

D
ρm,1

ρm,2

homogeneous

δ

characteristic size
d

D

Figure 3.1: Sketch of the averaged density as a function of the averaging domain after Bachmat
& Bear [17] or Hassanizadeh & Gray [108].

3.1.2

Scale separation

While the continuum approach of assuming an independence of the averaged quantity
from variations in the REV size requires the scale of size δ to be separated from the scale
of size D, i. e.
δ ≪ D,

(3.1)

the MMM principle additionally assumes a scale separation, such that
δ ≪ d ≪ D.

(3.2)

The scale separation argumentation implies a signiﬁcant consequence with respect to the
balance relations of embedded particles in an REV or in a continuum body, as well as
REV embedded into a continuum body. In all three cases, volume-speciﬁc quantities of
individual particles/REV, like body forces and inertia terms, scale with (δ/d)3 or (d/D)3 ,
respectively, and can be neglected compared to surface-speciﬁc terms like external loads,
which scale with (δ/D)2 or (d/D)2, when large numbers of particles/REV are considered.
As a result, volumetric contributions in all balance relations are negligible compared to
contributions acting on the respective surfaces of the considered domain.
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Table 3.1: Balance relations for a single particle P (i)

Z

Z

Z

ρm g dv
tm da +
P (i)
Z
Z
x × ( ρm g ) dv
x × tm da +
[ x × ( ρ ẍ ) ] dv =
Balance of angular momentum:
P (i)
∂ P (i)
P (i)
Z
Z
d
1
(
Balance of mechanical power:
Tm · D dv
ρm ẋ · ẋ dv ) +
dt P (i) 2
Z
Z P (i)
ẋ · ( ρm g ) dv
ẋ · tm da +
=
Balance of linear momentum:

ρm ẍ dv =

ZP

(i)

∂ P (i)

P (i)

∂P (i)

3.2

Single particles as microscopic REV

3.2.1

Governing equations for embedded particles

Generally, if a single particle P (i) is considered, it is represented as a Cauchy continuum,
where the standard forms of the balance equations for linear and angular momentum as
well as mechanical power apply. Table 3.1 recapitulates the governing set of equations
for P (i) based on the statements in Section 2.2.3. Thereby, as the scale of the individual
particles is considered as the characteristic microscopic scale of the investigated granular
materials, the indexation ( · )m is adopted from the microcontinuum setting. Thus, ρm
refers to the particle-scale mass density and the microstress vector acting at the particle’s
boundary is given by tm = Tm n with Tm as the Cauchy-type microstress tensor of P (i) .
When microscopic particles P (i) are embedded in a macroscopic body B consisting of a
manifold of individual particles, cf. the microcontinuum setting sketched in Figure 2.4, the
microscale (of order δ) is separated from the macroscale (of order D) and the arguments
of scale separation hold. As a result, volumetric contributions in the particle’s balance
relations are negligible compared to contributions acting at the particle surface ∂P (i) .
Thus, the balance of linear momentum directly reduces to
Z
Z
0 =
tm da =
div Tm dv .
(3.3)
∂P (i)

P (i)

If, additionally, the microcontinuum setting is assumed to be valid, meaning that either
the particle’s deformation is assumed as homogeneous (micromorphic case) or the particle
is rigid (micropolar case), implies that the additive split of x into xM + xm , cf. (2.78),
holds with xM as the position vector pointing to the particle’s constant centre of mass
M. As a consequence, the position xM is independent of the integration over the domain
of P (i) and one additionally obtains
xm = Fm Xm ,
xm = Rm Xm ,

ẋm = Lm xm
ẋm = Ωm xm

for the micromorphic setting, cf. (2.81)
and (2.83), and
for the micropolar setting, cf. (2.120).

(3.4)

Moreover, the balance of angular momentum for the embedded particle reduces to
Z
Z
Z
Z
0 =
x × tm da = xM ×
tm da +
xm × tm da =
div Mm dv , (3.5)
∂P (i)

∂P (i)

∂P (i)

P (i)
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where Mm = xm × Tm is the tensorial microstress moment with mm = xm × tm as its
corresponding microstress satisfying mm = Mm n. Finally, the local forms of (3.3) and
(3.5) read
0 = div Tm , 0 = div Mm .
(3.6)
From (3.6)1 and (3.6)2 , one easily recovers the symmetry of the microstress from
0 = div Mm = div ( xm × Tm ) = xm × div Tm + I × Tm ,
3

(3.7)

A

such that I × Tm = ETTm = 2 t m = 0, compare Section 2.2.3. As a result, Tm =
TTm . For the case of a homogeneously deformable particle, the relations concerning the
homogeneous deformation and the corresponding material time derivatives given (2.83)
furthermore hold, such that a scalar multiplication with the velocity ﬁeld ẋ yields the
balance of mechanical power as
Z
Z
Z
ẋ · div Tm dv = ẋM ·
div Tm dv +
ẋm · div Tm dv
(i)
(i)
P (i)
P
P
Z
Z
(3.8)
=
Tm · Dm dv −
ẋm · tm da ,
(i)
(i)
|P
{z
} | ∂P
{z
}
(i)
(i)
Li (P , t)
La (P , t)

where Tm · Lm = Tm · Dm due to Tm · Wm = 0, when the local spatial velocity gradient
Lm is additively split into its symmetric part Dm and its skew-symmetric part Wm .
Analogously to the Cauchy continuum in Section 2.2.3, (3.8) states the equivalence of the
external stress power La (P (i) , t) and the internal stress power Li (P (i) , t) for the embedded
particle.

3.2.2

Homogenisation formalism for particle stresses and stress
moments

Volumetric averages of the stress Tm and the stress moments Mm , taken over individual particles embedded in an ensemble of particles can be derived on the basis of Hill’s
homogenisation theorem, cf. (2.98). For the homogenisation of the microstresses Tm of
single embedded particles with domain P (i) , the following procedure holds. Based on
(3.6)1 , a dyadic multiplication of the local momentum balance with xm and a subsequent
integration over the particle domain leads to
Z
div Tm = 0 → 0 =
( xm ⊗ div Tm ) dv .
(3.9)
P (i)

With the aid of the divergence theorem (A.25), (3.9) can be rewritten as
Z
0 =
[ div ( xm ⊗ Tm ) − ( grad xm ) TTm ] dv .

(3.10)

P (i)

Applying the Gaussian integral theorem to the ﬁrst term of (3.10) yields
Z
Z
0 =
( xm ⊗ tm ) da −
TTm dv ,
∂P (i)

P (i)

(3.11)
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where grad xm = I has been used, such that
Z
Z
T
Tm dv =
P (i)

( xm ⊗ tm ) da .

(3.12)

∂P (i)

Based on (3.12), one obtains the averaged stresses hTm i acting at the particle centre at
position xM in comparison with (2.98) as
hTm i :=

1
VP (i)

Z

( tm ⊗ xm ) da ,

(3.13)

∂P (i)

where VP (i) is the particle volume, identiﬁed as the volumetric homogenisation domain of
interest. Note that hTm i is symmetric as a result of Tm = TTm . Furthermore, note that
(3.13) is well known as the average stress of single particles, cf. Christoﬀersen et al. [34] or
Bathurst & Rothenburg [20]. However, it is important to recognise that for rigid particles
with |xm | = constant, variations in hTm i only originate from variations of external loads
tm , while for homogeneously deformable particles, where the particle size or xm , respectively, is locally deformed by Fm , the resulting averaged stress additionally also depends
on the microdeformation.
Proceeding similarly as before, the local statement of angular momentum (3.6)2 for embedded particles furthermore yields the averaged stress moment hMm i. Thus, one obtains
0 =

Z

( xm ⊗ mm ) da −

∂P (i)

Z

P (i)

MTm dv ,

(3.14)

such that
hMm i :=

1
VP (i)

Z

∂P (i)

( mm ⊗ xm ) da =

1
VP (i)

Z

( xm × tm ) ⊗ xm da .

(3.15)

∂P (i)

When using stress and stress moment averages, the external loads of particles P (i) are
reduced to the particle’s mass centre at xM towards homogenised stresses hTm i and stress
couples hMm i, thus allowing for the deﬁnition of local values of the corresponding stresses
in the body B or, alternatively, in a mesoscopic REV R.

3.2.3

Homogenisation formalism for particle deformation

In addition to its translational motion, represented by the motion of xM , the deformation
gradient Fm is assumed to carry the local deformation of particles. Assuming the existence
of a local displacement ﬁeld um allows to directly determine the volume average hFm i, cf.
for example, Schröder [188], as
hFm i := I + hGrad um i
Z
Z
1
1
Grad um dv =
( um ⊗ n ) da .
with hGrad um i :=
VP (i) P
VP (i) ∂P (i)

(3.16)
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Equivalently, the homogenised spatial velocity gradient hLm i on the particle level follows
as
hLm i := hgrad ẋm i
1

with hgrad ẋm i :=

VP (i)

Z

grad ẋm dv =
P

1
VP (i)

Z

( ẋm ⊗ n ) da .

(3.17)

∂P (i)

Analogously to the above introduced averaged particle stresses, which deﬁne the local
values of the corresponding quantities on the spatially higher scale, the averages hFm i
and hLm i reduce the deformation state of the particles towards the centre of mass and
deﬁne the corresponding local values on the continuum or the REV scale.
Note that as the single embedded particle shows the characteristics of a Cauchy contin∆

uum, the microstress Tm is conjugated to Dm = Am , as can be seen directly from (3.8).
With hFm i at hand, the respective work-conjugated strain measure Am can be computed
in a straightforward manner. However, for the sake of simplicity, especially with respect
to the later discussed ensembles of particles forming an REV, a geometrically linear point
of view is taken for all particle-based strain computations. Thus, the primary interest lies
in the determination of the average strain hεm i to the linearised counterpart εm of the
work-conjugated strain Am . This measure can, again, be computed in a straightforward
manner by use of (3.16) as
hεm i =
=

3.3

1
2

( hGrad um i + hGrad um iT )
Z
1
1
[ ( um ⊗ n ) + (n ⊗ um ) ] da .
2

VP (i)

(3.18)

∂P (i)

Ensembles of particles as mesoscopic REV

On the microscopic scale, each particle exhibits stresses as a standard continuum in the
sense that microscopic stresses Tm are symmetric, independently of any restrictions to
the particle deformation. As was shown in Section 2.4.3, where micromorphic continuum balance relations were principally introduced following the original idea of Eringen
& Suhubi [72], an embedded homogeneously deformable microcontinuum forms the basis
for the micromorphic continua. Thereby, the characterising higher-order stress moments,
the corresponding surface stresses, as well as the microstress average are identiﬁed based
on averages of microcontinuum quantities deﬁning the ﬁeld quantities of the macroscopic
micromorphic medium. In contrast to this approach, Ehlers et al. [64] evaluated the
axiomatic balance relations for linear and angular momentum of an REV and thereby
identiﬁed micropolar stress states on the REV level, concluding that such a particlecentre-based REV needs to be considered as the homogenisation domain when extended
micropolar stresses have to be detected. Based on this procedure, the following homogenisation strategy consistently extends this approach by including deformable particles as
representatives of deformable components in granular material on the microscopic scale
(Ehlers & Bidier [62]). For the detection of micromorphic eﬀects stemming from possible local particle deformation, two diﬀerent homogenisation procedures are compared
and connected to each other. The ﬁrst one is based on stresses and stress couples taken
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from the previously explained homogenisation over single particles as microscopic REV,
cf. Section 3.2.2. The second follows the basic argumentation of Ehlers et al. [64] on the
REV level, thereby directly evaluating the stresses acting on the boundary ∂R of R.

3.3.1

Balance relations for embedded ensembles of particles
δ

d

D

tm
B

xm
xM

R

x
∂R

xR

xM

xM

x
O

O

O

Figure 3.2: REV R, embedded on the mesoscale between micro- and macroscale.

An REV R is considered as an ensemble of rigid particles, where the external REV
boundary ∂R is deﬁned as the connected surface formed by the mass centres of the
bounding particles, cf. Figure 3.2 (middle). In the ﬁrst procedure, the averaged particle
stresses (3.13) and (3.15) exist at xM and deﬁne the local values of stresses TM and couple
stresses M̄M within R as
TM ( xM , t ) := hTm i and M̄M ( xM , t ) := hMm i .

(3.19)

Given (3.19) and the arguments of scale separation, the linear and angular momentum
balances of R reduce to equilibrium conditions of external forces and moments yielding
Z
Z
0 =
tM da =
divM TM dv
(3.20)
∂R

R

for the linear momentum balance, in which the Gaussian integral theorem has been used,
and
Z
Z
0 =
( xM × tM + m̄M ) da =
divM ( MM + M̄M ) dv
(3.21)
∂R

R

for the angular momentum balance. Note that the relative positions xM of the particle’s
mass centres are considered as ﬁeld quantities in R and divM ( · ), gradM ( · ) are the divergence and gradient operators with respect to the ﬁeld xM , respectively. Furthermore, the
relations tM = TM n and m̄M = M̄M n with n as the outward-oriented surface normal at
∂R hold, cf. Figure 3.3. The quantity MM := xM × TM deﬁnes the stress moment tensor
and M̄M is the couple stress tensor at the REV level. With this in mind, (3.21) can be
rewritten by use of (3.20) as
I × TM + divM M̄M = 0 .

(3.22)
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n

tm

P

tM
m̄M

TM , M̄M

xm

xM

xM

∂R
tm

Figure 3.3: Surface stress vectors of the REV based on homogenised particle stresses.
T
Proceeding from TM = TM
, one easily concludes to I × TM = 0, such that (3.22) in
combination with (3.20) reduces to

divM TM = 0 and divM M̄M = 0 ,

(3.23)

thus yielding the same type of result as was obtained for individual particles, cf. (3.6).
In the second procedure for the formulation of REV balances, the loading on the outwardoriented surfaces of the bounding particles P (i) are considered to formulate the axiomatic
balances, cf. Figure 3.4. Therein, t is the stress resultant and m̄ the resultant couple stress
both situated at the particle centre of P (i) following from the surface-speciﬁc average of
the microstress tm and the ﬁrst moment of the microstress xm × tm , respectively, both
(i)
taken over the external part ∂Pex of the particle boundary ∂P (i) :
Z
1
tm da and
t := htm iA :=
(i)
APex
(i)
∂Pex
Z
(3.24)
1
m̄ := hxm × tm iA :=
xm × tm da .
(i)
APex
(i)
∂Pex
Following this, the global and local statements of momentum and angular momentum
equations of R read
Z
Z
0 =
t da =
divM T dv → divM T = 0 ,
(3.25)
∂R

R

xM

xM

t

tm
xm

∂R

m̄
T , M̄
∂R

Figure 3.4: Surface stress vectors of the REV based on shifting the boundary stresses to the
particle centres.
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and
0 =

Z

( xM × t + m̄ ) da =

∂R

Z

divM ( M + M̄ ) dv

→

divM ( M + M̄ ) = 0 ,

R

(3.26)

where m = M n with M = xM × T and m̄ = M̄ n. Note that
divM M = xM × divM T + I × T ,

(3.27)

0 = divM (M + M̄) = I × T + divM M̄ ,

(3.28)

such that
where (3.25) has been used. Note that (3.28) is the typical result of the angular momentum
balance of micropolar materials stating that T is only symmetric when there are no couple
stresses M̄ or if divM M̄ = 0, cf. Ehlers et al. [64]. However, note that in contrast to Ehlers
et al. [64], M̄ depends on microdeformations, as xm and its norm |xm | are not constant but
depend on the micromotion through Fm , cf. (3.4)1 , while in a purely micropolar situation,
xm is only aﬀected by a rotational micromotion, cf. (3.4)2 , such that |xm | is constant.
Given the local momentum balances (3.23) and (3.25) based on the equilibrium of TM
and T, respectively, the dyadic product of the balances with xM yields after integration
over R
Z
Z
3
0 =
xM ⊗ divM TM dv =
( divM MdM − TTM ) dv ,
ZR
Z R
(3.29)
3
d
T
0 =
xM ⊗ divM T dv =
( divM M − T ) dv ,
R

R

3

where (A.25) together with the third-order dyadic stress moments MdM := xM ⊗ TM and
3

Md := xM ⊗ T have been used. Combining both equations leads to
Z
3
3
0 =
[ divM ( MdM − Md ) − ( TTM − TT ) ] dv.

(3.30)

R

Note with respect to the diﬀerence between TM and T that TM as the stress state homogenised over individual particles depends by deﬁnition on xm , while T as the stress
resultant of the same particle is independent of xm . As a result, TM is aﬀected by microcontinuum deformations, while T is not. Furthermore, as microcontinuum deformations
can be considered as local ﬂuctuations compared to the deformation of the REV or of
the whole body itself, it is concluded that a detection of microcontinuum eﬀects such
as micromorphic, micropolar or microstrain properties can be obtained from the stress
diﬀerence TM − T at the REV scale or from hTM − Ti as the homogenisation of TM − T
at the body scale. Note that hTM − Ti is known as the so-called general micromorphic
3

3

stress diﬀerence. Furthermore, MdM as TM also depends linearly on xm , while Md and T
are independent of it. In line with the general interpretation of micromorphic continua,
the structure of (3.30) as it was obtained from momentum balance equations can formally
be compared to a balance relation stating that if a diﬀerence between the stresses TM
3

3

and T exists, divM (MdM − Md ) balances the REV.
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Moreover, (3.30) can be interpreted as a generalised angular momentum balance that
contains the micropolar angular momentum balance (3.28) through its axial components.
This can be veriﬁed by computing the axial vector corresponding to the local statement
3

T
of (3.30), making use of the symmetry of TM , such that E TM
and, as a result, also
3

3

3

3

3

E (divM MdM ) = divM [(E MdM )2 ] vanishes. Note that E, as a fundamental tensor which is
only constructed by basis vectors, is independent of x or of xM , respectively. Furthermore,
3
3
3

E (divM Md ) = divM [E (xM ⊗ T)]2 = divM (xM × T) = divM M = −divM M̄, where
(3.26) has been used. Following this, one obtains
3

3

3

0 = E [ divM ( MdM − Md ) − ( TTM − TT ) ]
3
3

= − divM [ E ( xM ⊗ T )]2 + E TT = divM M̄ + I × T ,

(3.31)

thus recovering (3.31) as the micropolar angular momentum balance. Therein, the outer
3

tensor product xM ×T = [E (xM ⊗T)]2 yields twice the negative tensorial skew-symmetric
3

part of the third-order tensor Md = xM ⊗ T, where the property of skew symmetry arises
between the ﬁrst two basis systems.
For the determination of the deformational characteristics of the REV, it is of importance
to express the position vector x in a micromorphic or micropolar setting analogously to
(2.78) as
x = xM ( XM , t ) + xm ( XM , t ) and furthermore ẋ = ẋM + ẋm .

(3.32)

While the motion of xM leads to the existence of a deformation gradient GradM xM =
∂xM /∂XM at the REV level, the local particle position vector xm deforms according
to (3.4) in a micropolar or a micromorphic setting. Analogously to (3.19), the averaged
values of the deformation gradient (3.16) and the spatial velocity gradient (3.17) deﬁne
the local values of FM and LM within R as
FM ( xM , t ) := hFm i and LM ( xM , t ) := hLm i .

(3.33)

It is thus concluded that a second averaging of theses local values in R, now with respect
to the domain of R as the homogenisation domain of interest, leads to the micromorphic
continuum setting, viz.:
F := hGradM xM i and (Fm )B := hFM i as well as
L := hGradM ẋM i and (Lm )B := hLM i

(3.34)

Thereby, F deﬁnes the macroscopic deformation gradient and (Fm )B deﬁnes the deformation gradient of the micromotion, both valid at the extended material point of the
micromorphic body B. Moreover, L and (Lm )B deﬁne the corresponding macroscopic and
microscopic spatial velocity gradients, respectively. However, although Lm scales up from
the microscale to yield (Lm )B as the macroscopic representative of the micro-velocity gradient, a simple integration of the balance of mechanical power (3.8) from the particle level
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over the domain of the REV B would fully neglect the macroscopic deformation velocity
L̄. Instead, as in the case of a homogeneously deformable microcontinuum, cf. Section
2.4.3 and especially (2.85), the locally averaged deformation need to be attached at the
extended material point of B via a deformable director ξ such that either
ξ = (Fm )B Ξ and ξ̇ = (Lm )B ξ or
ξ = F̄ Ξ , ξ̇ = L̄ ξ with L̄ = F̄˙ F̄−1 , F̄ = R (Fm )B .

(3.35)

yields the additional micromorphic motion. Thereby, (3.35)2 again represents the kinematically coupled continuum formulation, cf. Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2, while (3.35)1 accounts
for completely independent micro- and macromotions. As a consequence, the kinematic
derivations concerning the introduction of strain and curvature tensors can directly be
adopted from the micromorphic continuum formulation. Furthermore, one concludes that

˙ R̄T
 Ω̄ = R̄
T
L̄ = Ω̄ + R (Lm )B R
with
(3.36)

T
R (Lm )B RT = R̄ (U̇m )B (Um )−1
R̄
.
B

Thus, it is seen that only L̄ includes the total macroscopic deformation velocity by the
overall gyration Ω̄ and by the upscaled microscopic deformation gradient (Lm )B embedded
by the continuum rotation R, alternatively described by R̄ and (Um )B through (3.36)3.
As a result, choosing the balance of mechanical power (3.8) as the starting point is found
inappropriate for the construction of the global balance of mechanical power of the REV
R. Instead of continuing with an integration of (3.8) over the domain of R, it is straight
forward to build the balance of mechanical power on the basis of the balance of linear
momentum (2.109) and the micromorphic balance of angular momentum (2.117)2 both
directly at the body scale. Consequently, the relations for the balance of mechanical
power of B are valid for the continuum body, which consists of an manifold of mesocopic
REV . Furterhmore, proceeding from the assumption that local strains and strain rates
are small at the REV level compared to the particle motion, allows the strain and strain
rates to be linearised. Thus, the internal stress power ρ0 wi of an REV in B is given by
the (2.149), allowing a split into standard, micropolar and micromorphic contributions.

3.3.2

Homogenisation formalism for REV stresses

In analogy to Section 3.2.2, the local averages of stress quantities can be derived by
applying the formalism (3.9) - (3.13) to the REV R, where the averaging domain V is
taken as the volume VR of R. Following this, (3.29)1 and (3.29)2 result in
Z
1
( tM ⊗ xM ) da ,
hTM i :=
VR ∂R
(3.37)
Z
1
hTi :=
( t ⊗ xM ) da ,
VR ∂R

such that the micromorphic stress diﬀerence reads
Z
1
( tM − t ) ⊗ xM da .
hTM − Ti = hTM i − hTi =
VR ∂R

(3.38)
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Note that (3.38) could also have been found by use of (3.30). Proceeding analogously,
with the local statement of the angular momentum balance yields
Z

hM + M̄i =
[ ( xM × t ) ⊗ xM ] + ( m̄ ⊗ xM ) da .
(3.39)
R

Separation by reasons leads to the averaged stress moment hMi and the averaged couple
stress hM̄i, such that
Z
Z
1
1
[ ( xM × t ) ⊗ xM ] da =
[ xM × ( t ⊗ xM ) ] da
(3.40)
hMi :=
VR ∂R
VR ∂R
and

1
hM̄i :=
VR

Z

( m̄ ⊗ xM ) da ,

(3.41)

∂R
3

3

respectively. The identiﬁcation of an averaged measure related to the diﬀerence MdM − Md
given in (3.30) is found on the basis of a dyadic multiplication of the local form of (3.30)
with xM , followed by an integration over the domain of R. Thus,
Z
3
3
(3.42)
0 =
[ xM ⊗ divM ( MdM − Md ) − ( xM ⊗ TTM − xM ⊗ TT ) ] dv .
| {z } | {z }
R
3

23

= (MdM ) T

3

23

= (Md ) T

Furthermore, reformulation of this expression with the aid of the extended divergence
3

theorem (A.26) ﬁnally yields the volume average hM̃i, representing twicely the symmetric
3

3

part of MdM − Md with respect to the ﬁrst and third basis systems. In particular, one
obtains through comparison with (2.98)
Z
3
13
3
3
3
3
1
[ ( MdM − Md ) T + ( MdM − Md ) ] dv
hM̃i : =
VR R
Z
1
xM ⊗ ( tM − t ) ⊗ xM da ,
=
VR ∂R
representing the third-order micromorphic stress moment average.
At this point, it should be noted that the local stress state of the extended body B is
deﬁned by the REV-based homogenised quantities hTi, hMi and hM̄i as
T := hTi ,

M := hMi ,

M̄ := hM̄i ,

(3.43)

representing the Cauchy stress, the stress moment and the couple stress. In case that M̄
vanishes, T is symmetric and B behaves like a Cauchy continuum, either as a result of
|xm | → 0 or as a result of vanishing eccentricities, such that m̄ = xm × tm → 0. With
M̄ 6= 0, microdeformations are active, yielding non-symmetric Cauchy stresses, mainly
proceeding from micropolar eﬀects. In order to detect general micromorphic behaviour,
3

one has to consider hTM − Ti and/or hM̃i as indicators for the diﬀerence between micromorphic and Cauchy continua. Note that the notion micromorphic continuum includes
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Table 3.2: Definition of stress quantities at different scales

Denotation

Volume average
with order O(ǫn )

Tm

microstress

hTm i

n=1

Mm = xm × Tm

microstress moment

hMm i

n=2

Mdm = xm ⊗ tm

second-order dyadic microstress moment

hTM i

n=1

Symbol
Single particle of size δ

3

Mdm = xm ⊗ Tm

third-order dyadic microstress moment

REV scale of size d
TM := hTm i

particle stress average

MM = xM × TM

stress moment average

M̄M := hMm i

couple stress average

3

MdM = xM ⊗ TM

third-order dyadic stress moment

T

Cauchy stress

hTi

n=0

M = xM × T

Cauchy stress moment

hMi

n=0

M̄

couple stress

hM̄i

n=1

3

Md = xM ⊗ T

third-order dyadic stress moment

micropolar and microstrain continua as sub-classes, and that hTM − Ti is based on the
3

ﬁrst dyadic moment of (tM − t), while hM̃i is based on the second one. In order to
summarise the introduced stresses and stress averages, Table 3.2 collects the stress deﬁnitions and denotations as well as the derived stress averages with their respective implicit
order-dependence on the scale parameter ǫ = δ/d.
In addition to the above, the relation between the second- and third-order dyadic moments
obtained from boundary terms of the REV in combination with their axial vectors and
tensors and the corresponding couple terms become apparent in the framework of the
exploitation of the balance of mechanical work of micromorphic-media REV. Introducing
Z
1
d
M̄M := hxm ⊗ tm iA :=
xm ⊗ tm da
(3.44)
(i)
APex
(i)
∂Pex
as the resultant dyadic moment at the particle centre of P (i) stemming from REV-outside
oriented external forces, the corresponding couple stress is recovered by
Z
Z
3
3
1
1
d
E (xm ⊗ tm ) da =
(xm × tm ) da .
(3.45)
m̄ = E M̄M =
(i)
(i)
APex
APex
(i)
(i)
∂Pex
∂Pex
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A

This leads to the following relation between the couple stress m̄ and the axial vector mdM
of the dyadic stress moment M̄dM :
3

A

mdM = axl M̄dM = − 12 E M̄dM

−→

A

m̄ = − 2 mdM .

(3.46)

Based on (3.44) and (3.45), the third-order dyadic moment corresponding to M̄dM can be
identiﬁed by use of
Z
3
1
d
d
( xm ⊗ Tm ) nm da ,
M̄M = M̄M n =
(i)
APex
(i)
∂Pex
Z
3
1
d
(3.47)
where M̄M :=
( xm ⊗ Tm ) da
(i)
APex
(i)
∂Pex
Z
1
and
n :=
nm da
(i)
APex
(i)
∂Pex
has been assumed. As a result, one obtains the following relation between the couple-stress
3

tensor M̄ and the third-order dyadic moment M̄dM :
Z
3
3 3
1
d 2
E ( xm ⊗ Tm ) da
M̄ = (E M̄M ) =
(i)
APex
(i)
∂Pex
Z
1
( xm × Tm ) da .
=
(i)
APex
(i)
∂Pex

(3.48)

Given (3.48), one recognises the relation between the couple stress tensor M̄ and the axial
a

3

tensor M̄dM of the dyadic stress moment M̄dM as
a

3

3

3

M̄dM = axl M̄dM = − 21 (E M̄dM )2

a

−→

M̄ = − 2 M̄dM .

(3.49)
3

As the third-order dyadic moment (3.47)2 directly relates to the dyadic moment M̄d of
micromorphic continua, cf. (2.115), its average derivation is feasible on the basis of the
tensorial angular momentum balance (2.117)2. Applying this equation to the REV R
instead of the body B, an integration over the REV yields
Z
Z
3
3
3
d
(3.50)
0 =
(M̄M ) n da → 0 =
div M̄dM dv → 0 = div M̄dM ,
∂R

R

where Hashin’s MMM principle has been applied neglecting volume integrals compared
with surface integrals. Dyadic multiplication of the above local statement by xM and
integration over the domain of the REV yields
Z
Z
3
3
3
13 23
d
0 =
( xM ⊗ div M̄M ) dv =
{div (xM ⊗ M̄dM ) − [ (M̄dM ) T ] T } dv
R
R
(3.51)
Z
Z
Z
3
3
13 23
d T T
d
d
→
[ (M̄M ) ] dv =
(xM ⊗ M̄M ) n da =
(xM ⊗ M̄M ) da ,
R

∂R

∂R
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3

by use of (A.26). As a result, the third-order dyadic stress moment average hM̄dM i at the
REV scale can be identiﬁed by use (2.98), such that
3

hM̄dM i

3.3.3

1
=
VR

Z

1
] da =
VR

23 13

[ (xM ⊗
∂R

M̄dM ) T

T

Z

∂R

[ (M̄dM )T ⊗ xM ] da .

(3.52)

Homogenisation of mechanical work of REV

The volume-speciﬁc micromorphic mechanical work or the micromorphic potential, respectively, can again be obtained by homogensation methods by use of Hill’s basic homogenisation theorem (2.98) in cambination with Hashin’s MMM principle [107]. The
work locally deﬁned by (2.155) in a geometrically linear setting at each centre of a material micoparticle is thereby obtained through homogenisation over a REV R as
Z Z t
1
ρ0 wi dt̃ dv
(3.53)
Wi =
VR R t0
(sf )

(mp)

(ms)

with the individual work portions Wi , Wi
and Wi . In particular, the portion
(sf )
Wi , which includes the quantities from the standard Cauchy-type formulation, reads
Z
1
(sf )
1
σsym · ε dv = 12 hσ · εi = 21 hσi · hεi,
Wi
=
(3.54)
VR R 2
where the symmetry of ε together with the Hill-Mandel condition [111] has been used. In
(3.54), the following relations hold:
hσi ≈ hTi ,
hεi =

1
2

( hGrad uM i + hGrad T uM i ) ,

where hTi is given by (3.37)2 and hGrad uM i follows as
Z
Z
1
1
GradM uM dv =
( uM ⊗ n ) da .
hGrad uM i =
VR R
VR ∂R

(3.55)

(3.56)

The second part of Wi belongs to the micropolar contribution of the extended formulation
and is obtained from (2.155)3 as
Z
3
a
1
a
(mp)
1
Wi
=
[
σ
·
E
(ϕm )B − 2 µd · κ̄ ] dv
skw
2
VR R
3
a
a
(3.57)
= 21 [ hσi · hE (ϕm )B i − 2 h µd i · hκ̄i ]
3

a

= 12 [ hσi · hE (ϕm )B i + h µ̄i · hκ̄i ] .
3

Therein, the second line proceeds from the fact that E (ϕm )B is skew-symmetric. As a
result, only the skew-symmetric part of σ matters. Given (3.57), hσi is deﬁned by (3.55)1,
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while
1
h(ϕm )B i =
VR

Z

(ϕm )B dv ,
R

(3.58)

hµ̄i ≈ hM̄i ,
a

hκ̄i = hGrad ϕ̄i =

1
VR

Z

Grad ϕ̄ dv =

R

1
VR

Z

ϕ̄ ⊗ n da
∂R

with hM̄i from (3.41). Note that, while obtaining the above results, (ϕm )B has been
set to the microrotation ϕm of the individual particles, while ϕ̄ is equal to total particle
rotation that, in a geometrical linear setting, is given by ϕ̄ = (ϕm )B + ϕ.
(ms)

The mechanical work Wi is completed by the microstrain portion Wi
given by
Z
3
1
(ms)
1
[ ( σM − σ ) · (εm )B + µ̄d · Grad (εm )B ] dv
Wi
=
2
VR R
(3.59)
=

1
2

3

[ ( hσM i − hσ i ) · h(εm )B i + hµ̄d i · hGrad (εm )B i ]
(12) 3

where (σM )sym has been set to σM as (εm )B is symmetric. Equivalently, sym µ̄d has been
3

set to µ̄d as Grad (εm )B is symmetric in the ﬁrst two basis systems. In (3.59), σ is given
by (3.55)1 , while
hσM i ≈ hTM i ,
3

d

3

hµ̄ i ≈ hM̄dM i ,
Z
1
h(εm )B i =
hεm i dv ,
VR R
Z
Z
1
1
Grad hεm i dv =
( hεmi ⊗ n ) da .
hGrad (εm )B i =
VR R
VR ∂R

(3.60)

Therein, (3.37) has been used for (3.60)1 , while (3.60)2 can be considered with (3.47)2
and (3.60)3/4 follow with (3.18).
With the above considerations, the internal mechanical work Wi can be computed by
homogenisation over local REV at any material point or microcontinuum and can be split
in its Cauchy-continuum and its micromorphic parts, where the latter can furthermore
be subdivided in a micropolar and a microstrain contribution.

3.4

Transition towards discrete ensembles

In reality, granular media do not consist of an unlimited number or an unspeciﬁed manifold of particles, but of a large but limited number of grains. As a result, the REV
R embedded in the body B exhibits an ensemble of particles that is much smaller than
B. Consequently, the scale separation between R and B still holds and the continuously
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Figure 3.5: (a) Physical picture of a grain-binder microstructure, (b) discrete representation
of a particle P (i) at ∂R, (c) DE-representation of the microstructure with spherical particles
and connecting beams, (d) spherical representation of a particle P (i) at ∂R, (e) reduced stress
vectors at the particle centre M(i) .

formulated averaged quantities, deﬁned for the stresses in Section 3.3.2 and for the kinematic measures in Section 3.3.3 can be applied. Now, however, they can be transitioned
towards a discrete formulation, which accounts for the ﬁnite number of particles in an
REV, thereby substituting integral with summation operations.
With regard to the homogenisation formalism for REV stresses, the surface integral taken
over ∂R of R converts to summing up the contact forces of a ﬁnite number of boundary
particles P (i) after they have been reduced to stress and couple-stress resultants at the
individual particle centres, cf. Figure 3.5 (e). As in Ehlers et al. [64], this procedure allows
for the application of particle-based simulation techniques, such as the DEM, and to the
homogenisation formalism for stress quantities in R.
In the present setting, an ensemble of deformable particles is considered by the assumption
of rigid particles embedded in a deformable matrix or in binder material, respectively, such
that particle rotations in the sense of micropolar material properties and microstrains of
the binder material are easily combined towards micromorphic material properties. Note
in passing that the overall homogenisation strategy also applies to microstructures that are
totally or partly composed of deformable particles, such as rubber-based or gel-type ones,
see e. g. Lu et al. [147]. However, as the primary interest in this work lies in the question of
whether or not extended stresses and strains of micromorphic and micropolar nature are
only active in failure regions of engineering materials triggered by localisation procedures,
the subsequent numerical modelling concentrates on bonded and unbonded sand, where
shear-banding is experimentally observable and therefore documented in the literature. In
particular, the present concept is applied to the microstructural arrangement of bonded
sand, as it is exemplarily found as moulding sand in metal-casting sand moulds, cf. for
example Iden et al. [117], in order to study the evolution of the derived micromorphic stress
quantities on the REV level. Additionally, localisation in unbonded sand, see for example
the experimental results in Andò et al. [11], is modelled enabling a comparison of the
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obtained micromorphic characteristics with the established micropolar homogenisation
results given in Ehlers et al. [64] or Scholz [187].

3.4.1

Discrete representation of stress averages

The derived stress averaging formalisms, which are continuously formulated with respect
to a manifold of homogeneously deformable particles forming an REV, need to be linked
to the idealised grain-binder microstructure, represented by a discrete number of rigid
spherical particles and deformable beam elements connecting the centres of neighbouring
particles, thus representing a micropolar or a micromorphic setting, cf. Figure 3.5 (a) and
(c). In such a scenario, the contact stresses acting on a single particle P (i) stem from two
diﬀerent contact possibilities. On the one hand, a particle P (i) can directly interact with a
number of N (i) neighbouring particles (micropolar setting). In this case, the corresponding
(i)
contact stress tm can be identiﬁed as a single force fc at the contact point c, while xm at
(i)
(i)
the contact point is the so-called branch vector lc yielding |lc | = constant. On the other
hand, P (i) is in contact with neighbouring particles via M (i) deformable binder bridges
(i)
(i) (i)
at contact surfaces Sc with corresponding stress vectors tb = Tb nb and branch vectors
(i)
lb that are not constant over Sc as a result of the microdeformation (micromorphic
setting). Note that the contact surfaces Sc are introduced by a normal cut with normal
(i)
nb through the binder material between two connected particles P (i) and P (j) at the
(i)
middle of the binder length. As a result, |lb | varies through the binder deformation
or through the distance between the particle centres, respectively, thereby including the
microdeformational character into the modelling approach.
Following this, a transition from a continuous formulation towards a discrete representation of the REV-based averaging quantities hTi, hMi and hM̄i deﬁned in (3.37), (3.40)
and (3.41) is required. These terms are obtained by use of the discrete counterparts of t
and m̄ of the volume integrals (3.24) and a subsequent consideration of the discrete form
of the above averages. Thus, a reduction at the particle centre of the external contact
(i)
forces acting at the outward-oriented parts of ∂Pex of ∂P (i) of the boundary particles
yields, cf. Figure 3.5:

t

(i)

=

Z

(i)

(i)
∂Pex

tm da =

Nex
X

(i)

fc(i)

M
ex
X

+

c=1

(i)

fb

(i)
=: fex
,

b=1

(i)

where fb

(3.61)

=

Z

(i)

Sc

tb da ,

and
(i)

m̄

=

Z

(i)
∂Pex

(i)

xm × tm da =

Nex
X

(i)

( l(i)
c

×

fc(i)

)+

c=1

M
ex
X

(i)

mb =: m̄(i)
ex ,

b=1

(i)

where mb =

Z

(3.62)
(i)

Sc

(i)

( lb × tb ) da .
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Table 3.3: Averaged REV stress quantities from discrete contact interactions.

Cauchy stress

hTi =

B
1 X (i)
(i)
( f ⊗ xM )
VR i=1 ex

B
1 X (i)
(i)
(i)
⊗ xM ) ]
[ xM × ( fex
hMi =
VR i=1

Stress moment (torque)

Micropolar couple stress

B
1 X
(i)
( m̄(i)
ex ⊗ xM )
VR i=1

hM̄i =

Micromorphic stress diﬀerence

B
1 X
(i)
(i)
(i)
− Ti =
) ⊗ xM ]
[ ( fM − fex
VR i=1

hTM

B
1 X (i)
(i)
(i)
(i)
hM̃i =
) ⊗ xM ]
[ x ⊗ ( fM − fex
VR i=1 M
3

Micromorphic dyadic stress moment

(i)

(i)

In these equations, Nex and Mex are the numbers of outward-oriented particle-to-particle
contacts and bond contacts, respectively.
3

Furthermore, for the construction of the micromorphic indicators hTM − Ti and hM̃i, the
discrete form of TM = hTm i is needed and can be obtained on the basis of (3.13) and
(3.19)1 , viz.:
(i)
TM

=

hT(i)
mi

=
=

1
VP (i)
1
VP (i)

Z

tm ⊗ xm da

∂P (i)

[

(i)

N
X

( fc(i)

⊗

l(i)
c

)+

c=1

(i)
M
X

b=1

(

Z

(3.63)

Sc

(i)
tb

⊗

(i)
lb

da ) ] .

(i)

Given (3.63), one obtains the discrete force vector fM that collects all forces applied to
P (i) as
(i)

(i)

fM = TM n(i) ,

(3.64)
(i)

where n(i) is the outward-oriented surface normal at ∂R at xM , cf. Figure 3.5 (b). Given
the above discrete terms, the averages hTi, hMi and hM̄i as well as the micromorphic
3

indicators hTM − Ti and hM̃i can easily be computed, compare Table 3.3.
The discrete stress homogenisation formalisms are ﬁnally completed with the dyadic
boundary-stress moment

d (i)
M̄M

=

1
APex
(i)

Z

(i)
∂Pex

(i)

(xm ⊗ tm ) da =

Nex
X
c=1

(i)

(l(i)
c

⊗

fc(i) )

+

M
ex
X
b=1

Z
(i)
(i)
[ (lb ⊗ tb )] .
Sc

(3.65)
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3.4.2

Discrete representation of deformation averages

Three contributions from the particle-based modelling idealisation of the grain-binder
microstructure are of importance for the transition of the averaging formalisms concerning
the kinematic measures: The allowed binder deformation between interacting particles,
the particle rotation, which is a combination of a continuum-type rigid-body rotation
and the additional free rotation, when two interacting particles rotate relative to each
other and, ﬁnally, the translational displacement of the individual particles, respectively
of their mass centres. These particle- and binder speciﬁc deformations enter the averaged
micromorphic kinematic deformation measures either as a direct average or as the average
of their respective spatial gradient.
In particular, the micromorphic strain average hε̄i is composed of contributions from the
3

averaged gradient hGradM uM i, the averaged total rotation hϕ̄i via Ehϕ̄i and the microstrain average h(εm )B i. Starting with the last, one recognises that, independently of the
constitutive description applied to account for the deformable binder, a local displacement
(i)
(i)
vector ub can be identiﬁed, that accounts for the variation of |lb | during deformation.
Collecting all attached binders at a single particle P (i) and recalling the deﬁnition of their
contact surfaces Sc allows to identify a discretised formulation of the averaged particle
(i)
strain hεm i, cf. (3.18), as
Z
1
(i)
1
[ ( um ⊗ n ) + (n ⊗ um ) ] da
hεm i =
VP (i) ∂P (i)2
(3.66)
Z
Z
M (i)

1 X 1
(i)
(i)
( ub da ) ⊗ n + n ⊗ ( ub da ) .
=
VP (i) b=1 2
Sc
Sc

R (i)
Note that the resulting quantity when calculating Scub da isolates the stretching contribution of the binder, when, for example, a linear elastic beam formulation is later chosen
within the DE-modelling approach. This is consistent, as potential free microrotations in
the sense of resulting rotations of the beam surface at Sc should not be included into the
averaged particle deformation. By use of (3.66), the discrete form of the volumetrically
averaged REV microstrain h(εm )B i follows according to (3.60)3 as
1
h(εm )B i =
VR

A
1 X
hεm i dv =
VP (i) hε(i)
mi,
R
VR i=1
R

Z

(3.67)

where VP (i) is the portion of the volume of the particle P (i) inside the REV R and A refers
R
to the total number of particles forming the REV. Given (3.60)4 , the average hGrad (εm )B i
consequently follows as
1
hGrad (εm )B i =
VR

Z

R

( hεmi ⊗ n ) dv =

B
1 X
(i)
A (i) ( hε(i)
),
mi ⊗ n
VR i=1 PR

(3.68)

where AP (i) is the surface fraction of ∂R taken up by the boundary particle P (i) with the
R

outword-oriented uniﬁed normal vector n(i) . Next, the averaged gradient hGradM uM i,
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(i)

cf. (3.55)2 , follows by a summation over the discrete displacement vectors uM of the REV
boundary particles leading to
1
hGradM uM i =
VR

B
1 X
(i)
( uM ⊗ n ) dv =
AP (i) ( uM ⊗ n(i) ) ,
R
V
R i=1
R

Z

(3.69)

. The volume average h(ϕm )B i follows for a discrete setting as
1
h(ϕm )B i =
VR

Z

A
1 X
(ϕm )B dv =
VP (i) ϕ(i)
m ,
R
VR i=1
R

(3.70)

(i)

with ϕm as the micro-rotation of the particle P (i) . The averaged micromorphic strain hε̄i
can thus be computed according to (2.136). The averaged second-order curvature tensor
a

hκ̄i for an REV with a discrete number of enclosed particles follows ﬁnally, in analogy to
the computation of hGradM uM i, as
1
hκ̄i = hGradM ϕ̄i =
VR
a

B
1 X
( ϕ̄ ⊗ n ) dv =
AP (i) ( ϕ̄(i) ⊗ n(i) ) ,
R
V
R
R
i=1

Z

with ϕ̄(i) as the total particle rotation.

(3.71)

Chapter 4:
Particle model
This chapter is concerned with the DE model that is used to model localisation phenomena in bonded and unbonded granular materials. While the setting combining rigid
particles with deformable bonds is suited to detect micromorphic eﬀects after homogenisation, ensembles of unbonded rigid grains are used to treat the encompassed micropolar
homogenisation scheme. In the following, the basic fundamentals of the DEM are reviewed, before the applied constitutive material formulations for the contact laws are
outlined.

4.1
4.1.1

Fundamentals of the Discrete-Element Method
Discretisation method or direct numerical simulation

In principle, the DEM can be seen as one of the ﬁrst so-called meshfree particle methods,
that circumvent the drawback of the predeﬁned ﬁxed nodal or element wise connectivity
of classical mesh-based numerical solution strategies, such as the FEM. In this context,
a particle is seen as a discretisation entity, which is not spatially ﬁxed. However, it is
still used to solve for the primary variables of the resulting set of partial diﬀerential equations that arise, for example, from the continuum-mechanical description of deformable
solids or ﬂuid ﬂow. Then, a particle is not related to the physical particle present in
the microstructure of the considered material, but is rather seen as being representative
in the sense of a homogenised modelling approach. Other meshfree particle methods,
such as the so-called smoothed particle hydrodynamics approach have become important
and innovative approaches in this regard, see, for example, Liu & Liu [145] or Monaghan
[159]. In contrast to this view as a discretisation method, the DEM can also be used as
a so-called Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) tool, where the focus lies on the precise
modelling of the microstructure at hand and the discrete element is a direct counterpart
to the physical particle. In the present thesis, the latter view is adopted, although many
simpliﬁcations, for example concerning the actual particle geometry or the number of
total particles within a numerical sample, are made.

4.1.2

Balance relations for Discrete Elements

In the framework of the DEM, grains are generally regarded as rigid discrete elements
that dynamically move and interact. The starting point in order to describe the state of
a single rigid particle, is often the kinetics and kinematics of a material point, which are
then extended towards rigid bodies with a distinct volume. The state of the rigid element
is then accounted for by the introduction of axiomatic balance equations. However, with
the concepts of standard continuum mechanics at hand, it is more convenient to regard the
69
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case of a rigid particle as a the special case of a continuum with negligible deformation,
respectively with a very high stiﬀness. For a detailed derivation of these balance laws
starting with the balances of deformable continua, followed by a transition towards their
rigid-body counterparts, compare Ehlers et al. [64]. The assumption of rigidity can be
applied starting with the balance relation for linear and angular momentum of a single
Cauchy-type particle as summarised in Table 3.1. The thereby obtained relations are
frequently denoted Newton’s equations of rigid body translation, referring to the linear
momentum balance, and Euler’s equation of rotational motion, representing the axiomatic
part of the balance of angular momentum with respect to the particle’s mass centre M(i)
(i)
at position xM , cf. Jing & Stephansson [127]. With the pre-computed particle’s mass m(i)
(i)
and the mass-moment-of-inertia tensor ΘM , formulated with respect M(i) , the equations
of state (dynamic balance relations) for each particle P (i) in a many particle system read
(i)

m(i) v̇M = f (i)
(i)

(i)

(i)

and ΘM ω̇ (i) + ω (i) × ( ΘM ω (i) ) = mM ,
(i)

(i)

(4.1)

where vM := ẋM is the particle’s translational velocity at M(i) and ω (i) = ϕ̇(i) is the
particle’s angular velocity. Furthermore, recall that the transition from a particle P which
is continuously loaded by stresses tm at respective parts of its boundary ∂P towards a
particle in a discrete ensemble, given in Section 3.4, can also be applied here. Thereby,
the action on a particle P (i) are again summarised in a resulting force f (i) and a resulting
(i)
moment mM with respect to M(i) . These quantities also include possible long range,
volume-speciﬁc force and torque contributions, such as gravitation or magnetisation effects, as well as external forces and torques induced by application-driven deﬁnitions of
the respective IBVP. Based on the envisaged material behaviour, diﬀerent interactions
can be accounted for. The present work, for example, makes use of force interactions at
contact points, torque interactions in order to account for particle shape as well as a deformable bond-element formulation between interacting particles. A thorough discussion
of the interaction laws is given in Section 4.2.
In a DE-modelling approach, the set of equations (4.1) are solved in a coupled manner
with respect to the acceleration terms and a numerical time integration scheme is applied
to determine the paticles’s state, which is given by its position, its translational velocity at
M(i) , its rotational orientation and its rotational velocity. The procedure is performed for
each rigid particle of an IBVP. Note that the rotational motion representation can easily
be solved for the angular acceleration, when the co-rotating frame is chosen in line with
the principle directions of the mass-moment-of-inertia tensor of the considered particle.
(i)
As the discrete elements are generally assumed rigid, the values of ΘM are again constant
in this frame and the principle directions are pre-computed following standard procedure,
cf. e. g. Ehlers [59].
It should ﬁnally be noted that not all representations of rotations are suitable for a
numerical treatment of ﬁnite rigid body rotations in three dimensions. For example,
the representation of a rotation using three Euler or Cardano angles leads to a spurious
behaviour due to the singularity of the tensor-valued operator relating the angular velocity
to the orientation, when the ﬁrst Euler angle becomes zero, cf. Evans [73]. This drawback
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is overcome by applying a four-parameter representation of the rotation, e. g. the EulerRodrigues form given in (2.7). In the context of the DEM (and other multibody dynamics
applications such as computer animations) the representation of the Euler-Rodrigues form
as a so-called unit quaternion has become a common way to treat rotations in an eﬃcient
way, compare, for example, Eberly [54] or Evans & Murad [74]. This approach is therefore
implemented to describe rotations in the simulation package Pasimodo, cf. Fleissner [78]
for details. For the sake of completeness, Appendix C gives a short introduction to
quaternions, their application to rotations and their relation to the rotation representation
using a second-order rotation tensor R, as it is used throughout this monograph.

4.1.3

Numerical time integration for particle systems

The characteristics of a system of interacting particles with dynamically changing contacts
calls for speciﬁc numerical time integration schemes. Although it is possible to rewrite the
particle system’s governing equations for discrete time intervals analogously to a dynamic
formulation of a deformable continuum in matrix form, cf. Jing & Stephansson [127],
classical implicit integration schemes known from the FEM are generally not suitable for
particle systems, as the contact distribution is non-smooth and dissipative. Most particle
simulation codes therefore apply explicit time integration schemes, such as the Verlet integrator and its derivatives, denoted after the ﬁrst application of such an integration for
a molecular dynamics problem presented by Verlet [207]. For further applicable methods,
the interested reader is referred, for example, to the comparison of diﬀerent integration
schemes in the context of the DEM given in Johnson et al. [128] and Rougier et al. [181],
the latter with special emphasis on the integration of the rotational motion using quaternions. A drawback of strictly explicit integration schemes is their conditional stability,
which complicates the choice of suitable time steps that simultaneously ensure a detection of all interactions and a stable integration. As a consequence, Pasimodo employs a
semi-implicit integration scheme, denoted the Generalized α - Method, proposed in Chung
& Hulbert [35], that ensures unconditional stability and allows for comparatively large
time steps due to its implicit approach. As the original method stems from a FEM-based
problem setting with displacement DOF only, Fleissner et al. [80] extend the method to
integrate the rotational motion using a quaternion representation based on the algorithm
given in Omelyan [175]. Throughout all following DE simulations, the implemented time
integration schemes as well as the automated time step size control in Pasimodo are used
with standard values suggested by the developers. Therefore, a detailed description of
the integration scheme and its performance is omitted here. Details on these subjects can
be found in Fleissner [78], Fleissner & Eberhard [79] or Fleissner et al. [80] and citations
therein.
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4.2
4.2.1

Constitutive contact formulations
Fundamentals

The physical processes active at the collision zone between two particles are very complex.
Depending on the constituting materials and the surface quality, local eﬀects occur that
generally result in an energy conversion, such that the overall contact is no longer purely
elastic. In case of a sphere-sphere collision, for example, the vibration of the spheres
caused by the contact, local plastiﬁcation of fracture at the contact zone as well as energy
dissipation due to possible inert viscosity of the materials lead to a relative energy loss,
cf. Kuwabara & Kono [135]. In contact dynamics, these eﬀects are generally assign to
the material-dependent restitution coeﬃcient allowing for the distinction between elastic,
plastic and intermediate contact scenarios.
In a DE approach, one generally aims at capturing only those processes that are assumed
to be of major importance for the envisaged behaviour of the overall granulate. Therefore,
one ﬁrstly assumes that a locally conﬁned deformation takes place in the interaction zones
of the particles, while its remaining larger part is still considered as rigid and hence the
equations of state (4.1) are still valid. It is important to note that the DEM generally
assumes a suﬃciently small time step, such that disturbances induced at one particle only
propagate to the nearest neighbours (Cundall & Strack [42]). Generally, the constitutive
material description in the DEM is not formulated as a relation between the internal
stresses with the conjugated deformation of each material point of P (i) , as it is classically done in continuum mechanics. Instead the relevant processes in the constitutive
formulation of contact-interaction laws are based on an allowed indentation δ (ij) (and its
rate δ̇ (ij) ) between two interacting particles P (i) and P (j) . In principle, δ (ij) serves as a
placeholder for the locally deformed contact zones. This approach is often termed soft
contact approach as the interpenetration of particles is allowed and penalised. A hard
contact approach can, for example, be found in discontinuous deformation analysis (Shi
[193]), strictly enforcing the particle’s rigidity and non-penetration. For a wider classiﬁcation, this approach falls into the group of so-called discrete contact dynamics models,
where the collision is assumed to be instantaneous and one studies the velocities before
and after the collision. Contrary to these methods, the collision approach in the DEM
continuously tracks the contact as well as the resulting forces and torques over a ﬁnite
contact time and is therefore also referred to as a continuous contact dynamics model.
The character of the contact interaction and therefore the material behaviour is then
assigned to the constitutive contact formulations and, more precisely, to the accompanying material or modelling parameters. These coeﬃcients, however, are again in need of
experimental determination or other means of identiﬁcation and calibration. For further
insight into collision and contact dynamics with discrete and continuous contact dynamics
see Gilardi & Sharf [95], who give an overview and a review of existing strategies. The
main advantage of continuously tracking contacts and contact forces is the possibility to
have multiple persisting contacts between particles, where then, the ensemble of particles
can sustain external loading by storing deformational energy, for example, to address the
simplest case, through the combination of indentation and resulting contact force at the
local contact points.
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Figure 4.1: Small piles of six non-convex polyhedrons and six spheres in contact1 .

4.2.2

Particle shape simplification and contact representation

In reality two colliding particles can have arbitrary shapes with rough or smooth surfaces
leading not to a single contact point, but to several contacting points or areas on the
surface of each particle, cf. Figure 4.1. The shape of sand grains, which is one of the most
frequently investigated granular materials and at the centre of interest of this monograph,
can vary in a wide range from angular to spherical, compare Alshibli & Alsaleh [5].
This can even be the case for the same sand, when it is investigated before and after
intensive loading that has been accompanied by rounding of the sand grains through
inter-particle friction or grain fragmentation (Ma et al. [152], Tavares & King [200]). The
present work only uses spherical particles for the complete simulation of experimental
set-ups. Therefore, the constitutive formulations at the contact point of two spherical
particles need to account for the obvious idealisation of the grain shape and the actual
stress distribution of colliding grains. These can be found in signiﬁcantly diﬀerent forms.
Direct contacts of loose granular assemblies can exhibit point-like stress peaks at various
contact points, nearly constant stress distributions over ﬂat contact surfaces or Hertziantype stress distributions for interacting spheres. Inter-particle friction is also likely to
occur. If the granular material is embedded in a matrix or if thin ﬁlms of bounding
material enclose and connect individual particles, additional forces and torques might be
transmitted, even if the particle surfaces are not in direct contact to each other.
If complex particle-shape representations are chosen, a main task in the DE simulation
strategy is the contact detection, meaning the assessment whether particles are in contact
and how the geometric details of the individual contacts can be captured accurately during
a time step (Hogue [113], Williams & O’Connor [219]). For the case of spherical particles,
the contact detection is rather simple, as the (possible) indentation δ (ij) between two
(i/j)
particles can be determined using the positions xM of the particle’s mass centres and
their respective radii r (i/j) . Speciﬁcally, one obtains
(i)

(j)

δ (ij) = (r (i) + r (j) ) − |xM − xM | ,

(4.2)
(i)

(j)

where the direct contact formulations, i. e. a repulsive contact force fc = − fc and, if
(i)
(j)
intended a resisting torque mc = − mc , are calculated only for δ (ij) > 0. Thereby,
(ij)
the subscript c refers to the respective contact point at position xc , which due to the
1

The displayed non-convex polyhedrons represent simplified grain geometries of Hostun Sand. The
author is grateful to Eward Andò and Cino Viggiani, who willingly supplied imaging data of individual
sand grains in the expectation of real time simulations of their experiments, e. g. given in Andò et al. [11]
or Desrues & Andò [46], an expectation that could unfortunately not be met, but was recently achieved
by Kawamoto et al. [132].
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indentation δ (ij) is not located at the exact surface of the particles, cf. Figure 4.2. The
contact during a time increment is characterised by several geometric quantities. At ﬁrst,
(i)
the contact normal nc with
nc(i) = − n(j)
=
c

(j)

(i)

(j)

(i)

xM − xM
|xM − xM |

,

(4.3)

(ij)

deﬁnes the contact plane. The position xc of the contact point can be expressed either
with respect to P (i) or with respect to P (j) , viz.
(j)

(i)

= xM + r (j) n(j)
.
xc(ij) = xM + r (i) n(i)
| {z c }
| {z c }
= x̄(i)
= x̄(j)
c
c

(4.4)

uc(ij) = xc(ij) ( t ) − xc(ij) ( t − ∆t )

(4.5)

A relative motion of the two particles during one time increment ∆t results in a motion
of the contact point such that a relative displacement
(ij)

is initiated at the contact point. The relative velocity vc
(i)

at the contact point reads

(j)

vc(ij) = vc(i) − vc(j) = vM − vM + ( r (i) ω (i) − r (j) ω (j) ) × n(i)
c .

(4.6)

Both quantities are used to formulate constitutive force laws, especially in the tangential
δ (ij)
(j)

vM
ω

P

(i)
vM

(i)

(j)

(j)

ω (i)
ω (j)

(i)
x̄c

P

c

vM

(i)
vM

(i)

nc
(ij)
vc

(i)

(ij)

(j)

xM

P

ω (j)

uc

(i)
x̄c

(j)

x̄c

(i)

(j)

xM

(i)

(i)

xM

xM

P (j)

Figure 4.2: Contact representation and relative displacement of colliding spherical particles.
(ij)

(ij)

direction of the contact. Therefore, their tangential parts, uc,t and vc,t , respectively, are
determined by a projection into the contact plane, leading to
(ij)

(i)
uc,t = uc(ij) − ( uc(ij) · n(i)
c ) nc

(ij)

(i)
and vc,t = vc(ij) − ( vc(ij) · n(i)
c ) nc .

(4.7)

In the same way, a relative rotation ϕ(ij) is given as the change of the relative orientation
of two contacting particles. As one can safely assume that the relative rotation during
(ij)
one time increment is small, it is additively decomposed into a rolling part ϕr and a
(ij)
twisting part ϕt , yielding
(ij)
ϕ(ij) = ϕr(ij) + ϕt .
(4.8)
The decomposition is carried out through the projection of ϕ(ij) onto the contact normal
direction:
(ij)

ϕt

= ( ϕ(ij) · nc(ij) ) nc(ij)

(ij)

and therefore ϕr(ij) = ϕ(ij) − ϕt

.

(4.9)
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Normal and tangential contact formulations
(i)

(i)

Generally, the contact force fc is additively split into a normal part fc,n and a tangential
(i)
part fc,t , viz.:
(i)
(i)
fc(i) = fc,n
+ fc,t .
(4.10)
Physically based constitutive relations are introduced for the force computations in the
(i)
two directions. The normal force fc,n is the repulsive force between the contacting particles
due to local compression at the contact zone and is generally deﬁned as an explicit function
of the indentation δ (ij) and its rate δ̇ (ij) . It can be expressed by use of the contact normal
(i)
direction nc as
(i)
(i)
fc,n
= fc,n
( δ (ij) , δ̇ (ij) , n(i)
(4.11)
c ).
Based on an elasto-static contact investigation, it is possible to derive analytic solutions
concerning the local deformation, the local geometry and the local repulsive pressure
distribution for speciﬁc contact scenarios. In particular, the contact between two spheres
can be solved with respect to the repulsive force through integration of the pressure
distribution at the deformed contact plane under the assumption of linear elastic material
behaviour, no wave propagation and a local deformation only in the vicinity of the contact
areas (Hertz [110]). The resulting Hertzian contact formulation is widely used for DE
computations and was recently shown to well ﬁt experimental investigations even for
natural sand grains (Nardelli et al. [162]). By assigning the local deformation to the
allowed indentation, the Hertzian contact law for DE implementations reads
(i)
fc,n
= −[

4
r (ij) 1/2 (ij) 3/2 (i)
Kn (
) ( δ ) ] nc .
3
2

(4.12)

Therein, Kn represents the contact stiﬀness between the two elastically deformable spheres
and can be calculated with respect to the elastic constants, for example Young’s modulus
E (i/j) and Poisson’s ratio ν (i/j) , of the involved materials. If only a single grain material
and thus E (i) = E (j) = E and ν (i) = ν (j) = ν is assumed, as it is done throughout the
present work, Kn becomes
E
Kn =
(4.13)
2(1 − ν )
Moreover, the so-called common radius r (ij) is calculated as the harmonic mean of the
involved particle’s radii,
2 r (i) r (j)
.
(4.14)
r (ij) = (i)
r + r (j)
The relation (4.12) is fully energy-conserving and is enriched by a damping contribution
to include dissipation eﬀects at the contact. Introducing a local damping coeﬃcient Dn ,
(4.12) extends to
(i)
fc,n
= −[

4
r (ij) 1/2 (ij) 3/2
Kn (
) ( δ ) + Dn δ̇ (ij) ] nc(i) .
3
2

(4.15)

Hertzian contact formulations are characterised by a nonlinear elastic relationship between
resulting force and indentation, cf. Figure 4.5, top. More complex (hysterectic) formulations that include an internal energy dissipation without additional damping elements
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are thoroughly compared and discussed in Džiugys & Peters [53] and Luding [148, 149].
Alternatively, a widely used simple linear force interaction law can be formulated as
(i)
fc,n
= − ( Knlin δ (ij) + Dn δ̇ (ij) ) n(i)
c .

(4.16)

Therein, Knlin denotes the linear contact stiﬀness in normal direction.
If no tangential force law is considered, the collision of two spheres always results in an
central impact, such that no rotational motion is induced. Hence, apart from the physical relevance of including a tangential force formulation to account for friction between
particles, it is also the only source to invoke a rotational motion of single particles in an
IBVP when using a purely spherical discrete element representation. Formulations based
on the Coulomb friction model form the basis of most tangential contact laws applied in
the DEM (Andersson et al. [10], Džiugys & Peters [53]).
(i)

Thereby, a frictional force fc,t hinders a relative tangential displacement at the contact
point based on the relation
(i)

(ij)

(ij)

fc,t = − Kt uc,t − Dt vc,t ,

(4.17)

describing the sticking-friction case, where Kt and Dt denote the contact’s tangential
stiﬀness and the tangential damping parameter, respectively. After reaching a limit state
of the sticking friction force, which is given as a fraction of the amount of resulting
normal force, sliding occurs. The material parameter governing the relation between
normal and tangential force in the limit case of sticking friction is the so-called sticking
(static) friction coeﬃcient µs . In order to determine whether the tangential contact is in
a sticking or sliding case, a limit state criterion is introduced, comparable to yield-criteria
of continuum-based plasticity theories. Summarising, the tangential contact formulation
then reads

(ij)
(ij)
(i)
(i)

− Kt uc,t − Dt vc,t if |fc,t | ≤ µs |fcn | ,


(i)
(ij)
fc,t =
(4.18)
(i) vc,t


−
µ
|f
|
else
,
d cn

(ij)
|vc,t |

compare Obermayr et al. [172]. Therein, µd is the sliding (dynamic) friction coeﬃcient,
where generally µd ≤ µs holds.

4.2.4

Particle-shape modelling through rolling resistance

The grain shape has a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the microscopic interactions between particles and also manifests itself in macroscopically observable eﬀects. Exemplarily, Desrues
& Andò [46] show a correlation between the shear-band width and the roundness of sand
grains. This eﬀect is mainly due to the mechanism of co-rotating particles in the shearband, meaning that, if one angular-shape particle rotates, a contact-force couple might occur due to the possibility of multiple contact points between the particles. Consequently, a
contact torque is transmitted and the neighbouring particle rotates unidirectionally. This
eﬀect is more pronounced for angular-shaped grains (Desrues & Andò [46]). Contrary to
this mechanism, it is obvious that an angular-shaped particle lying, for example, on a
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ﬂat surface, needs to overcome a certain amount of rotational resistance, before a rolling
mechanism can be initiated. Various publications discuss the importance of including
theses eﬀects into DE simulations with spherical particles in order to model natural granular material behaviour more accurately, see especially the ﬁrst attempts in this regard
by Iwashita & Oda [118, 119] and the comparative evaluation of rolling resistance models given in Wensrich & Katterfeld [217]. It should be noted that the above considered
eﬀects can not be accounted for by standard normal or tangential friction models. For
clariﬁcation, one may exemplarily look at a contact with active normal and sliding fric(i)
(j)
tional elements between two particles. Here, the equilibrium fc = −fc at the contact
point stimulates a rotation in contrary directions between the interacting particles, thus
having the opposite eﬀect than anticipated. The most common way to include the anticipated behaviour, but still maintaining the spherical discrete element representation,
lies in the constitutive formulation of a contact torque initiated at the contact. Rolling
resistance is then deﬁned as a manifestation of a resisting torque at the contact area
due to a non-symmetric contact pressure distribution. The theoretically assumed contact
area is already given by the cutting surface at the contact point c with normal direction
(i)
nc , as indicated by the dashed line in Figure 4.2. Ai et al. [2] assess diﬀerent rotational
resistance models for spherical discrete elements with regard to their capability to model
grain-shape simpliﬁcation, and conclude that a rheological elasto-plastic spring-damper
combination is the most suitable choice for this purpose. Jiang et al. [126] propose such
a model for 2-d discs, whose idea is generalised to 3-d spheres by the same authors in
Jiang et al. [124], also including a twisting resistance approach for the transfer of torsional
moments between particles. The strength of the model lies in the sole introduction of one
additional grain-shape parameter cs , that relates the common radius, deﬁned in (4.14),
to an assumed circular contact area Sc on which the normal and tangential contact laws
are active. Ideally, this approach leads to the possibility that the shape parameter is in
direct relation to geometric properties of natural grain materials, such as e. g. statistically
determined shape factors for diﬀerent sands, as presented in Alshibli & Alsaleh [5] using
digital microscopy. Following this idea, Wensrich & Katterfeld [217] tried to determine the
relation between the shape parameter of a rolling resistance model with averaged contact
eccentricities computed from clusters of spherical particles. They, however, state that although rolling resistance is a suitable modelling technique to capture shape simpliﬁcation
for spherical discrete elements, a clear physical identiﬁcation of the shape parameter is
not possible. Hence, the shape parameter should be treated as an additional modelling
parameter in need of calibration.
In the present work, the rolling resistance model of Jiang et al. [124] is applied, yet without implementation of the twisting resistance contribution. It is assumed that torsional
contributions between grains are of negligible importance for localisation phenomena in
granular media. This seems reasonable, especially for the case of laboratory test, where
the shear zone is generally a ﬂat surface in the 3-d domain and thus relative rotation is
predominant in the direction perpendicular to the slope of the shear-zone, cf. Desrues &
Andò [46]. In the case of double-curved shear-zones, as they can for example be found in
slope failure of natural soils, relative torsional displacement between neighbouring particles might also come into play. In the following section, the rotational resistance model
is recapitulated in a nutshell. It is based on the evaluation of the normal contact at an
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assumed deformed circular contact area Sc . Thereby, one assumes that the normal con(i)
tact force fc,n is evenly distributed over Sc , leading to a constant contact pressure with
the amount p̄ acting on the contact surface. Note that this assumption only holds for
the linear contact model (4.16). In a rheological sense, the contact at Sc is interpreted as
the sum of an inﬁnite number of spring-damper models between the contacting planes,
cf. Figure 4.3 (a), with corresponding modelling parameters kn and dn given as
kn =

Knlin
Sc

and dn =

Dn
.
Sc

(4.19)

The additionally introduced shape parameter cs connects the radius R of the spherical
contact surface Sc to the common radius r (ij) of the particles in contact via the relation
R = cs r (ij) .

(4.20)
(ij)

The rheological model implies that an increasing relative rotation ϕr causes a resisting
(i)
moment mc . In the case of the contact pressure distribution being non-zero over the
(ij)
whole contact surface, it is a linear function of ϕr , see Figure 4.3 (b). Thus, the resisting
(i)
torque mc is determined by reducing the given system with respect to c, yielding
mc(i) = −

kn R4 π (ij)
ϕr = − Kϕ ϕr(ij)
4

with Kϕ :=

Knlin (cs r (ij) )2
.
4

(4.21)

Therein, Kϕ follows by use of (4.19) and (4.20) and can be interpreted as the stiﬀness of
a rotational spring for the linear elastic contact regime. Note that, due to the pressure
(ij)

ϕr

r(i)

p̄
dn

kn
R
r(j)
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c
Sc
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θ̄

(c)

Sc

(ij)

Figure 4.3: (a) Rheological model of the contact area with relative rotation ϕr , (b) and (c)
contact-pressure distributions.

distribution being symmetric and perpendicular to the contact plane, a resisting moment
(ij)
is only initiated against the direction of the rolling part ϕr of the relative rotation ϕ(ij) .
Analogously to the activation of the distributed spring elements, the damping elements
(ij)
induce a linear viscous stress distribution due to a relative angular velocity ϕ̇r in rolling
direction. By integration over the contact surface and making use of the relations (4.19)
(i)
and (4.20), the viscous damping moment md follows as
(i)

md =

dn π R4 (ij)
Dn (r (ij) )2 (ij)
ϕ̇r =
ϕ̇r = Dϕ ϕ̇r(ij)
4
4

with Dϕ :=

Dn R 2
.
4

(4.22)

Regarding the contact stress distribution, the limit case of elastic loading is reached when
the pressure distribution becomes zero at one end of the contact surface. From this point
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on, the active contact area is reduced with increasing relative rotation. An intermediate
contact pressure distribution is shown in Figure 4.3 (c). Therein, an angle θ̄ is introduced
to parameterise the active contact area, highlighted in yellow. θ̄ thereby measures the
(ij)
angle between the perpendicular direction to the relative rotation ϕr and the point of
(ij)
zero contact pressure in the contact plane. An increase in ϕr yields a decline of the
remaining active contact area with increasing values of θ̄ in the post-elastic case, while
θ̄ = 0◦ deﬁnes the limit case of the elastic contact regime. Note that the resisting torque
and the amount of normal force are a function of the remaining contact area, i. e. of the
angle θ̄. By dropping the dependency on θ̄ for the normal force via enforcing a constant
amount of the normal force, Jiang et al. [124] derived a non-linear relation between an
increasing relative rotation and the resisting moment in the post-elastic regime for a
variation of θ̄, as sketched in Figure 4.4. Therein, the relative rotation and the resisting
torque are normalised with respect to their values for the limit case of the elastic regime,
(ij)
(i)
ϕ̄r and m̄c , respectively, which read
(i)

(ij)

|fc,n | ϕr
= lin
Kn R |ϕr(ij) |

ϕ̄r(ij)

and m̄(i)
c = −

Knlin R2 (ij)
ϕ̄r ,
4

(4.23)

respectively. In particular, an interpretation of the relation in terms of plasticity at the
grain level is proposed. The solid curve in Figure 4.4 represents the case of an uncrushable
elastic particle, whereas the dashed line represents a simpliﬁed model, where only up to
(i)
a certain point ζ|m̄c | an elastic behaviour is possible, before stress concentrations on
the contact surface lead to local crushing or plastiﬁcation of the particle. From this
point on, an ideal-plastic behaviour is assumed. The value of ζ is determined through the
assumption of energy conservation between the elastically stored and the dissipated energy
in the originally non-linear part of the relation (grey areas in Figure 4.4). Limiting the
(ij)
(ij)
admissible relative rotation, for example, to ϕr /ϕ̄r = 5.0 leads to a value of ζ = 2.1.
The actual beneﬁt of the simpliﬁcation of the relation lies in the reformulation of the
3.0

(i)

(i)

|mc |/|m̄c |

2.5
2.1

2.0
1.5
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0.0
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|ϕr |/|ϕ̄r |

8
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Figure 4.4: Relation between normalised resisting moment and relative rotation after Jiang
et al. [124].

contact law analogously to (4.18), which allows an eﬀective implementation into DE codes.
Summarising this procedure yields
(
(ij)
(ij)
(i)
(i)
− Kϕ ϕr − Dϕ ϕ̇r
if |mc | ≤ ζ |m̄c |
(i)
mc =
(4.24)
(i)
− ζ m̄c
else .
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For the sake of completeness, a detailed derivation of these relations is given in Appendix
B.3.
DE contact formulations are rheologically symbolised by combinations of springs, dampers
and frictional elements. In this regard, Figure 4.5 summarises a rheological representation
of the used formulations and shows their isolated responses in normal, tangential and
rotational contact direction. Therefore, a set-up with two interacting particles with radii
r (2) = 2r (1) is investigated. Concerning the Hertzian normal contact formulation (top row
of Figure 4.5), the particle P (1) is moved with a constant velocity relative to the spatially
ﬁxed particle P (2) until an overlap of 0.12r (1) is reached. The contact force response
on P (1) shows the anticipated non-linear behaviour. For comparison, the response of an
equivalent linear contact model is plotted, where the linear contact stiﬀness is varied to
obtain the same contact force in the ﬁnal simulation step. The tangential frictional contact
is validated by enforcing a constant normal force and rotating P (1) with a constant angular
(1)
velocity in clockwise direction. The norm of the reaction force fc,t is plotted with respect
(12)
to the norm |uc,t | of relative displacement in tangential direction at the contact point.
It can be seen that a variation of the sliding friction coeﬃcient from µd = µs (solid red
line) to µd = 0.8µs (dashed blue line) leads to the desired force responses. Furthermore,
(2)
the particle P (2) rotates in counter-clockwise direction due to the acceleration by fc,t .
Finally, the response of the rotational resistance model is plotted for two values of the
shape-coeﬃcient cs . Here, a constant normal force is again enforced between the particles,
and P (1) is uniformly rotated in clockwise direction. As anticipated, the contact torque
(i)
(i)
response on P (1) is linear until |mc | reaches the limit ζ|m̄c |, with ζ = 2.1 in both cases,
and is constant afterwards. The initial stiﬀness, which characterise the linear part of
the contact torque, and the limit state, changes with a variation of cs . Note also that a
clockwise rotation of P (2) is initiated.

4.2.5

Bond-contact formulation

For the additional consideration of micromorphic eﬀects, the possibility of particle deformations has to be included into the numerical scheme. In the present context, this is done
by the assumption of deformable bonds of binder material between particles that even
allow for local non-homogeneous stress and strain states. When bonds exist, these bonds
are represented by geometrically linear Timoshenko beams with circular cross sections
connecting the centres of mass of neighbouring particles, cf. Figure 3.5 (d). Furthermore,
the radius of the beams is chosen as the mean radius of the connected particles and the
(ij)
(i)
(j)
beams are assumed to be massless. A relative displacement ur = xM − xM and a rel(ij)
ative rotation ϕr between bonded particles yield a deformation in the beam, that can
(i)
be accounted for by a displacement vector ub ,

(i)

ub


(ij)
(ij)
(ij)
ur1 + ϕr2 xm3 − ϕr3 xm2


(i)
(ij)
(ij)
= ub [ xm , ϕr(ij) (xm ) ] = 
ur2 − ϕr1 xm3
 em i
(ij)
(ij)
ur3 + ϕr1 xm2


(4.25)
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Figure 4.5: Constitutive contact formulations at the contact point with magnified extractions
of the elastic regimes in tangential and rotational directions.
(i)

expressed with respect to a local coordinate system em i , where em1 = nb is aligned with
the longitudinal axis of the beam under consideration. Under the assumption of geometric
linearity, the strain in the bond element is calculated as
(i)

εb =

1
2

(i)

(i)

(Grad ub + GradT ub ) ,
(i)

(4.26)

where derivatives arising in Grad ub are linearly approximated over the length of the
beam using the discrete values of the relative displacement and rotation of the pair of
bonded particles. The material description of the beams follows a Hookean-type elas-
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(i)

(i)

(i)

ticity law, where the stress Tb ≈ σb in the beam with σb as the Cauchy stress in
geometrically linearised approaches is computed as


(i)
(i)
(i)
Eb εb11 2 αs Gb εb12 2 αs Gb εb13
(i)
 em i ⊗ emj .
σb = 
(4.27)
0
0
sym.
0
Therein, Eb and Gb are the elasticity moduli of the considered material and αs is the
Timoshenko shear coeﬃcient. In case that bonds break when a predeﬁned maximum
(i)
equivalent stress σV exceeds a threshold value σy , such that

q
(i)
αc σy if σb 11 < 0 ,
(i)
(i) 2
(i) 2
(i) 2
σV = (σb 11 ) + 3 [ (σb 21 ) + (σb 31 ) ] >
(4.28)
σy
else ,

this is included into the description by deleting the beams between the respective particles.
Thereby, the compressive strength of a beam is weighted by a factor αc in order to account
for diﬀerent resistances to tension and compression generally found in many engineering
materials. For a detailed derivation of the model and its performance to compute cemented
sand under various loading conditions, the reader is referred to the formulation introduced
in Obermayr et al. [171] and thoroughly discussed in Obermayr [170].

Chapter 5:
Discrete-element modelling of failure in
granular material
This chapter presents numerical simulations of granular material failure. After discussing
the general numerical set-up, simulations of uniaxial tension and compression tests on
cylindrical specimen are given for bonded granular material. In order to compare bonded
and unbonded material behaviour, a biaxial compression test is additionally investigated
for the bonded and the unbonded case. The DE simulations supply the necessary microscale information for the intended computational homogenisation towards micromorphic material behaviour on a higher spatial scale.

5.1

General model set-up
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[mm]

particle diameter

For all simulations, the respective
specimen is represented by a grain
1
ensemble with a polydisperse particle size distribution. The requirements on such a packing are
fairly high, if the modelling of lo0
calisation eﬀects should succeed.
inflated distribution
The packing needs to be in a rela- initial distribution
tively dense conﬁguration, allow- Figure 5.1: Examplary construction of a polydisperse
ing only for low initial compaction particle-size distribution for the simulation of a biaxial
during biaxial compression, cf. the compression test.
demanding process of experimental sand specimen generation through layer-wise ﬁlling and consolidation. Furthermore,
a regular contact network and density distribution are necessary, in order to avoid initial weak spots in the packing, which would lead to local failure at a very early stage.
One way of fulﬁlling these requirements, is the generation of the assembly through a constructive algorithm as described in Ergenzinger et al. [68], where particles inﬂate from
a predeﬁned conﬁguration without any particle contacts towards a conﬁguration, which
exhibits a desired mean number of contacts for all particles and a predeﬁned particle
size distribution. Figure 5.1 illustrates the initial particle distribution for a set of 6 700
particles as well as the ﬁnal assembly of polydisperse particles, which exhibits the size
distribution of Hostun quartz sand, as given, for example, in Ezaoui & Benedetto [75]. As
the constructed assembly of particles is geometrically restricted by the BVP, overlaps and
resulting forces are present in the ﬁnal particle distribution due to the simple fact that
the DEM itself was applied in the construction strategy. It is therefore dynamically relaxed in order to obtain a stress-free reference conﬁguration. This is generally achieved by
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allowing an artiﬁcial, strongly damped free movement of the particles, such that overlaps
between particles are reduced. In the present application, this approach is only directly
pursued for the cylindrical specimen used in the simulations of uniaxial compression and
tension tests. In the cases of biaxial compression tests, the dynamic relaxation process
is combined with the pre-loading of the sample by a lateral conﬁning pressure until a
steady state is reached. In particular, the conﬁning pressure is applied as single forces
acting on a layer of smaller connected particles, see the left and right columns of particles
on the left of Figure 5.1. These particles on both sides of the sample are additionally
connected to each other by unbreakable elastic springs, representing the lateral rubber
membrane used in the experimental set-up. The application of such a ﬂexible boundary
that allows for a local free deformation is essential for the simulation of shear-band phenomena, see e. g. Kawamoto et al. [132], Oda & Iwashita [173] or Scholz [187]. Moreover,
in the case of biaxial loading, plain strain conditions are ensured by rigid ﬁxed walls in
depth direction of the sample. Furthermore, the compressive loading is applied by displacing the rigid top and bottom plates with a constant slow velocity. In combination
with local damping at the contacts and the damping formulation of the bond elements,
cf. Obermayr et al. [171], this approximately ensures quasi-static conditions throughout
the simulation, although the fully dynamic simulation method is still applied. The application of the loading boundary conditions slightly diﬀers for the cylindrical specimen
used in simulations of uniaxial material tests. Here, no rigid walls are used. Instead, the
necessary velocities and positions are directly prescribed to the top and the bottom layer
of particles of the respective specimen. This allows for an easy change in loading direction
that would not be straightforwardly possible when using rigid platens as surrogates for
the loading apparatus of an experimental set-up.

5.2

Localisation in bonded granular media

Unbonded granular material is given, for example, by dry sand, where localisation is
well observable in an experimental set-up, see for example the experiments conducted
on Hostun quartz sand (Desrues & Andò [46], Desrues & Viggiani [48]). On the other
hand, bonded material is found, for example, as moulding material for metal casting cores
(Boenisch & Lotz [25], Iden et al. [117]) consisting of quartz sand and a polyurethanebased binder material. In the present work, this material is taken as an example for a
deformable grain-binder microstructure. In this regard, Caylak & Mahnken [28] investigate the failure on sand-cores through strain localisation in uniaxial compression and
tension tests, thus exhibiting qualitatively comparable results to the simulated localisation eﬀects presented in the following. If not explicitly stated otherwise, the set of
modelling parameters is used as summarised and commented in Table 5.1. Note thereby,
that the rotational resistance model to account for the particle shape simpliﬁcation is not
used in the simulations of bonded granular material. The capability of this modelling
feature is addressed in Section 5.3 for the unbonded case. As material parameters for
the binder are generally not available at the grain-scale, these values are chosen based on
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Table 5.1: Collection of modelling parameters.
Quantity

Value

Grain material (Quartz sand)
Young’s modulus E

94 000

Unit

Remark/Reference

Particle radii

[N/mm2 ] suggested by Nardelli et al. [162] based on grain-scale
experiments
0.1
[-]
suggested by Nardelli et al. [162] based on grain-scale
experiments
100
[Ns/mm] chosen qualitatively
500
[N/mm] value chosen in the region given in
Sandeep & Senetakis [184]
0.24
[-]
experimental value provided in Senetakis et al. [190]
0.166
[-]
experimental value provided in Senetakis et al. [190]
0.0
[-]
if not stated otherwise
1.5
[g/mm3 ] mass is scaled to allow numerical speed-up as inertia
eﬀects are negligible under quasi-static conditions
0.08 − 0.4 [mm]
according to particle size distributions of Hostun sand

Binder material
Young’s modulus Eb
Shear modulus Gb
Shear coeﬃcient αs
Compressive strength factor αc
Failure stress σY

71 100
20 385
0.87
4
3 500

[N/mm2 ]
[N/mm2 ]
[-]
[-]
[N/mm2 ]

as suggested in Schneider et al. [186]
as suggested in Schneider et al. [186]
computed in reference to Cowper [38]
chosen qualitatively
chosen qualitatively

Gravity g

0

[m/s2 ]

gravity is neglected

Poisson’s ratio ν
Damping coeﬃcient Dn
Tangential contact stiﬀness Kt
Static friction coeﬃcient µs
Sliding friction coeﬃcient µd
Shape coeﬃcient cs
Particle density

the parameter region identiﬁed by Schneider et al. [186] through image-based microstructural computations of a sand-core sample and eﬀective material parameter computations
through homogenisation. Parameters for quartz sand grains are based on experimental
data provided by Nardelli et al. [162], Sandeep & Senetakis [184] and Senetakis et al. [190].

normalised axial stress [−]

Uniaxial compression and tension: A cylindrical specimen with 4 355 particles is
simulated under uniaxial compression and tension. Due to the usage of the compressive
strength factor αc in the bond formulation, the so-called strength-diﬀerential eﬀect is
accounted for, leading to a signiﬁcantly higher resistance towards compression, compare
the global stress-strain relations for uniaxial compression and tension in Figure 5.2, for
which the axial stresses, normalised with respect to the maximal tensional stress, are
1
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Figure 5.2: Global stress-strain relations of the simulated uni axial compression test.
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Figure 5.3: Simulation of an uniaxial compression test on bonded granular material at and
after the initiation of the shear band.

plotted against the global axial strains deﬁned as the reduction, respectively the increase
in height, taken over the initial height of the specimen. The choice of αc = 4 results in
a simulated compressive strength of the specimen which is 480% the tensile strength. In
the case of compressive loading, a primary shear-band under 45◦ evolves at the peak load
(point 1 in Figure 5.2) after an initial homogeneous deformation of the sample. The bond
elements in the region of the shear band exhibit high stresses and successively fail until
the specimen is fully separated (left-hand side of Figure 5.3, corresponding to point 2 in
Figure 5.2). This state is given when the percentage of broken bonds along the shearing
direction is larger than 50% throughout the complete width of the sample. Moreover, accompanying particle rotations accumulate in the region of the localisation, as it is shown
on the right-hand side of Figure 5.3. Under tensional loading, a separation of the sample
occurs along a primary plane nearly perpendicular to the loading direction, see Figure 5.4.
Biaxial compression: Figure 5.6 illustrates the results of a biaxial compression test of
a specimen of initially bonded grains. The polydisperse ensemble contains 6 720 particles.
The axial stress response is plotted against the global axial strain in Figure 5.5 (red line).
As for the uniaxial compression test, after an initial homogeneous deformation of the sam3

4

5
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percentage of
broken bonds [%]
< 10
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Figure 5.4: Simulation of an uniaxial tension test on bonded granular material.
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Figure 5.5: Global stress-strain relations of the simulated biaxial compression test.

ple, the onset (point 1 ) with the global peak strength of the sample and the full evolution
(point 2 ) of a primary shear band are observed, indicated by an increasing percentage
of broken (deleted) bonds. The evolution of the primary shear band is accompanied by
secondary shear bands in opposite direction. The localisation is again accompanied by a
concentration of particle rotations, as it is visualised on the right-hand side of Figure 5.6.

5.3

Localisation in unbonded granular media

The simulation of a biaxial compression test enables a direct comparison between initially bonded and unbonded material. In the context of the intended homogenisation
this enables a comparison of the results between the complete micromorphic setting and
the micropolar setting, cf. Bidier & Ehlers [23]. Therefore, the simulation of the biaxial
compression test is repeated, now without consideration of initial bonds between neigh1
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Figure 5.6: Simulation of a biaxial compression test on bonded granular material at and after
the initiation of the shear band.
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Figure 5.7: Simulation of a biaxial compression test on unbonded granular material at and
after the initiation of the shear band.

bouring grains. Figure 5.7 displays the results for the biaxial test on unbonded granular
material. Again, the initiation of a primary shear band (point 3 ) is observed, here indicated by the amount of dissipated energy visualised on the left-hand side of Figure 5.7.
The loss in energy stems from active frictional elements in the tangential direction of
the particle contacts. At the same time, particle rotations accumulate (right-hand side
of Figure 5.7) exhibiting a result that is in good qualitative agreement with experiments
or computations carried out by Hall et al. [104], Ehlers [57], Andò et al. [11], Desrues &
Andò [46] or Kawamoto et al. [132]. The shear-band width is in the order of 5 − 6 d50 ,
when measured by means of rotating particles. Thereby, d50 denotes the mean diameter of the particle distribution. As anticipated and experimentally shown in Desrues &
Andò [46], the rotations of particles in the shear band show a polarisation, cf. Figure 5.8.
Therein, the direction coinciding
with 0◦ is the orientation of the
90◦
maximum slope of the shear band
as displayed in Figure 5.7, point 4 .
> 150
The
polar plot collects the number
π
3π
of particles with a certain amount
π
4
π 2
of rotation in combination with the
4
number of
180◦
0◦
orientation of the rotation axis. It
particles
is clearly observed that particles
preferably rotate in direction of the
0
slope of the localisation and therefore their rotation axes polarise perpendicular to the shear-band direc◦
270
tion, compare also the experimental results given in Desrues & Andò
[46] based on the evaluation of a
Figure 5.8: Polar plot of particle rotations in the shear shear band from a triaxial compresband in unbonded material under biaxial compression. sion test.
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Finally, note that in both simulations of the biaxial compression test, the functionality of
the modelled elastic membrane via connected particles can be seen in the free deformation
of the sample at both ends of the shear bands. The respective global stress-strain relation
for the uniaxial compression test on unbonded material is plotted in Figure 5.5 (blue line).
It is seen that the failure stresses at points 1 and 3 of bonded and unbonded material
diﬀer by a factor of approximately 12.
Influence of the particle shape modelling: In comparison to the measured shearband width on natural sands given in Andò et al. [11], reporting a width of 7 − 8 d50
for roundly shaped sand grains and up to 10 − 12 d50 for angular shaped grains when
measured with respect to particle rotations, the present DE model slightly underestimates
the shear-band width. Employing the introduced rolling resistance model leads to an
improvement of the model. In this regard, Figure 5.9 displays the amount of particle
rotation along a perpendicular cut through the shear band at 0.05 global axial strain
(point 4 of Figure 5.5) for three values of the shape parameter cs . Note in passing that
therefore the linear contact model with Knlin = 94 000 N/mm is applied to guarantee the
theoretical consistency with the rotational resistance model. As intended, it is observed
that an increase in rolling resistance with higher values of cs leads to an increase of the
shear-band width. For cs = 1.5 the shear-band width is approximately 9 d50 . For a further
increase of cs , no clear primary shear band could be observed anymore. This might be
due to the rather small total size of the numerical specimen and the fact that the shear
band hits the upper left corner of the specimen for values of cs > 1.5. It is furthermore
observed that for values of cs < 1.5 the peak-stress level does not change signiﬁcantly, i. e.
the initiation of the localisation is dominated by the behaviour of the frictional contacts.
Consequently, the rolling resistance model only becomes active in the post-peak domain.
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Figure 5.9: Particle rotations along a perpendicular cut through the shear band for different
values of cs .

In the subsequent chapter, the focus is on the homogenisation of the obtained particlebased information towards continuum quantities. The rolling resistance model is thereby
not applied, as contact torques transmitted between the particles at interacting points
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were not considered in the formulation of the homogenisation strategy. Although this is
theoretically possible by shifting the location-independent contact torques to the mass
centres at the REV boundary, their inﬂuence showed to be of minor importance for the
detection of micromorphic and micropolar eﬀects.

Chapter 6:
Application of the homogenisation strategy
This chapter applies the homogenisation strategy given in Chapter 3 to the DE simulations
presented in the preceding Chapter 5. After addressing some numerical aspect concerning
the REV construction, the main focus ﬁrstly lies on the detection of micromorphic stress
and strain measures. This is primarily done by averaging of the results of the uniaxial
compression test simulation on bonded granular material. Additionally, an investigation
of the internal mechanical work is carried out to address the signiﬁcance of the extended
continuum mechanical contributions. Secondly, the loss of microstructural information
based on an increase of the REV size is investigated. This is based on the results of
the biaxial compression test simulations and also allows for a comparison between the
micromorphic and the micropolar setting.

6.1

Numerical realisation

The following homogenisation processes proceed from the particle-centre-based strategy
(D’Addetta et al. [43], Ehlers et al. [64], Lin & Wu [144], Wellmann et al. [215]), where
REV are locally constructed at selected time steps of the simulation by collecting all
particles within a spherical region of diameter dR around each particle of the IBVP.
Considering a 3-d ensemble of particles forming such an REV, the necessary calculations
of the REV volume VR requires an approximated determination strategy, which allows
a feasible numerical investigation at all desired times of the simulation. This is mainly
due to the fact, that the boundary ∂R, i. e. the centres of mass of the particles forming
∂R, is a non-convex 3-d polygon with triangular facets, compare also Wellmann et al.
[215]. The volume of such a polygon is approximated by determing the volume of the set
of particle centres forming its convex hull, cf. Barber et al. [18]. Figure 6.1 illustrates an
exemplary REV, constructed by selecting particles with centres of mass inside a spherical
region with diameter dR = 3 d50 around a randomly chosen particle from the distribution
illustrated in Figure 5.1. The REV boundary itself is deﬁned by all particles of the REV

n(i)

VR
(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 6.1: (a) Randomly chosen REV with boundary particles highlighted in green, (b)
subset of boundary particles forming the convex hull (cyan), (c) approximated REV-volume VR
via triangulation.
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that have one or more contacts with particles which themselves are not part of the REV.
(i)
(i)
Due to the discrete construction of ∂R, the normal vector n(i) = xM /|xM |, corresponding
to the normal at each centre of mass of a boundary particle, is determined by normalising
(i)
the relative position xM . Furthermore, the partial volume VP (i) of boundary particles, cf.
R
(3.67), which contributes to the homogenised strains, is calculated by a volume calculation
of a surface triangulation of a set of evenly distributed points lying on the corresponding
partial surface. This is an approximation of the actual volume, which is given as the
corresponding volume of several spherical triangles on the particle surface depending on
the number of neighbouring particles, compare Figure 6.2.
approximated volume VP (i)

directions towards
neighbouring particles

R

exact volume VP (i)
R

Figure 6.2: Approximation of the partial volume VP (i) .
R

6.2

Micromorphic setting

In the following, the homogenisation procedure is applied to the DE simultions of the
uniaxial and the biaxial compression test. The aim thereby ﬁrstly lies in the detection of micromorphic eﬀects, when the micromorphic setting with a partly deformable
microstructure is chosen in the DE modelling approach. Secondly, the loss of microstructural information is investigated by varying the chosen REV size, thereby clearly pointing
at the mesoscopic character of the microstructural ensemble. Throughout the following
studies, the ratio between dR and the mean particle diameter d50 of the particle size distribution is used to address the REV size. The homogenised quantities are visualised at
the centre particle of the REV. Furthermore, scalar-valued norms of vector-valued as well
as second- and third-order tensor-valued quantities serve as characteristic measures for
the visualisations. In particular, |a| refers to the vector norm of a, ||A|| is the spectral
3

norm of A, and ||A|| is is the largest spectral norm of the sub-coeﬃcient matrices A1jk ,
3

A2jk and A3jk of A.

6.2.1

Detection of micromorphic effects

The complete averaging procedure is ﬁrstly undertaken for the uniaxial compression test
simulation for the points 1 and 2 addressed in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. The overall results
are given in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: Initially bonded material under uniaxial compression: Results of the homogenisation procedure for dR /d50 = 2.5.

It is seen from the norm ||h(σM −σi|| ≈ ||hTM −Ti|| as the micromorphic stress indicator
(top left of Figure 6.3) that mircromorphic eﬀects concentrate in the localisation zone.
This result is obtained from a concentration of both norms, ||h(σM i|| and ||hσi||, however,
with diﬀerent values at the onset and the evolution of the shear band. This can in
particular be seen from the additional plot of the evolution of the norms ||hσi|| and
||hσM i|| of selected REV over the complete simulation time, given on the left of Figure 6.4.
Therein, the arithmetic means of the respective quantities of 30 REV, centred in the region
of the shear band, are plotted and show the concentration with the onset of the shear
band at around 0.04 global axial strain. Note furthermore that the second micromorphic
3

stress indicator, the third-order dyadic stress moment hM̃i, as it incorporates the dyadic
moment of the micromorphic stress diﬀerence, shows the same behaviour (right-hand side
of Figure 6.4).
(12)

3

In addition to the stress diﬀerence, the avergaes of the symmetric part symhµ̄d i of the
3-rd order dyadic stress moment and the couple stress hµ̄i are also predominant in the
(12)

3

localisation zone (top middle of Figure 6.3), where ||symhµ̄d i|| and ||hµ̄i|| address the
microstrain and the micropolar contributions of the overall micromorphic behaviour in
an additive manner. In agreement with the angular momentum balance, the occurrence
of couple stresses coincides with the evolution of skew-symmetric stresses visualised via
A

the norm of the averaged axial stress vector h ti on the top right of Figure 6.3. However,
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Figure 6.4: Initially bonded material under uniaxial compression: Evolution of mean values
of homogenised stress norms of 30 REV inside the shear band for dR /d50 = 2.5.
A

the concentration of |h ti| is not as smoothly distributed over the complete domain of the
shearing zone, as this is the case for ||hµ̄i|| and ||hσM − σi||.
The second row of Figure 6.3 displays the norms of the signiﬁcant corresponding averages
of the kinematic measures, namely the microstrain average h(εm )B i and its gradient, the
a

A

averaged curvature hκ̄i and the axial vector hēi corresponding to the micromorphic strain
average hε̄i. From these visualisations, the concentration of the respective quantities with
the onset and the evolution is again clearly recognised.
A further insight into the role of the micromorphic extension of standard continua can
(sf )
(mp)
(ms)
be gained from the evaluation of the individual portions Wi , Wi
and Wi
of the
mechanical work Wi stemming from the internal forces according to (3.54), (3.57) and
(3.59). In this regard, Figure 6.5 shows the internal mechanical work of 36 diﬀerent REV
at at the loading stage 1 outside (top left) and inside (top right) the localised zone.
Note that in Figure 6.5, the individual 36 REV samples have been arranged according to
(sf )
increasing values of Wi .
It is obvious that higher total amounts of internal mechanical work are performed in the
localised domain. However, the decomposition of the overall mechanical work Wi into its
(mp)
(ms)
individual contributions, especially regarding the portions Wi
and Wi
as parts of
the micromorphic setting, shows that the former plays a signiﬁcant role, while the latter is
(sf )
of negligible size, especially, compared to the standard portion Wi . A percentage-based
segmentation of the diﬀerent work contributions emerging additionally to the standard
(sf )
work Wi , compare bottom right of Figure 6.5, shows that the largest portions stem
from the mechanical work of the conjugated pair of couple stress and curvature.

6.2.2

Loss of microstructural information

In the preceding section, REV are evaluated for the size dR /d50 = 2.5, which results in
approximately 10 particles collected in a REV. For the homogenisation of the uniaxial
compression test on initially bonded material, this generally yields the most signiﬁcant
results concerning the detection of micromorphic eﬀects. As these eﬀects are of microstructural character, it is not astonishing that they are only detectable at a reasonable size,
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Figure 6.5: Initially bonded material under uniaxial compression: Evaluation of the internal
mechanical work at point 1 , cf. Figure 5.2, of 36 REV in- and outside the localised zone for
dR /d50 = 2.5.

when they are obtained by homogenisation over reasonably small REV. For a detailed
investigation on the role of the REV size, the averaging process is carried out for initially
bonded material under biaxial compression (points 1 and 2 of Figure 5.5) for three different REV sizes: dR /d50 = 2.2 as the minimal size for geometrically reasonable REV with
an average of 6 particles, dR /d50 = 3.0 with an average of 16 particles, and dR /d50 = 3.7
with an average of 30 particles, respectively. For simplicity, the investigation is restricted
to the averaging of stress quantities. Figure 6.6 shows the evolution of micromorphic
stress moments and stress diﬀerences at points 1 and 2 of Figure 5.5 for the diﬀerent
ratios of dR /d50 for initially bonded material, exhibiting the onset and the evolution of
the shear band. As can be seen from Figure 6.6, the identiﬁcation of micromorphic eﬀects
is given in the regions of shear zones and shrinks with the increase of the homogenisation
domain. The loss of the mircrostructural information is also seen in Figure 6.7, where the
homogenisation over increasing REV sizes from dR /d50 = 2 up to values of dR /d50 = 12 is
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displayed. Given Figure 6.7, a comparison of the plots of the homogenised micromorphic
stress diﬀerence and the homogenised axial vector corresponding to hTi both again taken
as the arithmetic mean, now over a number of 15 REV centred in the shear zone, yields
that the homogenisation results are rapidly shrinking from dR /d50 = 2 to dR /d50 = 8
and are then approximately constant at small values. This is not astonishing, as REV
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Figure 6.6: Initially bonded material under biaxial compression: Norms of homogenised micromorphic stress moments and stress differences for varying REV sizes at the initiation of and
in a fully evolved shear band (cf. points 1 and 2 of Figure 5.5).
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Figure 6.7: Initially bonded material under biaxial compression: Loss of microstructural information with increasing REV size displayed for the amount of averaged micromorphic stress
differences and axial stress vectors from the initially bonded particle model at point 2 , cf.
Figure 5.5, for a number of 15 REV inside the shear zone.
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with REV sizes larger than approximately dR /d50 = 4 not only collect particles inside
the shear zone but also from outside, such that microstructural eﬀects are, on the one
hand, still noticeable but, on the other hand, nearly smeared out. From the evolution
of the homogenised micromorphic stress moments, the micropolar couple stresses hM̄i,
the Cauchy stresses hTi, the particle stress averages hTM i, and the axial vectors of hTi
and hTM i, respectively, further eﬀects are visible, when these values are displayed for the
three considered REV sizes during the complete simulation time, cf. Figures 6.8 - 6.10.
Results are thereby again plotted as mean values of 15 REV inside the primary region
and 15 REV outside the primary and further secondary shear-zones. From these ﬁgures
and especially from Figure 6.8, it is again clearly recognised that micromorphic eﬀects
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Figure 6.8: Initially bonded material under biaxial compression: Evolution of mean values of
homogenised stress quantities for a number of 15 REV in the marked regions in- and outside
the localised zone for dR /d50 = 2.2.
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Figure 6.9: Initially bonded material under biaxial compression: Evolution of mean values of
homogenised stress quantities for a number of 15 REV in the marked regions in- and outside
the localised zone for dR /d50 = 3.0.
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Figure 6.10: Initially bonded material under biaxial compression: Evolution of mean values
of homogenised stress quantities for a number of 15 REV in the marked regions in- and outside
the localised zone for dR /d50 = 3.7.

represented by the micromorphic stress moments and the micromorphic stress diﬀerences
are dominant in the fully evolved shear band at a global axial strain of approximately
0.075, while their values are between very small and negligible outside the localisation
domain. It is furthermore seen that micropolar eﬀects displayed by hM̄i and the axial
vector of hTi are active at the same values of the global axial strain as are the micromorphic terms. Finally it is found that the axial vector of hTM i also vanishes numerically as
TM was theoretically found symmetric. Also note that all the eﬀects described above are
shrinking with increasing REV size, cf. Figures 6.9 and 6.10.
The above investigations clearly exhibit the mesoscopic character of micromorphic continua, where the microstructural information is only observed at higher spatial scales,
when the REV size, or the respective number of particles summarised in a REV, is small
enough to capture these ﬂuctuations from the standard Cauchy continuum. This behaviour is typical for material with microstructural character as, for example, for micropolar and micromorphic material.

6.3

Micropolar setting

If the microstructural arrangement is restricted to rigid particles, the homogenisation
strategy yields characteristic micropolar quantities on the REV scale, cf. Ehlers et al. [64].
These results can be reviewed by applying the averaging formalisms to the DE simulation
of the biaxial compression test on initially unbonded material (micropolar setting). As in
the preceding section, the same overall signiﬁcant properties of microstructure-dependent
materials are again found. Figure 6.11 shows the occurrence of micropolar couple stresses
hM̄i in the shear zone and the accompanying skew-symmetric stress state of hTi. The
eﬀects are most clearly present for the smallest REV size dR /d50 = 2.2 and signiﬁcantly
decrease for the larger REV sizes dR /d50 = 3.0 and dR /d50 = 3.7. The corresponding
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Figure 6.11: Unbonded material under biaxial compression: Norms of homogenised micropolar
couple stress and axial stress vector of the Cauchy stress for varying REV sizes at the initiation
of and in a fully evolved shear band (cf. points 3 and 4 of Figure 5.5).
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Figure 6.12: Unbonded material under biaxial compression: Norms of the homogenised micropolar curvature, the symmetric part of the micropolar strain and the axial vector of the
micropolar strain for dR /d50 = 2.2 at the initiation of and in a fully evolved shear band (cf.
points 3 and 4 of Figure 5.5).

averages of the deformation measures are displayed for dR /d50 = 2.2 for the onset (point
3 ) and for a fully evolved shear band (point 4 ) in Figure 6.12. Visualised on the left
a
of Figure 6.12 is the norm of the micropolar curvature hκ̄i. Here, a clear concentration
is observed in the shear band, where the particles rotate, compare Figure 5.7. Due to
higher relative displacements of the particles contained in a REV within the region of the
shear band, the norm of the symmetric part of the micropolar strain, hε̄isym = hεi also
shows higher values in the localising areas (Figure 6.12, middle). Moreover, the averaged
micropolar strain hε̄i also becomes skew-symmetric in these domains, as it is displayed
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on the right of Figure 6.12, again by means of the norm of the axial vector hēi containing
the skew-symmetric information of hε̄i.
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Figure 6.13: Initially unbonded material under biaxial compression: Evaluation of the internal
mechanical work of 30 REV in- and outside the localised zone for dR /d50 = 3.0 in a fully evolved
shear band (cf. point 4 of Figure 5.5).

An evaluation of the mechanical power of the internal forces of 30 REV centred in the shear
zone and 30 REV selected outside the domain of the shear band is given in Figure 6.13. In
(sf )
the micropolar setting, a division into the standard Cauchy continuum part Wi and the
(mp)
extended micropolar part Wi
is performed, where the latter is again split into a part
stemming from the skew-symmetric stress-strain contribution and a part stemming from
the pair of couple stress and micropolar curvature. Once more the diﬀerences between
localising and non-localising domains are evident. Concerning the absolute amount of
internal mechanical work, displayed in the top row of Figure 6.13, high total values are
found inside the shear band, where stresses and strains concentrate, while signiﬁcantly
lower values are found outside the shear band. Moreover, as already recognised for the
micromorphic setting, the extended micropolar parts of Wi signiﬁcantly contribute to the
overall internal mechanical work. This can clearly be observed from the proportional
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representation of the diﬀerent fractions of Wi given on the bottom right-hand side of
Figure 6.13, showing that in some REV in the localisation zone up to 50% of the internal
mechanical work is performed by the extended micropolar quantities.

Chapter 7:
Summary and conclusion
The main goal of this monograph was the development of a homogenisation strategy
that links particle-based information with macroscopic quantities within the framework
of microcontinuum theories. Therefore, it was ﬁrstly necessary to foster the continuummechanical understanding of kinematically extended theories. This was done by deriving
the basic relations for the kinematic description, the stress state and the governing balance relations in a structured way. The starting point was a short introduction of the
standard Cauchy continuum description, followed by the micropolar extension and ﬁnally
giving a more detailed review of the micromorphic continuum formulation in the sense of
Eringen [71]. Thereby, the application of micromorphic-continuum properties generally
allows for the consideration of microstructural eﬀects in continuum-based modelling approaches through the introduction of a microcontinuum with an associated length scale.
The distinction between the micropolar and the micromorphic case lies in the assumption
whether the attached microcontinuum is rigid (micropolar) or homogeneously deformable
(micromorphic). However, it should be stressed that the micromorphic and the micropolar continuum are still purely macroscopic continuum-mechanical approaches, where, for
example, the micro- and the macrodeformation gradient are still averaged quantities and
the resulting model remains a phenomenological one.
In what followed, the focus was thus on how to directly compute these averaged quantities based on the introduction of a mesoscopic particle-centre-based REV description,
introduced between the microscale of the individual grain and the macroscale of the overall continuum body. The application of the MMM principle and the assumption of scale
separation between the three considered scales thereby simpliﬁed the balance relations for
embedded REV and particles. This ultimately lead to the possibility of deriving direct
averaging formalisms between the microstructural particle-based information and micromorphic quantities on the mesoscopic REV scale. The physical link between the granular
microstructure and the micromorphic continuum was thereby established between two levels: Firstly, forces and stresses at the particle-scale are linked to the extended stress states
of micromorphic type, and, secondly, local particle deformation, displacement and rotation at the particle-scale are linked to the extended deformation measures of micromorphic
continua. In the latter case, the multiscale connection is given in a rather straightforward
manner, when a particle, theoretically assumed as being homogeneously deformable, is
embedded into a mesoscopic REV, and the thereby obtained coupled kinematic relations
are derived. Adopting a geometrically linear point of view thereby enabled an additive
decomposition of the micromorphic strain into standard and extended micropolar and
micromorphic contributions. On the interaction-stress level, a stress homogenisation was
possible due to the formulation of averaged stress measures for the REV that are linearly
depending on a homogeneous particle deformation at the microscale. In particular, these
are the particle stress average TM , the couple stress M̄ and the third-order dyadic stress
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moment MdM , which serve as indicators for the detection of micromorphic and micropolar
quantities.
In order to verify the established strategy, particle-based simulations of material failure in
granular media were necessary, in order to provide the microstructural information, which
can then be processed towards the REV scale. A DE model using a spherical particle representation was therefore set up. While the usage of unbonded grains in combination with
constitutive contact formulations for normal and tangential contact forces represented a
suitable setting to detect micropolar eﬀects, the consideration of deformable binder or
matrix material, modelled via deformable beam elements connecting neighbouring particles, was additionally incorporated in order to extend the setting towards micromorphic
material behaviour. The idealised model allowed for the transition of the continuously
formulated averages towards discrete forms of the stress and strain averages, where only
a ﬁnite number of particles forming an REV need evaluation. Concerning the deformation homogenisation, the gradient of relative displacement of the REV-boundary particles
contributes to the strain on the REV scale, while the gradient of the particle rotation averages towards an REV curvature measure. Furthermore, a so-called microstrain average
can be found from a two-step averaging process. First, the average of the homogeneous
local deformation of the particles, given by the deformation of the connecting beam elements, yields the homogeneous particle strain. Second, this strain is again be averaged
volumetrically within the REV in order to obtain a micromorphic-type microstrain average on the REV level. In a similar way, the microstress average is found based on the
particle stress average and a subsequent second average with respect to all particles in
the REV. Overall, the homogenisation enabled to identify micromorphic indicators on the
stress and the deformation level.
As it is well known that micropolar eﬀects play an important role in localising granular
material, the main focus of the DE computations was on the simulation of shear-banding
phenomena. As exemplarily materials, unbonded and bonded Quartz sand were chosen,
the latter being a frequently used material for sand-based moulds in metal casting applications. The clear initiation and the full evolution of shear-bands was successfully simulated
for both settings. In particular, simulations of uniaxial compression and tension tests on
initially bonded material and biaxial compression tests on initially bonded and unbonded
material were performed.
The application of the homogenisation strategy to the results of the DE simulations revealed the following key points: As in the case of micropolar continua, the extended stress
and kinematic states of micromorphic material are predominant in localised zones, while
the REV size correlates to the intrinsic length scale. The size of a locally constructed
REV is furthermore the critical quantity for the evaluation and the existence of micromorphic and micropolar stresses at a higher spatial scale. A study with diﬀerent REV
sizes revealed a loss of microstructural information with increasing REV sizes.
By means of the balance of mechanical power of an REV, it was furthermore possible
to identify the work-conjugated pairs of averaged stress and deformation quantities. The
evaluation of the performed mechanical work of REV in the shear zone provided an
additional important insight into the necessities of considering microcontinuum extensions when choosing a macroscopic modelling approach: While the micropolar extension
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signiﬁcantly contributes to the overall mechanical work, the same is not true for the additional microstrain contribution that extends the description towards a fully micromorphic
model. Whether these eﬀects are more pronounced for other granular materials, for example mixtures of rigid grains and highly deformable particles, such as gel-type ones, would
be one interesting question to be further investigated for the future application of the
derived homogenisation approach. In addition to the micromorphic setting, where parts
of the microstructure are considered as deformable, the established homogenisation strategy incorporates the special case of the micropolar continuum, when the microstructure
consists solely of rigid particles. In this regard, it should be recognised that a clear additive decomposition of the micromorphic contributions into micropolar and microstrain
contributions, where the ﬁrst incorporates only particle-scale rotations and the latter only
particle-scale stretches, is not fully possible, as the micropolar couple stresses M̄ are immediately dependent on the particle deformation, if these are allowed in the modelling
approach.
A signiﬁcant drawback of the presented work lies in the necessity of particle-based computations of complete IBVP. In combination with the requirement of quasi-static simulations
of material tests, where the loading rate in the simulation needs to correspond to the rate
of loading used in the experiment, this leads to a signiﬁcantly high total number of computational time steps, even if the number of considered discrete elements is quiet small.
Note that in this regard full-scale simulations of the small-scale triaxial compression tests
with approximately 50 000 particles, given in Desrues & Andò [46], were also performed.
However, no further signiﬁcant ﬁndings were obtained in comparison to the smaller biaxial compression test simulations. The results are therefore not documented within this
monograph. In particular, the wish to step from a qualitative simulation towards quantitative results could not be met without further parameter calibration, as the global
stress-strain path could not be directly reproduced. This might be due to the simpliﬁed
usage of a spherical particle representation, where the inﬂuence of the grain shape on the
macroscopic strength of the material is ignored. Although a rotational resistance model
was investigated to overcome the shape simpliﬁcation, the results were not satisfactory in
this regard. The shear-band width of angular-shaped granular material, such as Hostun
sand, could not be reproduced by a variation of the shape parameter of the rotational
resistance model. As pointed out by Wensrich & Katterfeld [217], this might be due to the
fact that rolling resistance always initially hinders a rotational motion and only causes
co-rotations once a rotational motion is active. In this regard, Kawamoto et al. [132]
achieved a direct numerical representation of the small-scale triaxial test of Desrues &
Andò [46] using arbitrarily shaped particles based on a level-set DE representation.
Alternatively to this DNS approach, a challenging future task lies in the application of
the proposed homogenisation technique within an embedded FEM × DEM strategy in
order to be able to simulate unscaled experimental tests and even application-scale problems. Thereby, the macroscale continuum body would exhibit the micromorphic character,
while the microscale DE model would still be of Cauchy-continuum type. Although such
strategies are generally available and can be found in the literature, see, for example,
Biswas & Poh [24] or Jänicke et al. [120], many technical aspects of such a combined
multiscale strategy are yet not accounted for, if a DE model is chosen as the microscale
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7 Summary and conclusion

model. Among these are the question whether non-periodic REV, such as the here used
particle-centre-based REV, can be treated and the issue how to consistently prescribe the
extended boundary and volumetric deformation mechanisms from the application scale
onto the mesoscale of the particle-based REV and onto the individual particles. In this
ﬁeld, ﬁrst promising attempts to consider a DE-model in combination with an extended
continuum description on the macroscale are underway, cf. Desrues et al. [47].

Appendix A:
Selected tensor calculus
Without going into the detailed derivations, the following Appendix gives a collection of
selected tensor algebra and analysis that are necessary for the handling of the operations
conducted throughout this monograph. A more detailed and completed introduction can
be found in Ehlers [59].

A.1

Tensor algebra

Arbitrary placeholders are introduced, where
{α, β }
∈R
{ u, v, w, y } ∈ V 3
{ A , B , C } ∈ V3 ⊗ V3
3

{A}

are rational scalars (zeroth-order tensors),
are vectors (ﬁrst-order tensors) of the proper
Euklidian 3-d vector space V 3
are second-order tensors of the corresponding (A.1)
dyadic product space V 3 ⊗ V 3 ,

∈ V 3 ⊗ V 3 ⊗ V 3 is a third-order tensor of the corresponding
dyadic product space V 3 ⊗ V 3 ⊗ V 3 .

Selected rules for second-order tensors are given for products of tensors with scalars or
vectors via associated and distributive laws as
α(βA)
A(αu)
(α + β)A
A(u + v)
(A + B)u
αA
u

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

(αβ)A
α(Au) = (αA)u
αA + βB
Au + Av
Au + Bu
Aα
Av.

(A.2)

The expansion theorem for vectors reads
u × ( v × w ) = (u · w ) v − ( u · v ) w .

(A.3)

Scalar (inner) products of tensors read
(αA) · B
A · (B + C)
A·B
A·B
A · (u ⊗ v)

=
=
=
=
=

A · (αB) = α(A · B)
A·B+A·C
B·A
0 ∀ A , if B ≡ 0
u · Av.
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(A.4)
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The tensor product of tensors shows associated, distributive and non-commutative relations, viz.:
α(AB)
(AB)u
(AB)C
A(B + C)
AB
IA
0A
(u ⊗ v)(w ⊗ y)

=
=
=
=
6=
=
=
=

(αA)B = A(αB)
A(Bu)
A(BC)
AB + AC
BA
AI = A
A0 = 0
(v · w)(u ⊗ y).

(A.5)

The transposed tensors follow the relations
u · ( A v ) = ( AT u ) · v
3

3

(A.6)

13

B · ( A u ) = ( A T BT ) · u

(A.7)

and furthermore
( u ⊗ v )T = ( v ⊗ u )
( α A )T = α A T
( A B )T = B T A T

(A.8)

T

A · (B C ) = ( A B ) · C
( A + B )T = A T + B T .
A second-order tensor is symmetric, if A = AT , and skew-symmetric, if A = −AT , and
can be split into a symmetric part Asym and a skew-symmetric part Askw , where
Asym =

1
(A
2

+ AT ) and Askw = 21 ( A − AT ) with A = Asym + Askw . (A.9)

The inverse tensor is given by
A−1 = ( det A )−1 cof A

→

A−1 exists if det A 6= 0 ,

(A.10)

where cof A is the cofactor of A. The inverse tensor obeys to the rules
A A−1 = A−1 A = I
( A−1 )T = ( AT )−1 =: AT −1
( A B )−1 = B−1 A−1 .

(A.11)

The second-order fundamental tensor, or identity tensor, I represents an identical
map, if applied to an arbitrary vector u or an arbitrary tensor A:
u = Iu,

A = I A with I := δij ei ⊗ ej ,

(A.12)
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where δij is the Kronecker symbol, which takes the value 1 for i = j and the value 0 for
i 6= j.
The third-order fundamental tensor (Ricci tensor) and the axial vector follow the
relations
3

3

u × v = E ( u ⊗ v ) where E is the Ricci permutation tensor cf. (A.14),
3

A

axl B = b =

1
2

A

3

A × B = E (A BT )

with the special case I × B = E BT = 2 b and

3

E BT

as the axial vector of B .
(A.13)

In index notation, the properties of the permutation tensor are given as
3

E = eijk ( ei ⊗ ej ⊗

 1
−1
where eijk =

0

ek ) with the permutation symbol eijk ,
: even permutation
: odd permutation
: double indexing.

(A.14)

e123 = e231 = e312 = 1
e321 = e213 = e132 = −1

A

3

Second-order axial tensors A to arbitrary third-order tensors A are given by
3 3

A

A = − 21 ( E A )2 ,

(A.15)

A

3

3

12

A

where A corresponds to the skew-symmetric tensor part Asym = −A T and A uniquely
3

reduces Asym towards a second-order tensor. Finally, for the case of u being an axial
3

vector, the relation u × I = −Eu leads to
3

3

3

3 3

!

E ( u × I ) = − E ( E u ) = − ( E E )2 u = − 2 u

3 3

( E E )2 = 2 I .

→

(A.16)

(12) 3

3

Each third-order tensor A with a skew-symmetric part skw A has an associated axial
a

tensor A of second order and the following rules hold:
a

3

3 3

3 3

12

A := axl A = 21 (EA T )2 = − 12 (EA)2 ,
(12) 3

3 a

3

1
2

3

3 3

2 3

1
2

3 3

4

3

3

skw A = −(EA) = [ E(EA) ] = [ (EE) A) ] =

1
2

3

3

12

(A.17)

T

(A − A ),

where (A.19) has been used
Fourth-order fundamental tensors are constructed from dyadic products of secondij

order fundamental tensors. By additional transpositions ( · )T , representing an exchange
of the i-th and j-th basis systems, three fourth-order fundamental tensors are given by
4

23

( I ⊗ I )T A = I A = A ,

the identical map,

24

( I ⊗ I ) T A = AT ,
( I ⊗ I ) A = ( A · I ) I = (tr A ) I ,

the transposing map and
the tracing map.

(A.18)
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Furthermore, a map of the third-oder fundamental tensor towards a fourth-order tensor
results in
24
23
3 3
(A.19)
(EE)4 = (I ⊗ I) T − (I ⊗ I) T .

A.2

Tensor analysis

The spatial derivative of a ﬁeld function with respect to the position x yields its gradient
grad ( · ). The gradient of scalar-valued functions α(x), vector-valued functions u(x) and
tensor-valued functions A(x) read
grad α(x) =

dα(x)
,
dx

grad u(x) =

du(x)
dx

and grad A(x) =

dA(x)
.
dx

(A.20)

respectively. The divergence div ( · ) of a vector-valued and a tensor-valued ﬁeld function
follows as
div u(x) = grad u(x) · I and div A(x) = [ grad A(x) ] I .
(A.21)
Selected identities for gradient and divergence operations are
23

grad (A v ) = ( grad A ) T v + A grad v
23

(A.22)

23

grad (A B ) = [ ( grad A ) T B ]3 T + ( A grad B )3

(A.23)

div ( v × A ) = v × div A + grad v × A

(A.24)

div ( v ⊗ A ) = v ⊗ div A + ( grad v ) AT

(A.25)

3

3

3

13

23

div ( v ⊗ A ) = v ⊗ div A + [ ( grad v ) ( A T ) T ]3
div ( A v ) = div AT · v + AT · grad v
3

3

3

13

(A.26)
(A.27)

13

div ( A B ) = div ( A T ) · BT + A T · grad BT .

(A.28)

Product rules for material time derivatives of vector- and tensor-valued functions are given
as
( u ⊗ v )· = u̇ ⊗ v + u ⊗ v̇
( A B )· = Ȧ B + A Ḃ
(A

−1 ·

) = −A

−1

Ȧ A

−1

(A.29)
.

Selected derivatives of arbitrary vectorial and tensorial functions are
23
4
∂A
= ( I ⊗ I )T = I
∂A
24
∂AT
= ( I ⊗ I )T
∂A

(A.30)
(A.31)
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23
∂A−1
= − ( A−1 ⊗ AT −1 ) T
∂A

(A.32)

24
∂AT −1
= − ( AT −1 ⊗ AT −1 ) T
∂A

(A.33)

23
24
∂AT A
= ( AT ⊗ I ) T + ( I ⊗ A ) T
∂A

(A.34)

23
23
∂AA
= ( A ⊗ I ) T + ( I ⊗ AT ) T
∂A

(A.35)

23
∂AB
= ( A ⊗ I )T
∂B

(A.36)

23
∂AB
= ( I ⊗ BT ) T
∂A

(A.37)

∂AB
=
∂C

24

[(

T
∂A 24
) T B ]4
+
∂C

14

[(

T
∂B 24
) T AT ]4
∂C

23

25 34
∂A 24
∂( Grad B ) 5
∂( [ A Grad B ]3 )
T
T 5 T T
=
[(
) ( Grad B ) ]
] .
+ [A
∂C
∂C
C

(A.38)
(A.39)

Appendix B:
Mechanical supplements
B.1

Natural basis representation of deformation and
strain measures

The deformation and strain measures introduced in Sections 2.2.1 for the standard Cauchy
continuum and in Section 2.4.2 for the extended micromorphic formulation are derived
using a direct notation without reference to a particular coordinate system. Additionally, the representation of deformation and strain measures with respect to convective
coordinates, representing material lines that continuously follow the deformation of the
body B, oﬀers a possibility to understand the conﬁgurational characteristics of the investigated tensors. In the following, this so-called natural basis representation is given for
the Cauchy continuum and the micromorphic continuum.

B.1.1

Cauchy continuum

Contravariant convective curvilinear coordinate lines θi are deﬁned at each material point
P and follow the deformation of the body over time. Thus, the deforming material lines
can be expressed with respect to reference and actual conﬁguration as
θi = θi (X, t0 ) and θi = θi ( x, t )

(B.1)

X = X ( θi , t0 ) and x = x ( θi , t ) .

(B.2)

and inversely
Covariant tangent vectors follow from the derivation of the position vectors (B.2) with
respect to the contravariant coordinates and deﬁne the local natural basis vectors in the
referential and in the actual conﬁguration as
hi =

∂X
∂θi

and ai =

∂x
,
∂θi

(B.3)

respectively. The local contravariant dual basis vectors follow by derivation of (B.1) with
respect to the position vectors as
∂θi
h =
∂X
i

∂θi
and a =
.
∂x
i

(B.4)

Covariant and contravariant basis vectors span the tangent and the cotangent space,
respectively, where a contravariant basis vector ( · )i is orthogonal to two covariant basis
vectors ( · )k for k 6= l. This leads to
hi · hk = δki

and ai · ak = δki ,
113

(B.5)
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where δki is the Kronecker delta. The deformation and the inverse deformation gradient
(2.4) follow in natural basis representation as
F =
F−1

∂x
∂x
∂θi
=
⊗
= ai ⊗ hi
∂X
∂θi
∂X
∂X
∂X
∂θi
=
=
⊗
= hi ⊗ ai .
i
∂x
∂θ
∂x

(B.6)

It can be seen that the deformation gradient is a mixed-variant two-ﬁeld tensor and that
F maps covariant vectors from the reference to the actual conﬁguration (covariant pushforward operation), while F−1 maps covariant vectors from the actual to the reference
conﬁguration (covariant pull-back operation). The contravariant push-forward and pullback operations are consequently performed with FT −1 and FT , respectively. The right
and left Cauchy-Green deformation tensors (2.10) and (2.11) as well as their inverses in
natural basis representation consequently read
C = aik ( hi ⊗ hk ) ,

B = hkl ( ai ⊗ ak ) ,

C−1 = akl ( hi ⊗ hk ) ,

B−1 = hik ( ai ⊗ ak ) .

(B.7)

Herein, aik , hik and akl , hkl are the respective co- and contravariant metric coeﬃcients
derived from the scalar products of two sets of basis vectors and thereby describe their
geometry. It is evident that the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor (and hence the
Green-Langrangean strain tensor) is a quantity of the referential state, while the left
Cauchy-Green deformation tensor (and hence the Almansi strain tensor) is a quantity of
the actual conﬁguration. Finally, the natural basis representation of E and A follow as
E =

B.1.2

1
2

( aik − hik ) ( hi ⊗ hk ) and A =

1
2

( aik − hik ) ( ai ⊗ ak ) .

(B.8)

Micromorphic continuum

The micromotion F̄ ( X, t ) transports the covariant vector-valued director between conﬁgurations and is thus also a two-ﬁeld tensor, which can be written in analogy to F
as
(B.9)
F̄ = F̄ ik ( ai ⊗ hk ) ,
cf. Diebels [49]. By use of Einstein’s summation convention, two alternative natural basis
vectors and consequently two formulations for the micromotion arise, viz.:
āk := F̄ ik ai −→ F̄ = āk ⊗ hk , F̄−1 = hk ⊗ āk
h̄i := F̄ ik hi −→ F̄ = ai ⊗ h̄i ,

F̄−1 = h̄i ⊗ ai .

(B.10)

Assuming the dualities
āi · āk = δki

and h̄i · h̄k = δki

(B.11)

deﬁnes the covariant basis vectors h̄k and the contravariant basis vectors āk . The newly
introduced basis vectors deﬁne conﬁgurations embedded between the referential and the
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(Vm )−1
B

āi

(Rm )T
B

(Fm )−1
B

θi
(Vm )B

(Fm )B

(Rm )B

F̄

θi
ãi

V̄
V
R
referential
configuration

hi

θi

θi

F

ai

R

U

Ū

(Rm )B

F̄

h̃i
(Fm )B
(Rm )T
B

actual
configuration

(Um )B

θi

(Fm )−1
B

h̄i
(Um )−1
B

Figure B.1: Micromorphic configurations.

actual conﬁguration, however, these basis vectors are no longer tangents to the material
lines, cf. Figure B.1, as they characterise the microdeformation consisting of an additional
stretching and a free rotation. The two formulations of F̄ in (B.10) lead to two transport
mechanism of the micromotion in a natural basis representation
ai = F̄ h̄i

and āi = F̄ hi .

(B.12)

Combined and compared with (2.86), the split of the microdeformation gradient and the
complete motion of the director (Figure 2.5) allows several conclusions and interpretations. At ﬁrst, regarding the alternative right polar decomposition of F: If the director
ξ in the actual frame is identiﬁed with ai , the basis vector h̄i is identiﬁed as the referential director Ξ. Compared to a micropolar formulation, this intermediate conﬁguration
does not have the geometric properties of the actual conﬁguration, which is established
by additional mapping with (Um )B due to the orthogonality of (Rm )B and R. The second possibility is the choice following from the left micromorphic decomposition of F,
identifying the referential directors Ξ with the referential basis hi . Then, the referential
geometry is retained through the combined map of F̄ and (Vm )−1
B . Ū and V̄ remain
two-ﬁeld tensors with respect to the referential and the actual conﬁguration, respectively.
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However, in comparison to the standard formulation of the deformation tensors U and
V, the micromorphic deformation tensors are mixed-variant, viz.:
Ū = F̄−1 F = F̄−1 V̄ F̄ = h̄i ⊗ hi

(B.13)

V̄ = FF̄−1 = F̄ Ū F̄−1 = ai ⊗ āi .

The micromorphic strain tensors follow with respect to the introduced natural basis systems accordingly as
Ē = Ū − I = ( δki − h̄i · hk ) ( h̄i ⊗ hk )
Ā = I − V̄−1 = ( āi · ak − δki ) ( āi ⊗ ak ) .

(B.14)

This justiﬁes the transport mechanism given in (2.88) and the geometric derivation based
on the combination of a covariant macro- and a contravariant microelement. With the two
alternative formulations of F̄ in (B.10) and the corresponding intermediate conﬁgurations,
3

3

the curvature tensors R C̄ and C̄, given in (2.10), can be written with respect to various
combinations of natural basis vectors. All notations are presented in Volk [211] for the
micropolar case, which formally only diﬀers from the micromorphic case by use of the
orthogonality of F̄. Exemplarily, the formulations written with respect to referential and
actual basis systems read
R

3

C̄ = ( F̄−1 Grad F̄)3 = ( γ̄ ijk − Γijk ) hi ⊗ hj ⊗ hk ,
3

23

(B.15)

C̄ = [ ( grad F̄) T F̄−1 ]3 = ( γ ijk − Γ̄ijk ) ai ⊗ aj ⊗ ak ,
respectively. Herein, use is made of the so-called Christoﬀel symbols γ ijk , Γijk and γ̄ ijk , Γ̄ijk ,
that stem from the spatial derivative of the natural basis vectors, viz.:
∂hi
∂θj
∂ai
∂θj
∂ h̄i
∂θj
∂āi
∂θj

= Γij k hk ,
= γij k ak
k

= Γ̄ij h̄k ,
= γ̄ij k āk

∂hi
∂θj
∂ai
∂θj
∂ h̄i
∂θj
∂āi
∂θj

= Γijk hk = − Γkj i hk ,
= γ ijk ak = − γkj i ak ,
(B.16)
i

= Γ̄ijk h̄k = − Γ̄kj h̄k
= γ̄ ijk āk = − γ̄kj i āk .

The Christoﬀel symbols are computed from the scalar product of the respective spatial
derivative of a basis vector with its dual counterpart, e. g. γij k = ∂ai /∂θj · ak , see
Diebels [49] for more details. Note that in the expressions (B.15) of the curvature tensor,
the reference to the micromotion is only present in the Christoﬀel symbols Γ̄ijk and γ̄ ijk ,
respectively.
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Linearisation of micromorphic strain and curvature

In this section, the formal linearisation procedure is given for the micromorphic kinematic deformation and curvature tensors in Section 2.5. The linearisation is thereby
obtained from a Taylor-series expansion around the natural state, characterised by F = I,
(Um )B = I and ϕ̄ = 0. For a detailed derivation of the linearised micropolar strain and
curvature, see Ehlers [56], Scholz [187] or Volk [211].
Linearised micromorphic microstrain: The microstrain tensor (Em )B is a local
measure of the homogeneous microdeformation of the underlying microcontinuum. Its
geometrically linearised counterpart (εm )B follows by use of (A.18) and (A.35) as
(εm )B := (Em )B lin. = (Em )B
= 0+

1
2

(Um )B =I

+

∂(Em )B
∂(Um )B

(Um )B =I

23

[ (Um )B − I ]

23

[ ( I ⊗ I ) T + ( I ⊗ I ) T ] [ (Um )B − I ]

(B.17)

= (Um )B − I .
Linearised micromorphic strain: The micromorphic strain tensor
T
Ē = Ē[ F, (Um )B , ϕ̄ ] = (Um )−1
B R̄ F − I ,

(B.18)

cf. (2.135), is a combined measure of the homogeneous microdeformation and the macrocscopic deformation. Its geometrically linearised counterpart ε̄ follows by use of (2.7),
(A.18), (A.36) and (A.38) as

ε̄ := Ēlin. = Ē

F=I
(Um )B =I

+

ϕ̄=0

∂ Ē
+
∂ ϕ̄

∂ Ē
∂F

F=I
(Um )B =I

(F − I) +

∂ Ē
∂Um

ϕ̄=0

F=I
(Um )B =I

[(Um )B − I]

ϕ̄=0

(B.19)

3

F=I
(Um )B =I

ϕ̄ = Grad u − (εm )B + E ϕ̄ .

ϕ̄=0

with
∂ Ē
∂F

F=I
(Um )B =I

T
(F − I) = [(Um )−1
B R̄ ] ⊗ I

ϕ̄=0
23

23
T

F=I
(Um )B =I

(F − I)

ϕ̄=0

= (I ⊗ I) T (F − I) = F − I = Grad u ,

(B.20)
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∂ Ē
∂(Um )B

F=I
(Um )B =I

((Um )B − I) =

ϕ̄=0

+



24

T
∂(Um )B −1 24
) T R̄T F ] 4
[(
∂(Um )B

14
∂(R̄T F)
T 
[(
) (Um )B −1 ] 4
∂(Um )B
|
{z
}
4

0



= − [ ( (Um )B

−1

23

⊗

(Um )TB −1 ) T

24
T

F=I
(Um )B =I

((Um )B − I)
(B.21)

ϕ̄=0

T

R̄ F ]

4

24
T

F=I
(Um )B =I

((Um )B − I)

ϕ̄=0

23

= − ( I ⊗ I ) T [ (Um )B − I ] = − [ (Um )B − I ] = − (εm )B ,

∂ Ē
∂ ϕ̄

F=I
(Um )B =I
ϕ̄=0

∂F
∂(Um )−1
∂ R̄T
B
]
F + (Um )B −1 R̄T
R̄T F + (Um )−1
ϕ̄
B
∂ ϕ̄
∂ ϕ̄
∂ ϕ̄ F=I
| {z }
|{z} (Um )B =I
ϕ̄=0
0
0

= (Um )−1
ϕ̄
B [ ( I − ē ⊗ ē ) (−sin ϕ̄) − ( ē × I ) cos ϕ̄) ] F
F=I

ϕ̄ = [

(Um )B =I
ϕ̄=0

3

= I [ − (ē × I )] ϕ̄ = − ( ϕ̄ × I ) = E ϕ̄ .
(B.22)
Linearised micromorphic curvature: The formal linearisation of the micromorphic
curvature is examplarily performed for
R

3

3

T
3
C̄ = R C̄((Um )B , ϕ̄) = [(Um )−1
B R̄ Grad (R̄(Um )B )] ,

(B.23)

cf. (2.138), by a Taylor-series expansion around the initial state (Um )B = I and ϕ̄ = 0.
3

In particular, one obtains for κ̄ by use of (A.23), (A.31), (A.32) and (A.39)
3

3

κ̄ =

R

3

C̄lin. =

R

3

C
(Um )B =I

∂ R C̄
+
∂(Um )B

ϕ̄=0
3

3

∂ R C̄
[ (Um )B − I ] +
∂ ϕ̄
(Um )B =I

(Um )B =I

ϕ̄=0

ϕ̄=0

ϕ̄

3

= 0 + Grad(εm )B − [ E Grad ϕ̄ ]3
(B.24)
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with
3

∂ R C̄
∂(Um )B

(Um )B =I

[ (Um )B − I ] =

ϕ̄=0
(−1)

5
∂[(Um )B R̄T ]
Grad[ R̄(Um )B ]
∂(Um )B
+

T
[(Um )−1
B R̄ ]

= −

[ (Um )−1
B

∂Grad(Um )B 5
∂(Um )B

3

5

[ (Um )B − I ]

ϕ̄=0

(Um )B =I

[ (Um )B − I ]

ϕ̄=0

23 24

⊗

R̄ (Um )TB −1 ] T T

+ ( Grad R̄ ⊗ I ) + [ R̄

= 0+

(Um )B =I

0 + [I

(Grad[R̄ (Um )B ]

∂Grad(Um )B 5 
]
∂(Um )B

Grad(Um )B 5
]
∂(Um )B

25 34

23

(Um )B =I
ϕ̄=0




T 5T T

(Um )B =I

[ (Um )B − I ]

(Um )B =I
ϕ̄=0

[ (Um )B − I ]

ϕ̄=0

[ (Um )B − I ]

3

= 0 + Grad (Um )B .
(B.25)
and
3

∂ R C̄
∂ ϕ̄

∂[( R̄)T ]
Grad (R̄ (Um )B )
∂ ϕ̄
3
T ∂Grad ( R̄ (Um )B )
R̄
+ (Um )−1
(Um )B =I ϕ̄
B
∂ ϕ̄
ϕ̄=0

T
3
=
[ (Um )−1
B R̄lin. Grad ( R̄ (Um )B ) ]

(Um )B =I ϕ̄ =
ϕ̄=0



(Um )−1
B

T
+ [ (Um )−1
B R̄ (Grad (
3


∂ R̄
(Um )B ) ]3
∂ ϕ̄

(Um )B =I
ϕ̄=0

(B.26)


ϕ̄

= − [ E Grad ϕ̄ ]3 .

B.3

Derivation of the rolling resistance model

A short derivation of the rolling resistance relations (4.19) - (4.24) shall be given. The
model is nearly identical to the rolling resistance model presented in Jiang et al. [124].
The basic assumptions are: Two interacting spheres, which have a common small circular
(i)
contact area Sc . The normal contact force fc,n is assumed to be evenly distributed over Sc ,
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(ij)

ϕr

r(i)

kn

dn
ẽ3
R c

ēϕ ē3
ẽ3 ẽ2
θ ēρ
R c
ẽ1 r

ẽ2
ẽ1
Sc

(a) r(j)

Sc
(b)

p̄
p

p

ẽ3
c

ẽ3
c

ẽ2
ẽ1
Sc

(c)

ẽ2 θ̄
ẽ1
Sc

(d)

(ij)

Figure B.2: (a) Rheological model of the contact area with relative rotation ϕr , (b) definitions of basis systems on Sc , (c) and (d) contact-pressure distributions.

leading to a constant contact pressure of an amount p̄ acting on the contact surface. In a
rheological sense, the contact is represented by the sum of an inﬁnite number of springdamper models between the contacting planes, cf. Figure 4.3 (a), with corresponding
modelling parameters kn and dn , given in (4.19), as kn = Knlin /Sc and dn = Dn /Sc .
The shape parameter cs connects the radius R of the spherical contact surface Sc to the
common radius r (ij) of the particles in contact via R = cs r . The rheological model implies
(ij)
(ij)
that an increasing relative rotation ϕr causes a resisting moment mc . In the case of
the contact pressure distribution p(i) being non-zero over the whole contact surface p(i)
(ij)
is a linear function of ϕr , see Figure B.2 (c). By use of cylinder coordinates {r, θ, x3 }
that relate the co-rotating basis system ēi with ẽi , compare Figure B.2 (b), p(i) follows as

(i)

(i)

p

= −( p̄ − ϕr kn r cos θ ) ē3

|fc,n |
,
with p̄ = −
πR2

(B.27)

(ij)

(ij)

where the basis system ẽi is ﬁxed at the contact point c and includes ẽ2 = ϕr /|ϕr |.
Furthermore, ẽ3 = ē3 . A lever arm r located in the contact plane, can be expressed with
respect to c as
r = r ēρ = r cos θ ẽ1 + r sin θ ẽ2 .

(B.28)
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(i)

Thus, the resisting moment mc is determined by reducing the given system with respect
to c, which results by use of (4.19) and (4.20) in the moment
mc(i)

= −

Z

(i)

r×p

da = −

Z

0

Sc

= −

2π

Z

R
0

− (p̄ − ϕr Knlin r cos θ ) r 2 cos θ dr dθ ẽ2

K lin c2 r 2 (ij)
kn R π
ϕr ẽ2 = − n s
ϕ .
4
4 } r
| {z
=: Kϕ
4

(B.29)

(i)

In the same way, the viscous damping moment md follows as
(i)

md =

dn π R4 (ij)
Dn r 2 (ij)
ϕ̇r =
ϕ̇r = Dϕ ϕ̇r(ij)
4
4

with Dϕ :=

Dn R 2
.
4

(B.30)

Regarding the contact stress distribution, the limit case of elastic loading is reached, when
the pressure distribution reaches zero at one end of the contact surface. From this point
on, the active contact area is reduced with increasing relative rotation. An intermediate
contact pressure distribution is obtained as it is shown in Figure B.2 (d). Herein, the angle
θ̄ is introduced in the contact plane to parameterise the remaining active contact area
and increases with relative rotation in the post-elastic case. θ̄ measures the angle between
(ij)
the perpendicular direction to the relative rotation ϕr , which coincides with ẽ1 , and the
(ij)
point of zero contact pressure in the contact plane. An increase in ϕr yields a decline
of the remaining active contact area with increasing values of θ̄ in the post-elastic case,
while θ̄ = 0◦ deﬁnes the limit case of the elastic contact regime. The resisting moment in
the post-elastic case is obtained as
m(i)
c

=−

Z

=−
+

Z

r × p da
Sc

Z

2π−θ̄

θ̄
θ̄ Z R

−θ̄

=−

kn R
4

Z

− ϕr kn (R cos θ̄ − r cos θ ) r 2 cos θ dr dθ

0

R cos θ̄
cos θ

4

R


− ϕr kn (R cos θ̄ − r cos θ ) r 2 cos θ dr dθ ẽ2

π − θ̄ +


5
2
sin θ̄ cos θ̄ − cos3 θ̄ sin θ̄ ϕr ẽ2 .
3
3

Consequently, the elastic limit case is obtained for θ̄ = 0,
m̄c = −
(ij)

(ij)

Knlin R2 (ij)
ϕ̄r ,
4

(B.31)

where ϕr = ϕ̄r denotes the (unknown) relative rotation for θ = θ̄. Reducing the force
system with respect to c implies that the resulting force from the pressure distribution
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equals the amount of normal contact, which yields
Z
(i)
p da
|fc,n | =
Sc
2π−θ̄

=

Z

θ̄

+

Z

R

− ϕr kn (R cos θ̄ − r cos θ ) r dr dθ

0

Z

θ̄

−θ̄

Z

(B.32)

R
R cos θ̄
cos θ

− ϕr kn (R cos θ̄ − r cos θ ) r dr dθ

= ϕr kn R3 (π − θ̄) cos θ̄ +


2
1
sin θ̄ + cos2 θ̄ sin θ̄
3
3

and allows to determine ϕ̄(ij) in the elastic limit case as
ϕ̄(ij) =

|fcn |
.
Knlin R

(B.33)

Inserting into (B.31) yields the ﬁnal form of the resisting moment for the elastic limit as
(i)

m̄(i)
c = −

(i)

|fc,n | R
|fc,n | cs r
ẽ2 = −
ẽ2 .
4
4

(B.34)

A normalisation of (B.32) and (B.31) with respect to the elastic limit case using equations
(B.33) and (B.34) reveals
(i)

|mc |
(i)

|m̄c |
and

=

π − θ̄ + 35 sin θ̄ cos θ̄ − 23 cos3 θ̄ sin θ̄
(π − θ̄) cos θ̄ + 23 sin θ̄ + 13 cos2 θ̄ sin θ̄

(ij)

ϕr

(ij)
ϕ̄r

=

(π − θ̄) cos θ̄ +

2
3

π
sin θ̄ +

1
3

cos2 θ̄ sin θ̄

.

(B.35)

(B.36)

The evualation of (B.35) and (B.36) after Jiang et al. [124] for a variation of θ̄ is plotted
in Figure 4.4 and ultimately leads to the implemented version of the contact relation as
given in (4.24).

Appendix C:
Quaternion representation of rotations
A short introduction to the usage of quaternions as representation of rotations shall be
given here to clarify how the computed rotational states in Pasimodo are related to the
general proper-orthogonal rotation tensors R, commonly used in continuum mechanics.
For further information on quaternions and their advantages and performance for representing rotating objects in three dimensions, the interested reader is referred to Eberly
[54], Evans [73], Evans & Murad [74], Johnson et al. [128], Shoemake [194] or Van Waveren [206].
Fundamentals: An arbitrary quaternion q is an entity with one real and three complex
components, ﬁrstly introduced by Hamilton [105] in the mid 19th century, and can be
written in the form
q = q0 + q1 i + q2 j + q3 k

i, j, k : imaginary unit
with
q0 , q1 , q2 , q3 : real components .

(C.1)

Frequently, the components q1 , q2 and q3 are also summarised as the components qi with
i = {1, 2, 3} of a vector q with respect to an orthonormal basis ei . This allows for the
representation of a vector as a so-called pure quaternion, where q0 = 0. The imaginary
units follow a cyclic calculation rule, the so-called Hamilton rule, reading
i2 = j 2 = k 2 = −1
i j = −j i = k
j k = −k j = i

(C.2)

k i = −i k = j .
A quaternion multiplication of two quaternions qA and qB is not commutative, but follows
with (C.2) as
qA qB = (qA0 qB0 − qA1 qB1 − qA2 qB2 − qA3 qB3 ) +
+ (qA0 qB1 + qA1 qB0 + qA2 qB3 − qA3 qB2 ) i +
+(qA0 qB2 − qA1 qB3 + qA2 qB0 + qA3 qB1 ) j +

(C.3)

+(qA0 qB3 + qA1 qB2 − qA2 qB1 + qA3 qB0 ) k .
∗

The complex conjugated quaternion q is given by
∗

q = q0 − q1 i − q2 j − q3 k .
123

(C.4)
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The norm |q| of a quaternion is deﬁned as
q
|q| = q20 + q21 + q22 + q23 .

(C.5)

A unit quaternion qe with |qe | = 1 thus follows by normalisation of (C.1) as
qe =

q0
q1
q2
q3
q
=
+
i+
j +
k.
|q|
|q|
|q|
|q|
|q|

(C.6)

Fortunately, one concludes that for a unit quaternion, the relation
∗

∗

qe qe = qe qe = 1

(C.7)

∗

holds and the imaginary part vanishes. qe is the inverse quaternion.
Quaternion representation of rotations: Given is a rotation of a vector x by the
angle ϕ around the rotation axes r with |r| = 1. Thus, the rotation is characterised by
ϕ = ϕ r. With respect to a ﬁxed, orthonormal basis ei , r can be written as
r = r1 e1 + r2 e2 + r3 e3 .

(C.8)

Through substitution of

ϕ
qR0 = cos ( )
2
ϕ
qR1 = r1 sin ( )
2
ϕ
qR2 = r2 sin ( )
2
ϕ
qR3 = r3 sin ( )
2
the rotation quaternion qR follows as

(C.9)

ϕ
ϕ
ϕ
ϕ
qR = cos ( ) + r1 sin ( ) i + r2 sin ( ) j + r3 sin ( ) k .
| {z 2 } | {z 2 }
| {z 2 }
| {z 2 }
qR0

qR1

qR2

(C.10)

qR3

The rotation quaternion qR is a unit quaternion, since
r
ϕ
ϕ
ϕ
ϕ
cos2 ( ) + r12 sin2 ( ) + r22 sin2 ( ) + r32 sin2 ( )
|qR | =
2
2
2
2
r
ϕ
ϕ
=
cos2 ( ) + (r12 + r22 + r32 ) sin2 ( ) = 1 .
2
2

(C.11)

Expressing x as a pure quaternion, viz.
x = 0 + x1 i + x2 j + x2 k ,

(C.12)

allows to express the rotation of x into its rotated conﬁguration x̃ as the corresponding
series of the quaternion multiplication
∗

x̃ = qR x qR .

(C.13)
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A short example shall be given. Suppose
x = e1
ϕ = ϕ3 r
r = e3 .

(C.14)

The rotation quaternions consequently follow as
ϕ3
ϕ3
ϕ3
ϕ3
) + r3 sin ( ) k = cos ( ) + sin ( ) k
2
2
2
2
ϕ3
ϕ3
= cos ( ) − sin ( ) k .
2
2

qR = cos (
∗

qR

(C.15)

The rotated state ẽ1 follows by expressing e1 as a pure quaternion e1 = 1 i via
ϕ3
ϕ3
ϕ3
ϕ3
ϕ3
ϕ3
∗
ẽ1 = qR e1 qR = [ cos2 ( ) − sin2 ( ) ] i + [ cos( ) sin( ) + sin( ) cos( ) ] j
2 {z
2}
2
2 {z
2
2}
|
|
= 2 cos2 (

ϕ3
2

)−1 = cos(ϕ3 )

= 2 sin(

ϕ3
2

) cos(

ϕ3
2

) = sin(ϕ3 )

= cos(ϕ3 ) i + sin(ϕ3 ) j .

−→

ẽ1 = cos(ϕ3 ) e1 + sin(ϕ3 ) e2

X
(C.16)

Linking Quaternion and Euler-Rodrigues representations of rotations: The
corresponding rotation tensor R to the above described rotation around a central axis is
given by the Euler-Rodrigues representation
R = r ⊗ r + cos ϕ (I − r ⊗ r) + sin ϕ (r × I) .

(C.17)

With respect to ei , R can be expressed using a coeﬃcient matrix Rik , yielding
R = Rik ei ⊗ ek

with

(C.18)


cos ϕ + r12 (1 − cos ϕ)
r1 r2 (1 − cos ϕ) − r3 sin ϕ r1 r3 (1 − cos ϕ) + r2 sin ϕ


cos ϕ + r22 (1 − cos ϕ)
r2 r3 (1 − cos ϕ) − r1 sin ϕ
Rik = 
.
r2 r1 (1 − cos ϕ) + r3 sin ϕ
r3 r1 (1 − cos ϕ) − r2 sin ϕ r3 r2 (1 − cos ϕ) + r1 sin ϕ
cos ϕ + r32 (1 − cos ϕ)

For arbitrary rotations of a vector x, one thus has
x̃ = R x .

(C.19)

Through comparison of the coeﬃcients in Rik with a quaternion rotation, it is possible to
construct Rik as a function of quaternion operations yielding


1 − 2(q2R2 + q2R3 )
2(qR1 qR2 + qR0 qR3 ) 2(qR1 qR3 − qR0 qR2 )


1 − 2(q2R1 + q2R3 )
2(qR2 qR3 + qR0 qR1 )
(C.20)
Rik = 
.
2(qR1 qR2 − qR0 qR3 )
2(qR1 qR3 + qR0 qR2 ) 2(qR2 qR3 − qR0 qR1 )
1 − 2(q2R1 + q2R2 )
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The equivalence between (C.18) and (C.20) can be seen by evaluation of the coeﬃcients.
For example R11 yields
ϕ
ϕ
R11 = 1 − 2 (q2R2 + q2R3 ) = 1 − 2 [ sin2 ( ) r22 + sin2 ( ) r32 ]
2
2
2
2
2 ϕ
= 1 − 2 sin ( ) (r2 + r3 )
2
= 1 − (1 − cos ϕ) (1 − r12 )
= cos ϕ + r12 (1 − cos ϕ) = R11
ϕ
using sin2 ( ) = 1 − cos ϕ and r22 + r32 = 1 − r12 .
2
Orientation, angular velocity and angular acceleration: If the orientational state
of a rigid particle P (i) is captured by a quaternion q(i) , the need of its time derivatives
arises in order to account for the angular velocity and the angular acceleration of the rigid
body rotation. By use of the orthogonal quaternion matrix Q ( q(i) ) ,


q0 − q1 − q2 − q3
q1
q0 − q3
q2 
,
(C.21)
Q (q ) = 
q2
q3
q3 − q1 
q3 − q2
q1
q0
cf. Omelyan [175], the time derivative q̇ follows through the linear map
q̇(i) = Q ( q(i) ) w(i)

(C.22)

with w(i) as an expansion of the angular velocity ω (i) towards a pure quaternion. Consequently the angular acceleration follows as
q̈(i) =

1
[ Q ( q̇(i) ) w(i) + Q ( q(i) ) ẇ(i) ] .
2

(C.23)
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